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This research aims to model and manage bus regularity with consideration of the

interaction between buses and surrounding traffic in an integrated multi-modal

system. A parsimonious macroscopic simulation framework is first developed to

estimate multi-modal road traffic conditions and the bus-traffic interaction based

on the variational formulation of kinematic waves. The proposed simulation plat-

form can capture shocks, dispersion of vehicle platoons, moving bottlenecks and

traffic characteristics effectively with data collected from Central London. Sec-

ond, different bus holding strategies are implemented on the proposed simulation

platform in order to evaluate and compare their performance on improving bus

service regularity and impact on transport system efficiency. It is shown that the

two-way holding strategy performs the best in terms of regulating headway at

low-traffic level. At high-traffic level, the two-way holding strategy and the for-

ward holding strategy have a similar performance. However, the efficiency of buses

and road traffic can be severely compromised due to bus holding at stops and the

consequential delay on road traffic, especially under heavy traffic conditions. In

order to mitigate these challenges, the third part of this thesis presents a range of

signal-based bus holding strategies which are responsive to road traffic dynamics.

Proposed control strategies are implemented on the proposed simulation platform

to evaluate their performance. They are also compared with traditional stop-based

holding strategies and numerical results suggest improved bus service regularity

and transport efficiency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

1.1.1 General background

Road traffic volume is currently increasing at a rapid speed. In 2011, the overall

motor vehicle traffic volume in the United Kingdom was 303.8 billion vehicle miles,

which was about 7 times that of the road traffic volume in 1951 (DfT, 2012a). This

growing traffic demand is mainly driven by three forces which are population, GDP

per capita and fuel price. In the United Kingdom, the population is estimated to

rise from 62 million in 2010 to 74 million in 2033 (ONN, 2009). Between 2009

and 2013, GDP per capita increased by 4.5%, and the growing trend is likely to

continue due to a strong economy after crisis. With the recent drop in oil price

and increase in energy efficiency, the fuel cost of driving is expected to decline in

the near future (OBR, 2014). The Department for Transport (DfT) forecast that

road traffic will be 46% higher in 2040 compared to 2010 (DfT, 2013). Overall,

the trend of growing traffic demand will continue for the next few decades.

The ever-increasing road traffic generates a negative impact on the well-being

of societies. Despite the peak-car phenomenon, Goodwin (2012) pointed out that

traffic growth can still exist in most countries and cities. Since 2010, the increasing

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

traffic demand has been identified as one of the top challenges faced by the civil

engineering community (Becerik-Gerber et al., 2013). Negative consequences of

high-level traffic demand include traffic congestion, journey time delay, energy

consumption rise and pollution emission. In 2010, transport accounted for 26%

of the total greenhouse gas emissions in the United Kingdom (DfT, 2012a). A

government report published by the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit reveals the

economic impact of worsening urban traffic conditions. Excessive traffic delay is

estimated to cost £12.0 billion, and poor air quality due to traffic emission is

estimated to cost £4.5 to 10.6 billion (PMSU, 2009). Therefore, the increasing

traffic places the UK economy, environment and society under pressure.

A bus system is an important transport mode in an integrated multi-modal trans-

port system. Buses can make more efficient use of road space compared to pri-

vate vehicles in terms of the number of passengers conveyed over a unit length of

road.The benefit of the bus system has been outlined by DfT as:

“Economically, supporting buses increases the attractiveness of bus

travel relative to car travel, which in turn helps alleviate congestion,

including for those still in the car. Environmentally, the increased

attractiveness of bus travel relative to car travel helps reduce pollution.

Socially, the existence of a bus service increases the accessibility of

non-car owners to social services and employment opportunities”(DfT,

2012b).

Given its importance in our society, a regular bus service is critical to satisfy

the expectations of both travelling passengers and transport agencies. Service

regularity is generally considered to be the most important performance measure

of an operating bus system (Bowman and Turnquist, 1981). With a regular bus

system, passengers can plan their journey effectively without excessive waiting

time, and they can arrive at their destinations at appointed times. If the regularity

of a bus service is not satisfactory, passengers may shift from buses to other modes

such as private cars. In this case, an increasing amount of traffic demand is
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added to the existing road of limited capacity. From the agencies’ perspective,

enhanced bus regularity is beneficial with reduced labour hours assigned due to

service uncertainty and an increasing utilization rate of the bus operating service.

London bus service regularity level declined in 2015 with the excess passenger

waiting time at bus stops increased by 7% from 61.2 seconds to 65.4 seconds (TfL,

2015). In order to maintain service frequency, highly irregular bus routes require

additional buses to meet heavy and irregular passenger demand. In London, the

capital and operational costs of running one additional bus are about £120,000

every year which shows that irregular bus service imposes strong financial pressure

on the operating agency. Overall, service regularity is widely recognized as the

primary goal to achieve in a bus system.

In order to ensure bus service regularity, various strategies have been implemented

and proposed. These strategies can generally be divided into two categories. The

first category focuses on expanding or improving the road space where buses op-

erate. Example policies in this category include separate bus lanes, development

of rapid transit system, and improvement of road geometry design. The second

category employs efficient design and management strategies of the bus system

to enhance service performance. For instance, the development of an automatic

fare collection system can reduce bus delay caused by passenger payment. With

advanced information technology, recent decades have witnessed a growing trend

for an intelligent transport system which is installed in roads and operating buses.

For example, transit signal priority can utilize real-time bus information to adjust

traffic signals in transport networks to assign priority to buses. The i-Bus system

deployed by Transport for London (TfL) can monitor bus locations and apply

control strategies accordingly.

However, improvement strategies which focus on expanding or improving existing

roads are not sustainable from a long-term perspective. Continuous expansion

and construction of transport infrastructure are challenged by spatial constraints,

financial limits, as well as environmental regulations (Hau, 1998). As new infras-

tructure is completed, induced traffic demand can offset its effectiveness to reduce

traffic congestion. Therefore, public transport agencies and academic researchers
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have turned to developing effective control strategies that can improve service

efficiency and regularity.

Among a wide variety of bus control strategies, bus headway control is commonly

used to regulate the bus service, especially for high-frequency urban bus routes.

Bus headways are directly related to the waiting time of passengers at bus stops.

Strong bus headway deviation leads to excess passenger waiting time at a bus

stop. Moreover, bus headway deviation leads passengers to experience stronger

perceptions of bus delays and irregular service compared to time table adherence

(Diab et al., 2015). Headway-based bus holding strategies can significantly im-

prove bus headway regularity in an urban transport system. There are three main

headway-based holding strategies which are forward, backward and two-way hold-

ing strategies. The forward holding strategy aims at regulating headways with

their leading buses; the backward with their following buses; the two-way with

both leading and following buses.

In a multi-modal urban transport system where buses and other road traffic share

the limited road space together, the outcome of bus headway control can be either

positive or negative given the interaction of different transport modes. Head-

way control strategies in favour of buses can potentially affect private vehicles

negatively by increasing their delay. Moreover, predefined headway control strate-

gies might not be effective in a congested urban road where bus movement is

constrained by their surrounding traffic. In order to successfully develop and im-

plement a bus headway control strategy, it is important for policy makers to fully

understand its comprehensive impact on various transport modes in a multi-modal

transport system in different traffic conditions.

1.1.2 Academic challenges

In order to establish an effective headway control strategy, there are three academic

challenges to overcome, which are below based on the logical order to tackle the

outlined problem.
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• An integrated simulation platform which is simple1 to deploy and accurate

to estimate multi-modal2 urban traffic conditions and interaction between

buses and their surrounding traffic.

• An effective3 framework to evaluate effectiveness of bus holding strategies to

understand their performance under different traffic conditions and impact

on various transport modes in an integrated system.

• Innovative bus holding strategies which are responsive to road traffic dynam-

ics and effective in improving bus service regularity without compromising

transport efficiency.

Since buses are usually integrated with general road traffic, it is necessary to

accurately estimate underlying urban traffic conditions in which buses operate.

Most traffic models researching into traffic conditions focus on motorways or road

segments (Daganzo, 2005b; Laval and Leclercq, 2013). Modelling of integrated

urban transport systems with roads, intersections and signals is more complicated

compared to motorways, and consequently there is relatively less research in this

area. If a section of motorway can be considered as a one-direction transport

corridor which carries vehicles from fixed entrances to exits, then an integrated

urban network is structured by multiple transport corridors connected through

transport intersections. Traffic control by signals at intersections further increases

the complexity of modelling. Moreover, vehicles in an urban network can travel

towards different directions with multiple combinations of origins and destinations

compared to one-direction motorway. In order to develop and evaluate a bus

headway control strategy, it is fundamental to establish a comprehensive urban

transport framework to accurately estimate urban traffic conditions.

1 a simple simulator is a relative term compared with microscopic simulators. It requires
fewer parameters, calibration efforts and faster computational capability to reproduce essential
traffic features for research interests

2multi-modal is defined as mixed traffic flows of buses and other road traffic without consid-
eration of pedestrians or cyclists from here and onwards in this thesis

3effective means that the proposed simulation framework can capture essential traffic features
(such as moving bottlenecks and shock waves) with high accuracy according to the underlying
theoretical model compared to the competing simulation framework
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It is necessary to develop a simple and effective platform which can represent the

dynamics of interaction between buses and private vehicles in an integrated trans-

port system. Bus service operating in mixed traffic is the predominant practice

in most cities. Modelling of bus-traffic4 interaction serves as the mechanism to

estimate bus movement in multi-modal traffic flow. Therefore, an accurate rep-

resentation of bus-traffic interaction is the prerequisite condition to develop an

effective headway control strategy. It can help us evaluate the impact on bus op-

erations under certain control strategies, for example, if a bus dwells at a curbside

bus stop to pick up passengers. Vehicles following the bus need to take corre-

sponding actions to surpass the bus from other lanes or to stop behind it. Most

research on urban traffic control focuses on only one transport mode, either the

buses (Daganzo, 2009; Daganzo and Pilachowski, 2011; Xuan et al., 2011) or the

general road traffic (Balijepallia et al., 2013a; Chow et al., 2015). An effective

dynamic framework is still unavailable which can model a multi-modal transport

system including both microscopic buses and macroscopic traffic.

There have been several microscopic and macroscopic simulation platforms to

model bus-traffic interaction proposed by various researchers (Sibley, 1985; Hos-

sain and McDonald, 1998; Kosonen, 1999; Silcock, 1993; Fellendorf, 1994; Valencia,

2012; Gu et al., 2013; TRL, 2014) which, however, cannot represent traffic condi-

tions and interactions in a simple and effective way. For microscopic simulation,

it calls for a large number of detailed parameters which are difficult to calibrate

or collect in reality. It is also more expensive and time-consuming to build a

microscopic simulator into a large-scale network, such as a comprehensive urban

transport network, given its requirement for complicated parameter calibration

and an intense computing capability requirement. Moreover, existing microscopic

simulation represents traffic interactions among individual vehicles which does not

take into account bus-specific characters (Silva, 2001). For macroscopic simula-

tion, most existing simulators do not consider buses or simply take buses as a

separate overlay of vehicle stream which does not interact with the rest of road

4traffic here refers to the road traffic excluding buses
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traffic (TRL, 2014). Other macroscopic simulators represent bus-traffic simula-

tion in a static framework which cannot be implemented in a dynamic transport

system.

The comprehensive impact of headway control strategies on both buses and other

road traffic concurrently in a multi-modal transport system remains unknown.

Since implementation of bus headway control strategies introduces perturbation

to the transport system, not only buses but also the rest of road traffic are affected.

Bus control such as holding buses at bus stops can potentially delay other road traf-

fic due to the bus-traffic interaction. However, evaluation of bus control impact on

both bus service and traffic delay in actual field tests can be very time-consuming

and cost-inefficient which makes it hard to be carried out in reality. Therefore,

there is a need for an evaluation framework to efficiently assess the comprehensive

impact of different headway control strategies in a multi-modal urban transport

system. Policy makers can gain insights into the internal mechanism of how an

urban transport system responds to different headway control strategies through

the process of formulating, calibrating and deploying this evaluation framework.

Policy makers can thus further improve the intelligence of bus headway control

strategies based on different objectives to achieve.

Moreover, there is a need for innovative bus control strategies which are responsive

to road traffic conditions and effective to improve bus service regularity without

compromising transport efficiency. How to incorporate road traffic conditions to

develop an effective bus headway control strategy remains a challenge. Most head-

way control strategies focus on holding buses at bus stops for an extra amount of

time in order to even bus headways. A predefined amount of time, called slack

time, is assigned to bus stops to hold buses even if they arrive without delay. To

ensure stop-control holding effectiveness, the predefined slack time is large enough

so that calculated holding time is always positive. Bus service efficiency under

these holding strategies is greatly compromised because the predefined slack time

slows down the commercial speed of bus service and reduces bus service efficiency.

Holding buses at a bus stop after all passengers are loaded or alighted can also be

annoying for onboard passengers.
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Lastly, various advanced transport systems have been developed and implemented

in the world such as the London iBus system and Sydney Coordinated Adaptive

Traffic System. Among these systems, London iBus has been recognized as an

effective tool to help improve bus service efficiency and regularity (Hounsell et al.,

2008a). Used mainly for assigning priority to buses, iBus’ potential in regulating

bus service has not been fully explored and more innovative bus control strategies

can be developed. Proposed innovative strategies should leverage existing iBus

infrastructure and achieve higher bus service regularity compared to existing iBus-

based control strategies.

1.2 Research questions and objectives

The main research question is how to develop an effective control strategy to

improve bus service regularity in a multi-modal urban transport system. In order

to answer this main question, there are 3 sub research questions to address:

1. What are urban traffic conditions given existence of buses and other road

traffic?

2. How do different holding strategies perform and affect other road traffic?

3. How to control bus headways effectively without compromising transport

system efficiency?

In order to address these research questions, the following research objectives are

proposed:

1. Establish a parsimonious5 simulation framework to estimate multi-modal

road traffic conditions and bus-traffic interaction in an integrated urban

transport system.

5the term parsimonious means that the simulation framework is both simple and effective
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2. Evaluate the effects of different bus holding strategies and understand their

performance and impact on multi-modal traffic.

3. Develop a range of bus schedule control strategies which are responsive to

road traffic dynamics, effective to improve bus service regularity and reduce

traffic delay.

1.3 Research contribution

First, the proposed simulation platform in this research can help estimate traf-

fic conditions more accurately in an urban transport network compared to other

competing macroscopic simulation platforms, especially with the presence of buses

among other road traffic. It is particularly more accurate to estimate urban traf-

fic flow volume upon being released from signalized junctions when traffic lights

switch from red to green.

Second, the proposed VMBus simulation platform is effective in estimating bus

holding strategy outcomes and impacts in an integrated urban transport system.

To the researcher’s best knowledge, no other simulation platforms can provide an

equivalently comprehensive evaluation in terms of bus regularity, bus commercial

speeds and overall traffic delay as the proposed VMBus platform does.

Third, more innovative bus holding strategies are proposed based on traffic sig-

nal adjustment. Proposed strategies are relatively cost-efficient to implement as

they only require the existing iBus system and no other additional infrastructure.

Compared to classical bus holding strategies, they do not compromise bus com-

mercial speeds in order to achieve bus service regularity and they are responsive

to real-time traffic dynamics.
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1.4 Thesis outline

In Chapter 2, a literature review is presented with an aim to understand different

existing traffic flow models and how bus-traffic interaction is represented under

different models. This chapter also reviews the bus control strategies with a focus

on bus headway control. Based on findings from the literature review, research

gaps and challenges are identified as motivation for this study.

In Chapter 3, a macroscopic simulation framework is developed for estimating

road traffic conditions with the input of boundary traffic demand. The macro-

scopic simulator is further extended to incorporate public transport (e.g. buses)

and reproduce interaction between buses and their surrounding traffic based on

bottleneck models. The simulation framework is validated with numerical exam-

ples and a real-world case with field data provided by TfL.

In Chapter 4, a set of existing bus headway control strategies are implemented

in the proposed simulation platform and evaluated in terms of their effectiveness

and efficiency under different traffic conditions, passenger demands and various

transport characteristics. Simulation tests based on hypothetical networks and

real-world settings are conducted to quantify control performances and impacts.

Research findings are compared with previous findings with analytical discussions

of traffic flow.

In Chapter 5, a set of new bus headway control strategies are proposed and eval-

uated based on the developed simulation platform. They are further compared

with existing headway control strategies and iBus to identify their advantages and

disadvantages in various scenarios. The impact on different traffic modes in terms

of regularity and efficiency is identified and validated in real-world settings.

In Chapter 6, research conclusions and contributions are drawn; assumptions and

limitations of this study are listed and future directions in terms of short-term,

middle-term and long-term plans are discussed.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to establish foundation for this doctoral research.

The specific objectives are:

1. To review existing academic research in traffic flow modelling and bus control

strategies

2. To identify knowledge and research gaps for us to mitigate

3. To provide the knowledge basis to carry out our research activities

Section 2.2 reviews traffic flow models and the bus-traffic representations. Section

2.3 presents various bus control strategies categorised by priority improvement

strategies. Section 2.4 discusses the research gaps identified through the literature

review and how they motivate the development of the proposed research.

11
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2.2 Traffic flow models

Traffic flow models are mathematical representations of traffic to estimate road

traffic conditions in which buses operate. In this research, the review was con-

ducted based on the scale of traffic representation which is arguably the most

classical and popular categorization.

Traffic flow models are divided into two categories: microscopic models and macro-

scopic models. Microscopic models represent each vehicle separately and trace

individual vehicle behaviour. Macroscopic models treat traffic as continuous fluid

and study traffic dynamics in an aggregated manner.

2.2.1 Microscopic Models

A large class of microscopic models are vehicle-following models which trace indi-

vidual behaviour of each vehicle and focus on depicting the relationship between

the motion of two successive vehicles. Car following models are of crucial value

to traffic simulation since they can reproduce behaviour of each individual vehicle

to a great length of details. Therefore, the microscopic simulator is an effective

tool to validate detailed design of transport infrastructure and specific transport

operations.

In microscopic models, each vehicle is indexed with a number based on their order

entering the simulated system. Figure 2.1 illustrates a scheme of 4 vehicles in

different locations of a section of road at time t. Vehicle n at location xn follows

vehicle n− 1 at location xn−1, and vehicle xn+1 follows vehicle n at location xn.

Location, speed and acceleration are variables considered in microscopic models.

Taking vehicle n in Figure 2.1 as an example, and assuming that it moves a

distance of ∆x from time t to time t+∆t, its speed vn and acceleration an at time

t can be calculated by Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Vehicle order index in microscopic models

vn =
dxn
dt

= lim
∆t→0

∆x

∆t
(2.1)

an =
dvn
dt

=
d2xn
dt2

(2.2)

The mechanism of vehicle-following models is essentially a stimulus-response pro-

cess which can be generally expressed as:

Response (later) = Sensitivity × Stimulus (now)

Upon receiving a stimulus from their surrounding traffic, a driver can respond

with a variety of actions such as braking, accelerating and changing lanes. Car

following models can be differentiated by different stimulus elements such as safety

following distance, relative speed, and relative spacing among others.

There are different approaches in vehicles following models depending on the stim-

ulus elements such as safety following distance, relative speed and relative spacing.

Stimulus-response models

One class of microscopic models are stimulus-response models motivated by the

large amount of empirical data collected from the comprehensive field experiments

carried out by General Motors Group. Response of a driver towards the precedent

vehicle is represented in these models(Gerlough and Huber, 1975).
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The most basic stimulus-response model is the linear car following model which

models the acceleration or deceleration rate ẍn(t+ T ) after reaction time T . It is

proportional to stimulus, as shown in Equation 2.3.

ẍn(t+ T ) = λ[ẋn−1(t)− ẋn(t)] (2.3)

where λ is the sensitivity constant and ẋn(t)− ẋn+1(t) is the relative speed which

serves as the stimulus.

Safety-distance model

The safety-distance model is one of the first models established in vehicle-following

theory. Pipes (1953) developed the model based on the safety distance regulation

suggested by Californian Motor Vehicle Code which is as follows:

“A good rule for following another vehicle at a safe distance is to allow

yourself at least the length of a car between your vehicle and the vehicle

ahead of every ten miles per hour of speed at which you are travelling”

Pipes (1953) implemented the minimum safety distance in a vehicle-following

model with consideration of the minimum safety distance. Specified terms re-

lated to driver’s reaction time and braking distance are also included in Kometani

and Sasaki (1961).

The vehicle-following theory based on the minimum safety distance can be the

expressed by Equation 2.4.

xn−1 − xn = d+ hMvn + ln−1 (2.4)

where hM is the minimum time headway, ln−1 is the length of the leading vehicle

n and d stands for the distance between two following vehicles at standstill. hMvn

is the minimum safety distance.
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Microscopic simulation of bus-traffic interaction

Most studies on modelling and simulating interaction between public transport

and road traffic are based on microscopic models. Silva (2001) concluded that an

effective microscopic platform to capture traffic interaction should satisfy three

basic requirements:

1. Appropriate car-following models

2. Explicit representation of public vehicles and road traffic

3. Realistic model of lane changing behaviour

Various microscopic bus-traffic simulation platforms have been proposed such as

NETSIM (Sibley, 1985), MIXNETSIM (Hossain and McDonald, 1998), HUTSIM

(Kosonen, 1999), SIGSIM (Silcock, 1993) and VISSIM(Fellendorf, 1994), which

have been proposed with all three requirements satisfied. Microscopic simulation

takes different input variables which include 1) drivers’ response towards their

leading vehicles in the same line and adjacent vehicles in other lanes; 2) vehicle

types such as cars and trucks; 3) vehicle operations such as stop, acceleration and

deceleration (Fellendorf, 1994). Some simulators also consider pedestrians (Koso-

nen, 1999) and on-street parking(Silcock, 1993) in order to study their impact on

traffic behaviour.

Microscopic simulation to represent bus-traffic interaction is advantageous in that

it can capture extremely detailed behaviour of vehicle operations and road design.

Since microscopic simulation tracks behaviours of individual vehicle and drivers’

reaction, bus-traffic interaction can be modelled directly based on responses of bus

drivers or private vehicle drivers. However, microscopic vehicle interaction does

not consider mode-specific characteristics of buses, such as bus dwelling to embark

and disembark passengers (Silva, 2001). Due to the large number of parameters to

calibrate in microscopic simulation, it can be prohibitively difficult and expensive

to apply it in an integrated urban transport network for evaluating bus service

performance and control strategies of different bus routes at different times.
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2.2.2 Macroscopic models

This section starts from a review of macroscopic variables and their numerical

relationships represented by the fundamental diagrams. It is followed by a review

of macroscopic traffic flow models, numerical solutions to solve these models, and

simulations based on macroscopic models.

Macroscopic variables

Macroscopic models assume traffic as a continuum flow and explore the tempo-

ral and spatial dynamics of traffic flow. Individual vehicles are not identified by

macroscopic models which differentiate them from microscopic models. Vehicles

are modelled in an aggregated approach characterized by three macroscopic vari-

ables which are traffic density, flow and speed in which:

• Flow measures the number of vehicles per unit time.

• Density measures the number of vehicles per unit length of road.

• Speed measures the distance per unit time.

Figure 2.2 shows vehicle trajectories travelling through a time-space plane. Each

line represents the trajectory of an individual vehicle. Consider region A as a

time-space region with space length ∆x, and time length ∆t and a cumulative

number of N vehicles travel through this area.

Since macroscopic models assume the traffic to be a continuum flow, which indi-

cates that the N value is continuous. Based on the N value, Leutzbach (1988)

developed Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6 to calculate instantaneous traffic flow

and density.

q(x, t) = lim
∆t→0

N(x, t+ ∆t)−N(x, t)

∆t
(2.5)

ρ(x, t) = lim
∆x→0

N(x+ ∆x, t)−N(x, t)

∆x
(2.6)
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Figure 2.2: Demonstration of macroscopic variables in time-space plane

Based on Equation 2.5 and 2.5, the relationship between traffic flow and density

can be identified as:

q(x, t) = ρ(x, t)v(x, t) (2.7)

where the instantaneous speed v(x, t) is the space mean speed. It equals to the

harmonic mean of the distribution of traffic speed over time.

Reciprocals of these variables have different physical interpretations and can also

be used to represent traffic states. Reciprocal variables are summarized in Ta-

ble 2.1.

Table 2.1: Reciprocals of macroscopic variables

Variable Reciprocal Measurement

Spacing reciprocal of density the average distance
between two succes-
sive vehicles

Headway reciprocal of flow average time between
two successive vehicles
passing a fixed point

Pacing reciprocal of speed time spent per unit
length of road
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Depending on specific research questions, researchers represent traffic conditions

with different pairs of macroscopic variables such as speed and density (Heydecker

and Addison, 2011), spacing and speed (van Wageningen-Kessels et al., 2009, 2010;

Yuan et al., 2012; van Wageningen-Kessels et al., 2013) and speed and flow (Li,

2008).

Fundamental diagrams

The fundamental diagram is the quantified relationship between different macro-

scopic traffic flow variables. Kuhne (2011) claimed that Greenshields et al. (1935)

is arguably the founder of the traffic flow theory by establishing an observed model

of traffic flow movement at a time-space point. Greenshields et al. (1935) proposed

a linear fundamental relationship which shows decrease of traffic flow speed with

the increase of traffic flow density. The associated quadratic fundamental diagram

indicates that when the road is fully congested, vehicles stop moving.

Since Greenshield’s work, many researchers have proposed various forms of funda-

mental diagrams. Underwood (1961) presented a speed-density relationship which

works well in free-flow conditions. Greenberg (1959) presented the formulation

of a concave speed-density relationship which is advantageous in its simplicity in

application deployment and accuracy in high-density traffic approximation. Nev-

ertheless, the speed in Greenberg’s model is boundless as density approaches zero

which is not realistic in practice. Edie (1961) developed a mixed speed-density

model which combines the advantage of Underwood (1961) in modelling free-flow

traffic condition and the advantage of Greenberg (1959) in modelling congested

traffic condition.

Among various fundamental diagrams, the triangular density-flow relationship pro-

posed by Newell (1993) is frequently used in traffic modelling and management

for its simplicity and convenience.

The triangular fundamental diagram is shown in Figure 2.3 and the numerical

relationship is expressed by Equation 2.8,
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Figure 2.3: The triangular fundamental diagram

q =

 uρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρc)

w(ρj − ρ) (ρc ≤ ρ ≤ ρj)
(2.8)

where ρc refers to the critical density at which traffic flow level reaches the max-

imum level, u is free flow speed and w is backward wave speed. Q and ρj are

two critical parameters in the fundamental diagram which define transport link

capacity. Q is the maximum traffic flow which can travel through a transport link

and ρj is the maximum density of vehicles which can be held by a transport link

in full congestion.

Based on the classical studies above, Carey and Bowers (2012) presented a com-

prehensive review and suggested that essential properties of fundamental diagrams

should include free flow speed, jam density, wave speeds, and among others. Fur-

ther study on specifications of fundamental diagrams is referred to by Chow et al.

(2015) which validates their performances for dynamic modelling purposes with

empirical data.

First-order traffic flow model

Lighthill and Whitham (1955) and Richards (1956) originally developed a kine-

matic wave model of macroscopic traffic flow, known as the LWR model, which
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treats traffic stream as compressible one-dimensional flow like fluid. The LWR

model is one of the most widely accepted traffic flow models due to its capability

to represent physical traffic behaviours such as the formulation of traffic queue

and spillover1. The LWR model has been broadly applied in traffic modelling and

control in both motorways (Newell, 1993) and urban networks (Geroliminis and

Daganzo, 2008).

LWR model establishes the numerical relationship between traffic flow q and traffic

density ρ. The first-order LWR model is also called LWR partial differential equa-

tion (PDE). LWR PDE calculates traffic macroscopic variables such as flow and

density based on scalar hyperbolic conservation law as defined by Equation 2.9.

Equation 2.9 is the conservation law in LWR model which shows the mass balance

of vehicles in motorway without any external traffic flow.

∂q

∂x
+
∂ρ

∂t
= 0 (2.9)

where x and t are spacial and temporal parameters. Furthermore, q can be ex-

pressed by Equation 2.10:

q = Φ(ρ, x, t) (2.10)

where Φ is the fundamental diagram which determines traffic flow q based on

density ρ, location x and time t.

By taking the full-range of fundamental diagrams into account, the LWR model

has the advantage of capturing various macroscopic traffic features such as develop-

ment of traffic congestion, propagation of shockwaves2, formation and dissipation

1Spillovers occur when growing queues at the downstream signal block the arrivals from the
upstream signal, and vehicles cannot depart even though the signal phase is green.

2Shockwaves are transition zones between two traffic states (e.g. between free flow and
congestion) that move through a traffic environment like a propagating wave.
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of traffic queues. Traffic waves or shockwaves are discontinuities in traffic densi-

ties. Traffic wave trajectories in a time-space plane are determined by shockwave

speeds which can be derived from the LWR model.

However, the LWR model is also limited in reproducing some complicated traf-

fic phenomena such as capacity drop and hysteresis (Li et al., 2012). Hall and

Agyemang-Duah (1991) defined the capacity drop as the “reduction of maximum

flow rates when a queue forms”. From a macroscopic perspective, the hysteresis

phenomena means that there is a higher traffic flow during traffic congestion onset

compared to during traffic congestion offset for the same traffic density (Gerolim-

inis and Sun, 2011).

In order to solve the LWR model numerically, several discretised computational

algorithms have been proposed. The most popular solution method is arguably

the cell transmission method by Daganzo (1994) based on Godunov’s scheme by

Godunov (1959).

Cell Transmission Method

CTM works on predefined space-time grids with a triangular fundamental dia-

gram. The entire road network is discretised into a collection of sections or ‘cells’.

Traffic outflows and density of each cell are updated at each time interval. The

detailed algorithm of CTM is described in Chapter 3 where CTM is implemented

to compare its performance with the proposed simulation platform.

Since Daganzo (1994), CTM has been applied in a number of studies ranging from

freeways as in Gomes and Horowitz (2006) and Chow et al. (2008), and to urban

networks as in Ziliaskopoulos (2000), Lo and Szeto (2002) and Chow et al. (2010).

Despite its popularity, Daganzo (2006) and Mazare et al. (2011) claimed that a

weakness of CTM is producing errors at discontinuity (i.e. shock) in the solution

just like other first-order Godunov’s schemes (LeVeque, 1992). The flow and den-

sity profiles are smeared in regions near the discontinuities (i.e. ‘shocks’) and this

feature is termed as ‘viscosity’ by LeVeque (1992) (LeVeque, 1992).
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Moreover, the space-time discretization under CTM is limited by the Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition (Courant et al., 1928) which requires the length

of each ‘cell’ to be smaller or equal to traffic free flow speed times the time step size.

This is to ensure the numerical stability and non-negativity of traffic quantities by

constraining traffic from not travelling further than the length of the cell in one

simulation time step.

It is also revealed that CTM, as a Godunov scheme, is ineffective in modelling a

moving bottleneck, such as congestion caused by slow moving buses in an urban

network (Lebacque et al., 1998).

Variational Method

Daganzo (2005a) proposed a variational formulation of kinematic waves as a sim-

plified form of the LWR model. Daganzo (2005b) formulated the kinematic wave

theory in a way that traffic is treated as fluid in a continuous function of time

t and space x represented by N(x, t). N(x, t) is the cumulative traffic flow at a

particular point in time-space plane, which denotes the cumulative traffic flow.

N is a function of time t and space x. Use Nt to denote
∂N

∂t
which is traffic

flow and Nx to denote
∂N

∂x
which is traffic density. Therefore, Equation 2.10 can

be transformed into Equation 2.11 which satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

equation.

Nt = Φ(−Nx, x, t) (2.11)

where the subscript stands for partial derivatives of N over the subscripted pa-

rameter.

The basic concept of the variational method is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Given

that the N value at B is known, the N value at point P can be calculated by

working out the minimum operational rule expressed by Equation 2.12.

Np = min{NB + ∆NBP}∀BP ∈ Pp (2.12)
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Figure 2.4: Basic concept of the variational method

where BP refers to space-time paths from B to P as represented by the grey dash

lines in Figure 2.4, Pp is the set of all direct wave paths BP from B to P . NB

is the N value at the start boundary B of the path and ∆NBP is the predicted

change in cumulative traffic flow along the wave path BP which can be solved

by the method of characteristics. Continuity of this solution was demonstrated in

Newell (1993) together with a tedious calculation process to identify the unique

and correct N at every point in space-time.

Based on Newell (1993), Daganzo (2005a) and Daganzo (2006) rigorously proved

the posedness, continuity and stability of the variational formulation. Daganzo

(2005b) further proposed a solution method based on dynamic programming algo-

rithm to calculate N values.

Given the initial and boundary conditions, Equation 2.11 can be solved by dy-

namic programming with any concave fundamental diagrams with unprecedented

accuracy (Daganzo and Laval, 2005; Daganzo, 2005b, 2006).

A cost function Θ is introduced by Daganzo (2005b) to calculate the term ∆NBP in

Equation 2.12. The analytical concept of the cost function is illustrated in Figure
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2.5. The physical meaning of Θ is the maximum rate at which traffic can pass an

observer moving at wave speed W (x, t) at location x and time t.

W

W
q

ρ

Q

ρ jρc

Θ 

Figure 2.5: Concept of cost function in the variational method

Research in variational formulation of kinematic wave models has been extended to

other coordinate systems at theoretical level. Leclercq et al. (2007) formulated the

variational method in Lagrangian coordinates. The Lagrangian variational prin-

ciple can be extended to simulate moving bottlenecks and self-similar highways.

Laval and Leclercq (2013) further applied the variational theory to 3-dimensional

traffic surface and developed solutions to each of the three 2-dimensional repre-

sentations of traffic flow which are N(x, t), T (n, x) and X(t, n).

The variational method has been researched to estimate traffic conditions or rep-

resent complicated traffic phenomena in motorway or simplified urban networks.

Daganzo and Laval (2005) modelled moving bottlenecks on the motorway with

the variational method. It was assumed that moving bottleneck trajectories and

the associated escaping rates are exogenously defined. Additional nodes repre-

senting moving bottlenecks are added to the predefined computational grid and

calculated as shortcuts. Mehran et al. (2012) applied the variational theory to

estimate vehicle trajectories and journey time in a single-lane arterial with the

support of empirical data from fixed and probe sensors. Their proposed data fu-

sion approach reconstructs vehicle trajectories in affine conditions. The process
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to estimate vehicle trajectories requires complex calibration due to vehicle enter-

ing and exiting from the midblock. It is time-consuming and inefficient to be

applied to a large-scale or multi-lane transport network. Mehran and Kuwahara

(2013) extended their research to fulfil real-time estimation of traffic conditions in

signalized junctions.

The variational method can also be potentially applied for urban traffic control.

With the same idea of cost function as used in the variational method, Han et al.

(2013a) proposed a link-based approach for adaptive traffic signal control which

calls for less binary variables compared to the CTM-based approach. However,

results generated by this event-based approach have errors in urban networks ap-

plication due to ignoring internal boundary conditions. It also cannot deploy

space-dependent or time-dependent fundamental diagrams which are common in

complex urban networks. Moreover, this control approach does not consider down-

stream blockage. When spill over builds up in the network, extra green time

assigned to upstream links can be wasteful since downstream links are blocked.

Macroscopic simulation of bus-traffic interaction

Compared to microscopic simulators, there are far fewer macroscopic simulators to

represent interaction of buses and the surrounding traffic. Available microscopic

simulators are based on a static framework which cannot fully address dynamic

traffic conditions and bus operations. Valencia (2012) developed a macroscopic

model to capture the bus-traffic interaction at bus stops which is based on formulae

suggested in the US Highway Capacity Manual. This research assumes that buses

travel at a constant commercial speed regardless of road traffic conditions and only

focuses on impact from bus control on road traffic. Gu et al. (2013) developed an

analytical framework based on the LWR model to represent interaction between

bus’ dwelling at a single bus stop with the rest of road traffic before an isolated

intersection. Bus-traffic interaction over multiple stops in a dynamic environment

remains unknown.

TRANSYT is a macroscopic simulation platfrom which is capable of representing

public vehicles, such as buses, from the rest of the road traffic. In the latest
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version of TRANSYT 15, buses are modelled on a bus lane as separate traffic

stream. Bus cruising speed and dwell time at bus stops are exogenously defined

which are independent of the prevailing road traffic conditions (TRL, 2014). This

assumption is not necessarily practical since bus dwell time and transit time also

depends on bus control strategies and the surrounding traffic, especially in an

integrated multi-modal system.

2.3 Bus system

2.3.1 Performance indicators

Passenger perceptions about good bus service performance are closely related to

high efficiency and strong reliability which can be quantified by indicators such as

short travel time, short waiting time, easy access to bus service, high punctuality

and regularity (Koenig, 1980; Murray and Wu, 2003; Hensher et al., 2003; Gardner

et al., 2009). Public transport performance affects the passenger decision-making

process and route-planning outcome (Bates et al., 2001; Nam et al., 2005; Noland

and Polak, 2002). A reliable bus service can attract more passengers and meet

their satisfaction (Boyle, 2006; Hensher et al., 2003; Hollander, 2006). If more

people take public vehicles which are more efficient in terms of the number of

carried passengers per unit of road space, the total traffic demand for the transport

network can be relieved through the modal shift.

Among all performance indicators, bus service reliability has been recognized as

the most important one by many researchers and interpreted with various con-

cepts (Benn, 1995). In previous studies, reliability indicators include deviation of

journey times (Chen et al., 2003; Perk et al., 2008), discrepancy between actual

bus arrival times and pre-defined times (Bates et al., 2001) and deviation of head-

ways (Janos and Furth, 2002). As a broad concept, bus reliability covers two main

aspects of bus service which are punctuality and regularity. Punctuality measures

adherence of bus arrival times to time tables. Regularity measures deviation of
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bus headways or journey times. Welding (1957) showed that the average passenger

waiting time TW for buses at one bus stop can be expressed by Equation 2.13.

TW =
h̄

2
+
σ2(h)

2h̄
(2.13)

where h̄ is average bus headway and σ(h) is the standard deviation of bus head-

ways. Equation 2.13 shows that passenger waiting time increases as bus service

becomes more irregular.

Bus service regularity can be further identified at different levels. At route level,

Chen et al. (2003) and Perk et al. (2008) found that passengers value small journey

time deviation more than short journey time duration. At stop level, bus regu-

larity is represented by headway maintenance. Bates et al. (2001) and Perk et al.

(2008) found that the evenly distributed bus headways are associated with mini-

mized passenger waiting time at bus stops. This finding can also be numerically

inferred from Equation 2.13. For a high-frequency bus service, Welding (1957)

and Hundenski (1998) showed that headway maintenance is more important than

schedule adherence since headway regularity directly determines passenger waiting

time.

A bus system, especially in an urban transport network, experiences perturbations

of a relatively high level. As referred to by Strathman et al. (2000), Woodhull

(1987) categorised these perturbations as endogenous and exogenous. Endoge-

nous perturbations arise within the bus transit system such as passenger loading,

route configurations, bus schedule and driver operation. Exogenous perturba-

tions are related to the external environment where buses are located, such as

their surrounding traffic conditions, road accidents, signalised junctions, and so

on. Schramm et al. (2010) ranked the impact of various perturbations on bus

service unreliability and concluded that road traffic conditions between bus stops

and passenger boarding at bus stops are closely related to bus service reliability.

A bus system without any control strategy is inherently unreliable. A small pertur-

bation can inevitably cause headway and schedule deviation which reduces service
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regularity and punctuality. The root cause of this instability is the positive cor-

relation between total passenger boarding time and the length of bus headway

(Newell and Potts, 1964). If two buses are running at a shorter headway, there

are fewer passengers for the following bus to pick up compared to the leading bus.

Thus the following bus dwells for a shorter time at the bus stop, departs earlier

than the schedule and further catches up with its leading bus.

The worst outcome of uncontrolled bus system is bus bunching with multiple buses

arriving at one stop at the same time as illustrated by Figure 2.6. Thus, headways

between bunched buses are zero and headways between bunched and unbunched

buses are extended. This leads to strong headway deviations which increase the

average passenger waiting time as indicated by Equation 2.13. Bus bunching arises

as the result of headway deviation amplified through time and space. Even in an

ideal scenario with constant headway and equal distance between bus stops, any

cruising time perturbation can lead to bus bunching (Newell and Potts, 1964).

Figure 2.6: Bus bunching in London bus transit system (27/11/2012)

Overall, bus bunching and irregular bus service negatively affect travellers and

operators. Travellers need to allocate extra time waiting at the stop to ensure

finishing the journey before the appointed time. Passengers left stranded in a
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station due to bus bunching in other stations have to wait a longer time for public

transport service. Passengers on board of buses experience journey time with

greater uncertainty. Public transport operators might have to be assigned a longer

layover time to ensure bus service availability.

2.3.2 Bus control

Various bus control strategies have been proposed and implemented to reduce bus

journey time delay, improve bus service regularity and punctuality. Some control

strategies are passive strategies which do not require real time traffic information

and are usually developed based on historical traffic statistics. Active priority

control strategies are based on real-time traffic information collected from sensors

via telecommunication technology. Sensors are usually installed in public vehicles

and urban transport infrastructure. For example, TfL have installed SCOOT, iBus

and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems in the London transport networks

and bus transit systems to collect real-time traffic information in order to make

timely and reliable control decisions.

Bus priority strategies

A popular bus priority strategy is to set up separate bus lanes to assign more

priority to buses if there is enough space in the road. Chow (2013) summarised

that there are two types of bus lanes: contra-flow lanes and with-flow lanes. Buses

in contra-flow lanes are separated from the rest of road traffic and do not interact

with them. With-flow lanes are usually located next to road kerbs and extend

all the way to a stop line or to a certain distance before the stop line. Buses in

with-flow lanes interact actively with private vehicles.

Bus priority assignment can also be realised from traffic signal coordination. Pas-

sive signal control strategies determine signal timings based on traffic statistics in

the road. Buses can be considered during a signal timing plan optimization pro-

cess in terms of their higher passenger occupancy and distinct travel characteristics

compared to the rest of road traffic (Chow, 2013). For bus passenger occupancy,
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an objective function with importance weights on mean passenger occupancy can

be used for calculating signal timings. Since bus occupancy tends to be higher

than that of private vehicles, road priority can be assigned to the transport ap-

proach where buses are located. Buses also differentiate from other road traffic

because they need to dwell to have passengers board and alight. Traffic signal

timings can be designed to consider this travel behaviour in order to reduce bus

delay (Robertson , 1974).

Active signal priority strategies are applied by adjusting traffic control signals to

assign priority to public vehicles as they approach transport intersections. If a

public vehicle arrives at a junction at the end of a green light phase with the

right of way, an extension strategy can be applied to increase the length of the

green light to allow the public vehicle to travel through the junction during the

current signal cycle. This strategy requires the exact timing for the end of the

green light and vehicle’s arrival time to match. Despite its relatively low chance of

being deployed, the extension strategy is usually effective to eliminate long delays

of public vehicles if it can be appropriately applied. If a bus arrives at a junction

during a signal stage without the right of way, two other active priority strategies

can be applied to assign priority back to the public vehicle. The hurry-call strategy

shortens the signal stage in the current signal cycle based on the minimum safety

value. The recall strategy reduces the current signal stage first, and then replaces

the reduced amount of time by the signal stage which assigns buses the right of

way. Compared to the hurry-call strategy, the recall strategy gives buses more

priority and causes more disruption to road traffic due to the change of signal

sequence.

Impact of transit signal priority strategies have been studied analytically(Heydecker,

1984) or numerically (Chin et al., 1992). Additional rules have been proposed to

limit the frequency of deploying active priority strategies or to compensate for

the vehicles whose right of way is reduced(Vincent et al., 1978; Allsop, 1977; Hey-

decker, 1983b).

Bus holding strategies
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Bus holding strategies aim at improving bus service regularity by holding buses

at control points. Other control strategies with similar objectives include stop

skipping, short running, and deadheading among others (Koffman, 1978; Turn-

quist, 1982; Wilson et al., 1992; Ceder and Stern, 1981; Delle Site and Filippi,

1998). Stop skipping, also known as expressing, allows a bus to skip bus stops in

order to shorten its journey time and reduce headway with its leading bus. Short

running terminates buses before they reach the final destinations. Deadheading

is similar to stop skipping in terms of skipping bus stops; however, deadhead-

ing empties buses and all passengers need to alight before buses move forward.

However, Strathman et al. (2000) pointed out that bus skipping, short running

and deadheading are usually considered less desirable than bus holding strategies

because they cause passengers to alight for bus transferring and leave passengers

waiting at stops stranded for a bus service.

In early studies, bus holding strategies are developed with a single control point or

a few widely spaced control points (Osuna and Newell, 1972; Barnett and Kleit-

man, 1973; Barnett, 1974; Bly and Jackson, 1974; Hickman, 2001; Zhao et al.,

2006). With the objective of minimizing passenger waiting time, Osuna and Newell

(1972) were among the first researchers to propose holding buses at one control

point with the case of one stop with two buses. Barnett and Kleitman (1973)

extended Osuna and Newell (1972) to explore the efficiency control point loca-

tion with one bus and several stops. Barnett (1974) explored the effectiveness

of a single control point with different bus departure patterns at the bus route

entrance. Bly and Jackson (1974) researched into maintaining bus headway at the

target value through a single control point. Hickman (2001) formulated a stochas-

tic model to determine the optimal length of holding time at a control point to

regulate bus service. Zhao et al. (2006) identified the optimal slack time to min-

imize passengers’ expected waiting time. Daganzo (2009) pointed out that a bus

holding strategy based on one or few control points cannot adequately address

bus service instability or a bus bunching problem, especially for a bus service with

high frequency and long distance.
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Recent bus holding strategies are developed with dynamic bus holding times based

on real-time bus headways. Compared to previous bus holding strategies, these

holding strategies are applied at multiple control points which are usually bus stops

(Daganzo, 2009; Daganzo and Pilachowski, 2011; Bartholdi III and Eisenstein,

2012; Delgado et al., 2012). Daganzo (2009) proposed a headway-based control

strategy (forward holding strategy) which aims at bus headway deviation. This

dynamic bus strategy was established with inputs of expected passenger demand

for a public bus service and forward bus headway. Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011)

proposed a two-way bus holding strategy which improved the forward holding

control strategy by considering bus-to-bus operation with both forward headway

and backward bus headway. Bartholdi III and Eisenstein (2012) developed a

simplified control strategy called backward holding strategy which only considers

backward bus headway. With consideration of boarding limit, Delgado et al.

(2012) proposed an optimised bus holding control with the objective of minimizing

passengers’ total journey time.

Bus  n Bus  n-1Bus  n+1

Bus  n Bus  n-1Bus  n+1

hT hT

Driving  direction

hnhn+1

Figure 2.7: Illustration of bus headways

To further understand different bus headway-based holding strategies, Figure 2.7

presents headways of bus n − 1,n and n + 1. In an ideal scenario where buses

operate with high regularity, bus headways are maintained as hT . If bus headways

become uneven as hn+1 < hT and hn > hT , the forward holding strategy aims
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at reducing hn; the backward holding strategy aims at extending hn+1 and the

two-way holding strategy strikes a balance between hn and hn+1.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Research gap

Based on the review of traffic flow models and bus transit control in previous sec-

tions, several academic challenges have been identified in terms of estimating road

traffic conditions, understanding bus holding impact and improving bus service

reliability.

First, there is not a simulation platform which is both simple and effective to

estimate road traffic conditions and represent bus-traffic interaction. Although

microscopic simulation can incorporate a sufficient number of vehicle and transport

infrastructure details, it is difficult to be calibrated and applied to model real-

world transport networks. For macroscopic models, CTM-based simulation has

been widely used by academia and industry; however, several disadvantages have

been identified with CTM:

1. CTM produces numerical errors at discontinuities of solutions. The flow

and density profiles are smeared in regions near the discontinuities and this

feature is termed as ‘numerical viscosity’ (LeVeque, 1992).

2. CTM cannot effectively capture a moving bottleneck which is a common

phenomenon in an urban network due to slow moving vehicles including

buses. Lebacque et al. (1998) attempted to incorporate bus movement as a

moving bottleneck in an urban transport system based on CTM; however,

it requires the assumption of homogeneity in each road segment divided by

buses which is rarely satisfied in practice.

3. Application of CTM in estimating urban traffic is limited because it has to

satisfy Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition. CFL condition requires
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CTM time step size ∆t to be set such that ∆t ≤ min
i

∆xi
vi

, where min
i

∆xi
vi

refers to the smallest ratio of cell length to the associated free–flow speed

along the section(Courant et al., 1928). CFL condition ensures the numerical

stability and non-negativity of traffic quantities by preventing traffic from

travelling further than the length of the cell in one simulation time step. It

also constrains the application of CTM in limited urban networks.

Second, the effectiveness of dynamic headway-based bus holding strategies given

traffic conditions remains unknown, and their impact on the surrounding traffic

of buses is missing from available literature. Lack of bus control evaluation is due

to the difficulty of implementing these dynamic holding strategies in an actual

transport system which can be cost-prohibitive and time-inefficient. Toledo et al.

(2010) developed an event-based mesoscopic simulation platform called MezzoBus

to evaluate bus service operations. Based on the MezzoBus platform, Cats et al.

(2012) assessed bus service reliability under different bus holding strategies from

passengers’ and bus operators’ perspectives. However, this event-based simulation

platform is incapable of incorporating internal boundary conditions such as traffic

incidents and temporal lane shut-down which makes it inadequate to model a

dynamic transport system.

Third, there is not an effective service reliability improvement strategy which is

responsive to road traffic conditions and efficient in bus commercial speed. Diab

and El-Geneidy (2013) found that most current bus service improvement strategies

aim at improving transit priority rather than service reliability. Moreover, some

transit priority control can even increase service variability since overall bus route

mobility is improved and buses operate with more consistent commercial speeds.

Available reliability improvement strategies either cancel service at certain stops or

compromise bus commercial speed (Strathman et al., 2000). The headway-based

holding strategies assume a predefined slack time so that buses are always held at

each control point (Daganzo, 2009; Bartholdi III and Eisenstein, 2012; Daganzo

and Pilachowski, 2011). Reliability improvement strategies also consider buses

as a separate traffic flow without any interaction with their surrounding traffic;
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however, road traffic conditions directly affect bus cruising time between stops

which significantly contributes to bus service reliability (Schramm et al., 2010).

2.4.2 Research motivation

Based on the literature review and identified research gaps, the proposed PhD

research framework focuses on 3 aspects:

• Establish a macroscopic simulation platform based on the variational for-

mulation of LWR model to estimate road traffic conditions and represent

bus-traffic interaction

• Evaluate and compare dynamic headway-based bus holding strategies in

terms of their effectiveness under different traffic conditions and their im-

pact on the road traffic

• Develop a more effective bus service improvement strategy which responds

to road traffic dynamics and maintains bus system efficiency

Law et al. (2015) proposed a comprehensive framework system study which ex-

haustively states three experiment-based methods which include experiments with

the real-world system, experiments with physical models of the system and exper-

iments with mathematical models of the system. The thought process to identify

the proposed research direction of establishing a macroscopic simulation platform

based on the variational formulation of the LWR model to study the transport

system is presented in Figure 2.8. It presents the research process to identify the

proposed research direction and framework. It extends the framework proposed

by Law et al. (2015) by incorporating findings from literature review in this chap-

ter. Figure 2.8 illustrates the process from the research question of understanding

the transport system where public transits operate to the research objective to

develop a macroscopic simulation platform which evaluates service improvement

strategies. The green arrow represents the choice made at each level which is
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driven by academic motivation and practical consideration. How these choices are

made is discussed below.

Transport	  
system

Real-‐world	  
experiment

Experiment	  
with	  models

Physical	  
models

Mathematical	  
models

Analytical	  
studies

Simulation
tests

Macroscopic	  
simulation

Microscopic	  
simulation

CTM-‐based	  
simulation

Variational
simulation

Figure 2.8: Thought process to identify the proposed research framework and
direction, adapted from Law et al. (2015)

Why simulation-based experiment?

Experiments with the actual transport system are the most straightforward method

to understand local traffic conditions or evaluate bus control strategies (Chow,

2007). However, this method can be cost-prohibitive and time-consuming with

a complicated implementation and observation process which often makes a real-

world experiment infeasible (Heydecker, 1983a). An analytical study deploys sim-

plified mathematical representations of the transport system. However, analytical
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models have limited parameters and may not be effective to estimate dynamic

urban transport dynamics.

The complexity and effectiveness of a simulation-based experiment approach are

between the two approaches outlined above. Compared to analytical models, sim-

ulation can better represent a dynamic system with more parameters deployed. Its

computational load can be mitigated by advanced computing technology. Com-

pared to real-world experiments, simulation is relatively convenient to deploy and

simple to exclude the impact of unrelated variables.

Why macroscopic simulations?

The decision is reached after comparing advantages and disadvantages of macro-

scopic and microscopic models.

Microscopic simulations can effectively perform field tests with actual data, vali-

date specific transport design and detailed parameters. However, it is more diffi-

cult to implement and calibrate microscopic simulations in real-world cases than

macroscopic simulations since they require far too many parameters (Bellomo and

Dogbe, 2011).

By comparison. macroscopic models can be conveniently deployed and validated

with large amounts of available data. These input macroscopic data can be ac-

cessible through existing sensing systems installed in the transport networks such

as SCOOT and Automatic Vehicle Localization (AVL). By deploying, calibrating

and validating macroscopic models, policy makers can gain further insights into

the underlying physical relationships and causality of different variables.

Why variational method?

It has been decided to focus on the variational method over CTM as the future

research direction because of its advantages to incorporate generic fundamental

diagrams, represent traffic bottlenecks more effectively and estimate traffic condi-

tions more accurately. The proposed study will develop a simulation platform of

an integrated urban transport system based on the variational method which has
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not been solved by other researchers. There are two challenges to overcome in this

regard:

1. The existing variational method is mainly focused on motorways or transport

corridors. In order to develop a comprehensive urban transport simulator,

it is necessary to develop an effective transport node model to combine vari-

ational corridor models together.

2. Most research on the variational method is focused on theoretical devel-

opment which leaves the application of the variational method in practice

rarely touched. The proposed variational simulator will be implemented with

urban traffic signal control to estimate urban traffic condition and predict

urban transport journey times. This serves as the foundation to evaluate

bus schedule management policies in an urban network.

Why headway-based holding strategies?

A great many researchers have proposed various bus holding strategies (Cats et al.,

2012; Daganzo, 2009; Daganzo and Pilachowski, 2011; Bartholdi III and Eisenstein,

2012). However, a systematic and comprehensive evaluation on the impacts of bus

holding strategies has been missing in both theoretical and empirical research.

This PhD study is thus of research value to fill this gap in the research field of bus

holding strategies.

Compared to other reliability improvement strategies such as stop skipping, short

running and dead heading, bus holding strategies are preferred by operating agen-

cies as they avoid having passengers get off at unplanned stops for transfer or

keeping them wait for the next bus. Although bus holding is usually applied in

isolated bus stops or separate bus lanes, not all bus systems are operated indepen-

dent of other road traffic due to spatial constraints such as buses in Lisbon (Silva,

2001; Danaher, 2010). Building separate bus lanes and bus stops can cost a signif-

icant amount of time and money. This research is thus of practical value to policy

makers by providing quantitative insights into bus holding strategy advantages

and disadvantages in their specific transport systems.
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Moreover, current bus holding strategies are difficult to implement partly due to

the fact that on-board passengers get annoyed upon knowing they are held at

bus stops (Bellinger, 2011). This research aims at mitigating this challenge by

holding buses in a more discreet way by leveraging traffic signal adjustment. Bus

holding strategies can become easier for passengers to accept and operators to

apply. However, since buses and other road traffic are both subject to traffic

signal control, it is thus important to understand the comprehensive impact of

bus holding strategies on both buses and their surrounding traffic.

Headway-based holding strategies are selected rather than schedule-based holding

strategies because bus headway reliability is generally considered more important

than schedule adherence as identified by Welding (1957), Hundenski (1998) and

Balcombe et al. (2004). For bus routes of high frequencies in an urban network,

their schedules are usually ignored by passengers. They focus on bus headways

which directly determine their waiting time for the next bus.

Recent research focuses on developing dynamic headway-based holding strategies

which take advantage of real-time bus information enabled by advanced informa-

tion technology. For example, TfL has deployed the iBus system which tracks

bus location through onboard global positioning system (GPS). Development of

innovative dynamic bus holding strategies can improve utilization of the existing

information technology system and develop more efficient bus reliability improve-

ment strategies.



Chapter 3

Modelling urban traffic dynamics

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the development of a macroscopic simulation platform based

upon the variational formulation of LWR model. The established simulation plat-

form can be used to estimate traffic conditions of multi-modal urban traffic flows

and interactions between buses and their surrounding traffic. This chapter is or-

ganised as follows: Section 3.2 outlines research motivation and research gaps. Sec-

tion 3.3 documents the methodology to develop the proposed macroscopic trans-

port network simulation framework. Section 3.4 presents a range of numerical

experiments that aim to compare the characteristics of CTM and the variational

method over different applications. Section 3.5 presents the case study with traf-

fic data collected from Tottenham Court Road in Central London, UK. Finally,

Section 3.6 presents some concluding remarks.

3.2 Background

Understanding the characteristics of urban congestion is a prerequisite for mod-

elling multimodal traffic dynamics in an urban transport system. An accurate

estimation of traffic conditions is the base to derive effective transport policies

40
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and management plans. A previous study reveals that 25%-30% of observed con-

gestion in Central London could be reduced by effective traffic control (Chow et al.,

2014).

Due to the complexity of urban traffic dynamics and the lack of relevant data, there

has not been much research conducted in urban streets compared to research in

motorways. However, recent increasing availability of data from different sources

provided by advanced information technology has enabled researchers to carry out

more comprehensive research on urban network traffic modelling.

Among all traffic models proposed in the literature, the kinematic wave model

remains one of the most widely accepted ones due to its ability to capture realistic

traffic behaviour such as spillover and propagation of shockwaves with parsimo-

nious mathematical structure as discussed in Section 2.2.2.

The popular cell transmission method (CTM) calculates numerical values of the

LWR model. Daganzo (1994) proposed the CTM based on first-order discretization

schemes by Godunov (1959). CTM has been applied broadly in both motorways

(Gomes and Horowitz, 2006; Chow et al., 2008) and urban streets (Ziliaskopoulos,

2000; Lo and Szeto, 2002; Chow et al., 2010). However, CTM produces error at

discontinuity (i.e. shock) in the solution (Daganzo, 2006; Mazare et al., 2011),

and CTM is not effective in modelling bottlenecks caused by stationary or slow-

moving vehicles like trucks or buses (Lebacque et al., 1998; Mazare et al., 2011).

Therefore, a more accurate and effective numerical method is needed to solve the

LWR model.

Daganzo (2005a) and Daganzo (2005b) proposed an alternative LWR model solu-

tion which is known as the variational method. The variational method integrates

Equations 2.9 and 2.10 into a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation. Fol-

lowing this, Daganzo (2005b) shows that the LWR model can then be solved by

dynamic programming (see Equation 3.17) with any concave fundamental diagram

Φ under this variational formulation. The variational method shows significant im-

provement on solution accuracy with respect to the analytical solution over the
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traditional CTM (Daganzo and Menendez, 2005). Stationary and moving bot-

tlenecks such as buses or trucks can also be modelled by the variational method

(Daganzo and Menendez, 2005; Mazare et al., 2011).

Most previous studies on the variational formation of kinematic waves are either

theoretical analysis or applications on motorways; there are few studies on mul-

timodal urban streets. The study fills this gap by presenting a variational-based

network modelling framework which considers various aspects in an urban area

including traffic signals, slow-moving buses, and dispersion of platoons. Perfor-

mance of the variational method is compared with the established CTM over a

range of scenarios and a case in Central London.

3.3 Dynamic network model

The dynamic network model consists of a node component and a link component.

3.3.1 Node model

Node m has Im incoming links and Jm outgoing links. Following Nie et al. (2008),

Chow et al. (2010), and others, a split matrix ηk = [ηij(t)], which has a dimension

of (Im× Jm), is defined for the node m and updated regularly (e.g. every 15-min)

over interval t based on field observations. The element ηij(t) in the split matrix

ηt specifies the proportion of traffic on each incoming link i, where i = 1, 2, ..., Im,

that is heading to each outgoing link j, where j = 1, 2, ..., Jm, through node m at

time t. Principle of conservation requires that

Jm∑
j=1

ηij(t) = 1, (3.1)

for all i = 1, 2, ..., Im. The split ratios ηt may also be determined endogenously by

traffic conditions in the network through a dynamic traffic assignment model (Lo
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and Szeto, 2002; Heydecker and Addison, 2005; Chow, 2009). However, detailed

discussion of a dynamic traffic assignment model is beyond the scope of the present

paper.

Without consideration of excessive blocking (i.e. traffic can be freely flowing

through a node without restraint due to downstream queue), the traffic flow qij(t)

at time t flowing from incoming link i to outgoing link j is determined as:

qij(t) = ηij(t)q
S
i (t), (3.2)

where qSi (t) is total traffic flow on link i wanting to be sent out through node m

at time t.

If the node is controlled by a traffic signal, the signalling effect can be captured

by associating a binary variable γij(t) with the term on the right-hand-side in

Equation 3.3 (Chow et al., 2010), i.e.

qij(t) = ηij(t)q
S
i (t)γij(t), (3.3)

for a signal-controlled node, in which:

γij(t) =

1, if movement from i to j is given a green signal

0, if movement from i to j is given a red signal

(3.4)

The formulation Equation 3.4 works for both fixed-time plans (which operate

according to a predefined timing plan) and responsive controllers which operate

based on real-time vehicle actuations (Chow et al., 2010).

Moreover, the corresponding total traffic flow qRj (t) through node m which can be

received by link j will be
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qRj (t) =
Im∑
i=1

qij(t). (3.5)

Nie et al. (2008) and Zhang et al. (2013)) suggested that formulations Equation

3.3 and Equation 3.5 can be extended to capture excessive blockage through con-

sidering the available space at the downstream. Let Qj(t) be the maximum flow

that can be accommodated by link j at time t. This Qj(t) can be estimated by

various link traffic models (see Section 3.3.2) while for now it is assumed to be

known. Nie et al. (2008) proposed to adjust the flow qij(t) in Equation 3.3 as

q̂ij(t) =
min(ηj(t), Qj(t))

ηj(t)
qij(t), (3.6)

It is noted that if qRj (t) ≤ Qj(t), which implies there is enough capacity on link j

to accommodate the incoming traffic, then Equation 3.6 will produce an identical

estimate of qij(t) as Equation 3.3. If qRj (t) > Qj(t) (i.e. excessive blockage occurs),

Equation 3.6 states that contributions qij(t) from all links i should be reduced

by a common factor
Qj(t)

qRj (t)
. This guarantees the predefined split ratio matrix η

remains unchanged. Following the adjustment by Equation 3.6, the qSi (t) needs to

be adjusted accordingly as

q̂Si(t) =
Jm∑
j=1

q̂ij(t), (3.7)

where q̂Si(t) ≤ qSi (t).

3.3.2 Link model

The link model describes the dynamic propagation of traffic along the link. The

point queue model, which is also known as the bottleneck model or deterministic

queueing model, is one of the simplest representations of link traffic propagation

(Zhang et al., 2013; Vickrey, 1969; Chow, 2009). The model considers each link
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to consist of two parts: a freely flowing part with a flow-invariant travel time

combined with a queue of traffic at its downstream end being discharged with a

maximum rate. The traffic queue is considered to be stacking up vertically and

hence takes no physical space of the road. Recent studies show that this point-

queue model can be equally applied to the variational method (Han et al., 2013b,c)

which will be discussed in detail in the following sections. Nevertheless, ignoring

the spatial effect of traffic can lead to ill-representation of physical behaviour as

shown by a number of previous studies (Szeto and Lo, 2006; Zhang et al., 2013).

Considering plausibility, this study will use the LWR model and the following

sections will present the two solution schemes adopted here: cell transmission and

variational methods.

Cell transmission method

Under CTM, the entire road network is discretised into a collection of sections or

‘cells’ as shown in Figure 3.1 in which the cells are numbered from upstream i, to

downstream i+ 1.

Figure 3.1: Cell representation of a signal-controlled link

Given the traffic flow qi(t) travelling from each cell i to cell i + 1 from time t to

time t+ 1, the state equation on the corresponding density ρi can be derived from

conservation law as Equation 3.8.

ρi(t+ 1) = ρi(t) +
∆t

xi
[qi+1(t)− qi(t)] , (3.8)

where ∆t and xi are respectively the lengths of the simulation time step and cell

i. Equation 3.8 can indeed be regarded as a discrete version of Equation 2.9. The

flow qi(t) between each pair of cells (i, i− 1) is related to the associated densities

(ρi, ρi−1) through a triangular fundamental diagram as shown by Figure 2.3 at each

cell. The triangular fundamental diagram is consistent with the one proposed by
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Newell (1993) as reviewed in Section 2.2.2. Each cell i is associated with a capacity

Qi which specifies the maximum flow that can be discharged from that cell, and a

jam density ρj,i which is the maximum traffic density that can be stored in the cell.

When there is no congestion, traffic moves through cell i at a free flow speed, ui.

The quantity wi specifies the backward propagation speed of congestion along cell

i. The density in cell i associated with the capacity flow is known as the critical

density ρc,i.

With this piecewise linear specification, the outflow qi(t) from cell i is determined

from the traffic densities ρi and ρi−1 as

qi−1(∆t) = min {vρi−1(∆t), Qi, Qi−1, w [ρj,i − ρi(∆t)]} , (3.9)

which can be viewed as a mathematical expression of the triangular flow-density

relationship depicted in Figure 2.3. The outflow function Equation 3.9 is due to

the assumption of the triangular fundamental diagram shown in Figure 2.3. As

shown in Daganzo (1997), Laval (2004), Szeto (2008), Jin et al. (2009), Jabari and

Liu (2012), and others, the outflow function can be generalized as

qi−1(∆t) = min
{
qRi (∆t), qSi−1(∆t)

}
, (3.10)

where qSi−1(∆t) and qRi (∆t) are regarded as the traffic flow to send from link i− 1

and the traffic flow to receive into link i. The sending and receiving traffic flow

represent respectively the traffic demand for advancing from upstream i − 1 to

downstream i, and the supply at the downstream i − 1 for receiving incoming

traffic from the upstream i. The general form shown in Equation 3.10 allows the

use of different forms of fundamental diagrams in addition to the triangular ones.

Lo (1999) showed that CTM can model the traffic signal effect at cell i by for-

mulating the associated capacity term Qi as a binary time-varying variable as

Equation 3.11:
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Qi(t) =

Q, t ∈ G

0, t ∈ R
(3.11)

where G and R represent the green and red phases respectively (Lo, 1999). For

fixed-time signals, they operate according to a predefined timing plan while re-

sponsive controllers operate based on real-time vehicle actuations.

A number of implementation algorithms to develop a CTM-based simulation plat-

form are available in the literature for solving CTM. Readers are referred to

Kurzhanskiy et al. (2009) for a detailed description of CTM implementation for

general networks.

Variational method

The variational method can be dated back to the seminal work by Newell (1993)

which proposes a simplified version of kinematic wave model and expresses the

solutions in terms of cumulative count of traffic N(x, t) at x and t (Newell, 1993),

where by definition

∂N

∂t

∣∣∣
(x,t)

= q(x, t), (3.12)

− ∂N

∂x

∣∣∣
(x,t)

= ρ(x, t). (3.13)

Newell (1993) showed that cumulative traffic that passes by a location at a partic-

ular time can be determined by its upstream and downstream boundary conditions

by simple translations of cumulative curves. This simplified kinematic wave theory

has been applied to develop efficient network loading models (Yperman, 2007; Bal-

ijepallia et al., 2013b), a sensitivity analysis of traffic control (Chow and Lo, 2007),

and urban traffic optimisation (Han et al., 2013a). Daganzo (2005a) and Daganzo

(2005b) proposed a numerical scheme using a dynamic programming scheme for

solving the LWR model based upon Newell’s work which is now known as the
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variational method (Daganzo, 2005a,b). By inputting Equation 3.12 and 3.13 into

the Equation 2.10 of the LWR model, it can be derived that:

∂N

∂t

∣∣∣
(x,t)

= Φ

[
−∂N
∂x

∣∣∣
(x,t)

]
, (3.14)

Equation 3.14 is recognised as a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation where the

fundamental diagram Φ is regarded as the Hamiltonian function. Given the initial

and boundary conditions, it is shown that this equation 3.14 can be solved by

dynamic programming with concave fundamental diagrams with unprecedented

accuracy and efficiency (Daganzo, 2005b). To solve this variational formulation,

Daganzo (2005a) introduces the following cost function in wave speed W (x, t) =
∂q

∂ρ

∣∣∣
(x,t)

over (x, t) as:

Θ(u, x, t) = sup
ρ

(Φ(ρ, x, t)−W (x, t)ρ). (3.15)

This cost function Θ is recognised as a Legendre-Fenchel transformation of the

fundamental diagram Φ (Daganzo, 2006; Mazare et al., 2011). The function Θ

can be physically interpreted as the maximum rate at which traffic can pass an

observer moving with wave speed W at location x and time t.

Given a set of N values at the boundary B, the HJB Equation 3.14 can be solved

with the cost function Equation 3.15 by applying the minimum operating rule:

N(x, t) = min
B

{
NB(xB, tB) + (t− tB)Θ

(
x− xB
t− tB

)}
, (3.16)

where NB is the set of known values of N given at (xB, tB) on boundary B (Daganzo,

2005b; Laval and Leclercq, 2013). Equation 3.16 is known as the Lax-Hopf formula

(Mazare et al., 2011), and it can be solved by a number of effective and high quality

solution algorithms including the event-based grid-free algorithm that does not

require predefinition of a computational space-time grid (Mazare et al., 2011). A
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disadvantage of the event-based algorithm is that it cannot incorporate space-

time dependent fundamental diagrams and hence it is inconvenient for modelling

local and temporary events such as traffic lights and incidents. Applying the

principle of optimality in dynamic programming (DP), Daganzo (2005b) presented

a forward DP-based method for solving Equation 3.16 (Daganzo, 2005b). The

DP-formulation can be written for a general concave fundamental diagram over a

discrete space-time grid as:

N(x, t) = min
u∈W
{N(x−W∆t, t−∆t) + ∆tΘ(w)}, (3.17)

where W is the set of all possible wave speeds in the fundamental diagram Φ.

Unlike Godunov schemes and CTM, the spatial interval ∆x is endogenously de-

termined from the time step ∆t through the term ’W∆t’ with the set of shockwave

speeds W ∈W.

Consider a simple case where Φ is triangular as the one depicted in Figure 2.3 in

which the wave speed W =
x− xB
t− tB

can only take two possible values: u (free flow

speed) and w (backward wave speed), the cost function Θ becomes:

Θ(u, x, t) =

0, if W = u

wρj, if W = w

(3.18)

for all (x, t). Equation 3.17 can then be reduced to:

N(x, t) = min{N(x− u∆t, t−∆t), N(x− w∆t, t−∆t) + ρjw∆t}, (3.19)

which is consistent with the theory presented in Newell (1993). It is shown that,

unlike CTM, the solution derived from Equation 3.19 with triangular Φ is exact.

The effect of traffic lights at a specific location x∗ or moving bottlenecks (e.g.

slowing buses) can be captured in Equation 3.17 through introducing ’shortcuts’
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(Daganzo, 2005b). A traffic light at x∗ can be modelled by introducing the fol-

lowing revised cost function Θ∗(0, x∗, t) associated with wave speed W = 0 at

x∗:

Θ∗(0, x∗, t) =

Q, t ∈ G

0, t ∈ R
(3.20)

The idea of cost function Equation 3.20 is indeed the same as Equation 3.11 which

regulates the capacity flow at x∗ according to a predefined timing plan. To simulate

the effect of a moving bottleneck M , which can be a slow moving bus or truck on

the road, with a trajectory x = M(t) over time t, one can introduce the following

shortcut:

Θ∗(u, x, t) =

ΘM(t), if x = M(t),W = dM
dt
,

Θ(W,x, t), otherwise,

(3.21)

where 0 ≤ ΘM(t) ≤ Θ(dM
dt

), and ΘM(t) physically represents the maximum passing

rate of traffic that can pass through the moving bottleneck M .

3.3.3 Numerical implementation

The proposed simulation platform can be viewed as a combination of input vari-

ables, the algorithm based on variational theory and outputs. Figure 3.2 illustrates

these different components.
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Figure 3.2: Components of the proposed simulation platform

The method to implement the variational method in the proposed simulation plat-

form is documented as below:

Step 0: Initialization

0.1 Set total time T , traffic demand profile d(t) and time step ∆t

0.2 Set transport link parameters regarding their lengths, saturation flow, jam

density, flow speeds, and connected nodes.

0.3 Set transport node parameters regarding their connected transport links,

split ratio. Traffic signal timing needs to be defined for signalised transport

nodes.

Step 1: Calculation of cumulative traffic flow N(x, t)
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1.1 Set the boundary condition N(0, tB) and initialize transport links N(xB, 0).

While t ≤ T , iteratively perform Step 1.2

1.2 Calculate N(x, t) from the start to the end of the transport route iteratively

based on Equation 3.17 at time t. Set t := t+ ∆t

Step 2: Calculation of traffic flow and density

2.1 Calculate traffic flow q(x, t) based on q(x, t) = N(x,t+∆t)−N(x,t)
∆t

2.2 Calculate traffic flow q(x, t) based on ρ(x, t) = N(x−∆x,t)−N(x,t)
∆x

3.4 Numerical examples

This section presents some numerical experiments comparing traffic characteristics

produced by the two numerical methods. In Section 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, a link

which is 0.5-mile with a traffic light located in the middle of it is constructed. The

transport route is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Node	
 Link	


Figure 3.3: Network of the numerical case

A triangular fundamental diagram (Figure 3.4a) is adopted by this research with

which the speed of traffic under free-flow, v, is 30 (mph) for all densities ρ < ρc.

The triangular fundamental diagram is frequently used by other researchers for its

simplicity to represent actual traffic conditions (Daganzo, 1995; Chow et al., 2015).

The traffic is loaded into the link at saturation flow, Q, which is 1800 vehicles per

hour (vph). The reason for using such a high loading rate is to magnify the features

of the numerical methods. The jam density ρc is set to be 240 vehicles per mile
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(vpm). The critical density ρc is 1800
30

= 60 vpm. The parameter w, which is the

speed of the backward-propagating congestion, is taken as 10 mph for all ρ > ρc.

Figure 3.4b, c and d show a set of fundamental diagrams with multi-segmented

free-flow portions. An application of such construction is to generate a different

degree of dispersion of vehicle platoons or rarefaction waves (Geroliminis and Sk-

abardonis, 2005). All fundamental diagrams shown in the figure have the same

capacity (Q = 1800 vph), critical density (ρc = 30 vpm), and jam density (ρj =

240 vpm). The difference between the fundamental diagrams lies in the free-flow

portion of various waves speeds. Different wave speeds are associated with certain

traffic density ranges limited by critical densities.
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Figure 3.4: Fundamental diagrams with different numbers of segments

The red and green durations of the traffic light are set to be 30 sec and 30 sec

respectively. During the green period, traffic is discharged at Q and 0 (vph) during

the red period. Consequently a queue is developed and propagates backward to

the upstream end during the red phase.
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3.4.1 Viscosity at shocks

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the density maps generated respectively by CTM and

variational method over time t. The horizontal axis is time and vertical axis is

space. For the variational method, the density maps are derived from the cumu-

lative flow N(x, t) as ρ(x, t) = −∆N

∆x

∣∣∣
(x,t)

over (x, t). The simulation time step

∆t for both methods is set to be one second. Under CTM, the road section is

discretised into 28 cells which gives a spatial discretization ∆x to be 0.01786 mile.

The space-time discretization is set such that the CFL condition is satisfied for

all fundamental diagrams (see Section 3..3.2 for details) adopted in the study. To

maintain consistency, the density map under variational method are generated

with the same spatial granularity. It is also worth noting that the computational

complexity of both methods is the same with the same space-time discretization

and fundamental diagrams adopted. The computational time of both methods

are both linear in the number of time steps and number of locations considered.

For each time and location point, both methods solve a minimisation problem

(Equation 3.10 for CTM; Equation 3.17 for variational method). The only differ-

ence is that CTM solves for flows and densities while variational method solves

for cumulative flows.

Figure 3.5a shows that transition between blue and red becomes more blurred at

the location closer to the upstream boundary. On the other hand, Figure 3.6a

shows that the transition between blue and red remains constant throughout the

whole transport link. As the underlying LWR model assumes that the change

of different traffic densities can be achieved instantly without going through any

transition. Thus, transitional densities between different equilibrium traffic den-

sities are numerical errors produced by the underlying numerical solutions. From

Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.6a, it is clear that numerical error (known as viscosity)

arises along the density discontinuities under CTM, while the variational method

is able to produce exact answers.
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Figure 3.5: Density maps (in: vpm) generated by CTM with different funda-
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It should be emphasized that the space-time discretizations used for both methods

in the numerical examples are the same. The differences observed in Figures 3.5

and 3.6 are due to the solution methods themselves rather than the underlying dis-

cretization scheme. LeVeque (1992) suggested that the numerical error observed

in CTM due to viscosity can be reduced by using finer space-time resolution (LeV-

eque, 1992). Of course, it is known that improving numerical accuracy through

refining resolution will have to come at the expense of computational effort. How-

ever, it is shown that the variational method with a triangular fundamental is

indeed error-free as suggested by Daganzo and Menendez (2005) and Daganzo

(2006) regardless of the space-time discretization used. Error will only arise in

variational method when a more complicated fundamental diagram instead of a

triangular one is used (Daganzo and Menendez, 2005).

3.4.2 Platoon dispersion

Table 3.1: Summary of different FD specifications

Case Wave speed
(mph)

Cost rate (vph) Critical density
1 (vpm)

Triangular FD [30 -10] 0; 2400 0;60;240
FD of 3 segments [40 20 -10] [0 600 2400] 0;30;60;240
FD of 4 segments [40 20 10 -10] [0 700 1200 2400] 0;35;50;60;240
FD of 5 segments [40 20 10 5 -10] [0 800 1250 1500

2400]
0;40;45;50;60;240

Table 3.1 presents values of different parameters used in the tested fundamen-

tal diagrams. It is noted these fundamental diagrams are all concave and hence

they are all implementable under the variational framework. Table 3.1 shows the

difference between the fundamental diagrams lies in the free-flow portion: the two-

segment (triangular) fundamental diagram (Figure 3.4a) has a free-flow portion

with constant free-flow speed (v = 30 mph) for all densities ρ ∈ [0, 60] vpm; the

three-segment fundamental diagram (Figure 3.4b) has a higher free-flow speed (v1

1The term critical density here is different from the traditional one used in triangle FD which
divides forward wave speed and backward speed. The critical density here refers to the density
which divides two different wave speeds.
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= 40 mph) for densities ρ ∈ [0, 30] vpm and a lower free-flow speed (v2 = 20

mph) for densities ρ ∈ [30, 60] vpm to reflect a reduction in speed when the traf-

fic state approaches the capacity; the four-segment fundamental diagram (Figure

3.4c) has three free-flow speeds v1 = 40 mph, v2 = 20 mph, and v3 = 10 mph for

densities ρ ∈ [0, 35] vpm, ρ ∈ [35, 50] vpm, and ρ ∈ [50, 60] vpm respectively; the

five-segment fundamental diagram (Figure 3.4d) has four free-flow speeds v1 = 40

mph, v2 = 20 mph, v3 = 10 mph, and v4 = 5 mph for densities ρ ∈ [0, 40] vpm,

ρ ∈ [40, 45] vpm, ρ ∈ [45, 50] vpm, and ρ ∈ [50, 60] vpm respectively. The shock

wave speed w is -10 mph in all cases.

Since multiple forward wave speeds can result in traffic platoon dispersion, density

maps generated with 3-segment, 4-segment and 5-segment fundamental diagrams

should show the change of traffic densities as traffic is discharged with green light.

Equation 3.19 shows the theoretical formula used by the variational theory to

calculate the minimum N value associated with different forward wave speeds. The

proposed variational simulation platform implements this equation by calculating

all the potential N value of each time-space node and selecting the minimum one

as the result.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the density maps generated by CTM and the variational

simulation with different fundamental diagrams. Exact solutions are obtained

for all these piecewise fundamental diagrams from the variational method which

supports the theoretical analysis in previous studies (Daganzo and Menendez,

2005; Mazare et al., 2011). With the multi-segmented free-flow part, portions of

discharging traffic with different proceeding speeds and densities are generated. In

addition to being used as a representation of the platoon dispersion phenomenon,

this also gives further flexibility to the model for capturing traffic characteristics in

the real world. Compared with the variational method, the density maps generated

by CTM are distorted due to the errors arising along the discontinuity between

traffic states. Hence, the variational formulation is considered as a better numerical

method for computing traffic dynamics with non-triangular fundamental diagrams

than CTM.
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To gain further insight, Figure 3.7 shows the discharging flow profiles estimated

by the four fundamental diagrams in Figure 3.4 under the variational framework.

The flow profiles are taken at a location x1 = 0.1-mile downstream of the stopline.

It is noted that the total traffic volumes under the flow profiles are all equal to 15

vehicles and hence traffic is conserved.
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Figure 3.7: Outflow profiles generated with different fundamental diagram
specifications

The traffic signal turns green at time t = 0 in the figure. Since flow profiles can be

derived for other fundamental diagrams in Figure 3.4 following the corresponding

specifications of the fundamental diagrams, solutions of arrival times associated

with different traffic platoons were calculated and presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Analytical solutions of platoon arrival times

Case Platoon arrival time (sec)

Triangular FD 12(1st)
FD of 3 segments 9(1st); 18(2nd)
FD of 4 segments 9(1st); 18(2nd); 36(3rd)
FD of 5 segments 9(1st); 18(2nd); 36(3rd);72(4th)

Analytical results agree with the numerical solutions generated by the proposed

framework. Numerical results show that the discharged traffic takes 12 sec (=0.1/(30/3600))

to reach x1 where all traffic is considered to be proceeding with a common forward

speed 30 mph under the triangular (two-segment) fundamental diagram. For the
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three-segmented fundamental diagram with two portion free-flow parts, the dis-

charged traffic will reach x1 in two packets. The first packet reaches x1 at time

t = 9 sec (=0.1/(40/3600)) at speed 40 (mph) and flow 1200 (vph) (=40 (mph)

× 30 (vpm)) as specified in the fundamental diagram. The second packet reaches

x1 at t = 18 sec (=0.1/(20/3600)) at speed 20 (mph) and flow 1800 (vph).

With the variational formulation, high quality solutions are obtainable even with

the multi-segmented fundamental diagrams as shown in Figure 3.6. Thus, it be-

comes easier to capture the sophisticated but important feature of the platoon

dispersion phenomenon that cannot be modelled by triangular fundamental dia-

grams.

A final note is that the wave-front tracking algorithms proposed by Wong and

Wong (2002) and Henn (2005) can also cope with platoon dispersion in a similar

way as used in the variational method. Nevertheless, as also noted by Mazare et al.

(2011), the wave-front tracking algorithm is an event-based method which increases

its computational complexity which is difficult to analyse. The algorithm becomes

especially complicated when dealing with fundamental diagrams that have many

segments, let alone the continuous fundamental diagrams. The variational method

herein does not have such a problem as it is implemented through a time-based

approach.

3.4.3 Error Analysis

Figure 3.6 shows the density map generated by the proposed simulation platform

which contains a transitioning zone from free flow region (represented by the blue

area) to the congested region (represented by the red area), or the other way

around. A zoom-in view of a transitioning zone in Figure 3.6a with a time range

72 sec to 162 sec and a space range 0.33 km to 0.39 km is depicted in Figure 3.8.

Cells highlighted with colours other than blue and red form the transitioning zone

Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The transitioning zone from free flow state to congestion

The transitioning zone demonstrates bounded numerical errors associated with

results generated by the variational method. Figure 3.8 shows that the error

is bounded within 3 cells. These bounded errors are caused by the fact that

computational grids of the variational method are not aligned in parallel with the

shock wave propagation directions.

To understand the development of this transitioning zone, it is necessary to investi-

gate the calculation of N value in the space-time plane along the path of backward

shock wave propagation directions, as shown by Figure 3.9.

In Figure 3.9, points A and B are placed on the propagation path of backward

shock wave which is represented by the white line. Computational grids adopted by

the variational method are a vertical spatial grid and a horizontal temporal grid.

Since the wave propagation direction is along the line AB, it is not in parallel

with either the vertical or the horizontal direction. The wave propagation path

intersects with the computational grids and divides the 4 cells between point A

and B into 2 parts: the part underneath the shock wave in free-flow condition and

the part above the shock wave in congested condition. As the proposed variational
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Figure 3.9: Formation of the transitioning zone

method assumes the density between points is evenly distributed in time and space,

a transitioning zone is generated.

It should be noted that density errors represented by the transitioning zone only ex-

ist in the density maps, which are the secondary results generated by the proposed

variational simulation platform. The primary result of the variational method is

N value. Therefore, accuracy here can be measured by the discrepancy between

simulation output N value and its analytical result. The lower the discrepancy,

the higher the accuracy.
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Figure 3.10: N value [in: veh] at the points in the transitioning zone

Figure 3.10 shows the N value of each point in the transitioning zone. The

calculated flow from the transitioning points below the shock waves is 3600 vph
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and the calculated flow of points above the shock wave is 0. This result is accurate

with no discrepancy between simulation output and theoretical analysis.

3.4.4 Bus-traffic interaction

In this section, the performance of CTM and variational method on modelling

moving bottlenecks is compared. Here the hypothetical arterial is 1-unit long and

4-lane wide with saturation flow 7200 vph, jam density 480 vpm, free-flow speed

30 mph, and backward congestion propagation speed -30 mph. Overview of the

road section where buses and traffic interact with each other is illustrated in Figure

3.11.The fundamental diagram here is assumed to be triangular. Traffic is being

loaded into the arterial at saturation flow 7200 vph. Suppose now a bus enters the

arterial at location x = 0.3 unit and time t = 0.01 (hr). The bus proceeds with a

speed 15 mph and it stops at a bus stop at x = 0.6 and t = 0.03 (hr). The bus

dwells at the stop for 2 minutes (0.033 hr), then moves on at the previous speed

and leaves the arterial at x = 0.9 at t = 0.08 (hr). The maximum passing rate

(relative to the bus) of traffic around the bus is considered to be 5400 vph (3 lanes

out of 4) when the bus dwells at the bus stop and 2700 vph when the bus moves

at a slower speed relative to the surrounding traffic.

An analytical solution can be derived for this simple example as described in

Newell (1998). Numerically, the effect of this slow-moving bus can be captured

in the variational framework by adjusting the cost formulation Equation 3.21.

For CTM, the method adopted is presented in Lebacque et al. (1998). To the

best of our knowledge, Lebacque et al. (1998) still remains one of the very few

documentations of modelling slow-moving buses on a kinematic wave platform.

With CTM, the movement of a bus over time and space is represented by a first-

order kinematic law (i.e. distance travelled equals to integration of speed over

time) and hence the simulator can track which cell the bus is in at each time step.

The effect of the moving bottleneck induced by the bus is captured as follows:

whenever the bus is proceeding more slowly than its surrounding traffic in the
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of bus-traffic interaction

cell, the speed of ‘all’ traffic (no matter whether they are in front of or behind the

bus) in the cell will be reduced to the speed of the bus.

Figure 3.12 shows the analytical result with associated transition of traffic states

along the fundamental diagram.

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 respectively show the numerical result generated by varia-

tional method and CTM in which the arrowed solid line represents the trajectory

of the bus on the space-time plane.

Points A, B, C, and D in the figures respectively represent the events of the bus

entering the arterial, arriving at the bus stop, leaving the bus stop, and leaving

the arterial. Region ‘1’ refers to the traffic state ρ = 240 (vpm) and q = 7200

(vph) before the bus enters the arterial. Region ‘2’ is the traffic passing the slow-

moving bus which is ρ = 180 (vpm) and q = 5400 (vph) as specified. Region ‘3’

is the traffic queued behind the bus while it is moving. The slope of the dotted

line joining ‘2’ and ‘3’ in Figure 3.12 is the speed of the moving bus which is 15

mph. Hence the flow and density at ‘3’ can be derived from geometry as 6300 vph
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Figure 3.12: Transition of traffic states associated with the slow-moving bus

and 270 vpm respectively. Region ‘4’ is the traffic state behind the bus when it is

stopped. Region ‘4’ has a flow value of 5400 vph and density 300 vpm. Similar

results can be derived from CTM as shown in Figure 3.14 while the dotted line

pattern formed in Region ‘3’ in Figure 3.14 is recognised as erroneous due to the

uniform assumption (i.e. all traffic in the cell affected by the presence of the bus in

the same way) adopted under CTM as discussed in Lebacque et al. (1998). Here

it shows that variational method provides a more accurate solution with respect

to the the analytical model when dealing with traffic bottlenecks (e.g. buses).
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Figure 3.13: Simulation of impact of a slow-moving bus under variational
method

Figure 3.14: Simulation of impact of a slow-moving bus under CTM repre-
sentation
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3.5 Real-world application

This research applies the proposed variational simulation platform to a real world

scenario with a 0.9-mile long section of Tottenham Court Road (TCR) in Central

London, UK (Figure 3.15).

N02/059c 

N02/060g 

N02/062c 

N02/058a 

N02/056g 

N

Figure 3.15: Tottenham Court Road (TCR), London, UK (1:10000)

The road section consists of two lanes and seven signal-controlled intersections.

The traffic signals are operated under the SCOOT Urban Traffic Control system

in which the cycle time, offsets, and green splits are adjustable according to real

time traffic detection. Five of them: Bayley Street (N02/056), Goodge Street

(N02/058), Torrington Place (N02/062), University Street (N02/060), and Grafton
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Way (N02/059), are equipped with loop detectors at which available information

includes volumes and signal timings. The indices in the bracket are IDs of the

junctions used under the SCOOT system. There are another two signal-controlled

intersections: Howland Street and Store Street (marked by two triangles in the

figure) at which there is no detection.

3.5.1 Traffic data

Traffic data used in this study include journey time estimates derived from the

London Congestion Analysis Project (LCAP) system, which is an application of

automatic vehicle identification (AVI) technique. Traffic flow and concentration

measures are also available through collection from loop detectors in the city of

London which are operated under the SCOOT urban traffic control system. The

data were collected on 5 June 2013 (Wednesday). Journey times and loop detector

data are used as simulation input and benchmark for calibrating and validating

the proposed traffic models.

Automatic vehicle identification

A number of transport policies in London, including the congestion charge and

low emission zone schemes, are enforced by using the Automatic Number Plate

Recognition (ANPR) technology. The plate numbers of vehicles passing the ANPR

cameras are recognized and recorded along with the corresponding times, which

are used to decide whether the vehicles detected have paid the charge. The journey

times of vehicles between two ANPR camera sites are then estimated by match-

ing the license plate numbers. The journey times are processed and stored in

5-min averages. The journey time data can be used to derive various performance

metrics such as speeds, journey time reliability, and impacts of major events in-

cluding strikes (Tsapakis et al., 2012) and the Olympics (Chow et al., 2014). This

enables the road operator to calculate the benefits and costs associated with differ-

ent policies or control plans to improve the day-to-day operation of the network.

Nevertheless, it is noted that various errors may arise in matching the license plate
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numbers due to various reasons such as misreading of license plates, vehicles stop-

ping en-route, and vehicles taking an unusual long route between the two camera

locations (Robinson and Polak, 2006). Consequently, a set of data filtering and

processing rules is adopted to improve the journey time estimation. For example,

the overtaking rules described in Robinson and Polak (2006) are used to eliminate

the data noise caused by camera errors and delivery vehicles stopping along the

route. Information from the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) is used

to eliminate the data related to unauthorized vehicles on the bus lanes. On some

occasions, data may be missing over some time intervals due to no sample (e.g.

no vehicles can be matched during the time interval) or failure of the hardware

system. A range of patching algorithms will be used to impute the missing data

in those circumstances.

Urban loop detectors

There are about 3,000 intersections in the city of London operating under the

SCOOT Urban Traffic Control system (Siemens, 2012). The intersections are

equipped with loop detectors which measure the incoming flow and occupancy of

traffic and hence derive optimal timing strategies in real-time. For performance

measure purposes, measured traffic quantities including flows and occupancies are

stored and processed in archived SCOOT dataset. The dataset also records signal

timings used, excessive queues detected, and journey times estimated. These data

and statistics are stored in different ’messages’ in the SCOOT dataset and different

messages record different traffic characteristics and estimates (Siemens, 2012). The

SCOOT dataset provides the following information of demand and signal timings

through its ’M13’ and ’M29’ messages (Siemens, 2012):

1. Flow counts - flow counts are recorded once a signal cycle at each SCOOT

detector station in the M29 messages. The cycle time in the TCR area is

88-sec and hence the unit of these flow counts will be vehicles per 88 seconds

(veh/88-sec).

2. Signal timings (green durations) - SCOOT M13 messages provide the

durations of green phases. The green durations are time-varying and derived
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from the SCOOT optimiser in real time.

3.5.2 Building traffic models

In addition to demands, signal timings, and split ratios as stated in the previous

section, it is necessary to determine the fundamental diagram of each link in order

to complete the specification of the traffic models. The key parameters here are

wave speeds, saturation flows, critical and jam densities.

Saturation flow

The SCOOT detector data are processed and stored in averages over a signal

cycle which makes it impossible to identify the true values of saturation flow with

these cyclic averages. This research estimates the saturation flow by assuming

the maximum cyclic flow value observed on an approach will be equal to ( g
g+r

Q),

where g and r are respectively the effective green and red durations allocated to

that approach over a cycle, and Q is the saturation flow which is an unknown.

In traffic engineering, this ( g
g+r

Q) is regarded as the signal-controlled capacity of

the approach. It is noted that both g and r are records of real-time operations.

However, both g and r are not constant due to the adaptive nature of SCOOT

controller and hence the average values of them are used to calibrate the traffic

model. The sum of them (g + r) gives the total cycle time c which is 88-sec in

the TCR network. Consequently, the saturation flow s on each approach can be

derived accordingly.

Table 3.3 summarises the measured maximum flows (in [vph per lane]) in one

cycle and average ( g
g+r

) ratios allocated to TCR during the study period at the

four intermediate detector stations (N02/058, N02/062, N02/060, and N02/059).

The table also shows the corresponding estimated saturation flows Q.

To further investigate the reliability of the saturation flow estimation, a sensitivity

analysis on the corresponding overall journey time and flow estimates produced
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Table 3.3: Estimation of saturation flows on Tottenham Court Road

N02/058 N02/062 N02/060 N02/059

Max. flow

(vph per lane)
655 675 634 695

g/(g+r) 0.42 0.43 0.41 0.43

Saturation flow

(vph per lane)
1554 1572 1555 1620

by the model with respect to different choices of s values is conducted. As an

example, Figure 3.16 shows the sensitivity of journey time and flow estimation

error with respect to the saturation flow s at Junction Goodge Street (N02/058)

over a range of values from 1400 vph/lane to 1800 vph/lane.

The errors are quantified in terms of mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The

MAPE of journey times eTJ estimates is calculated with respect to the observed

values as Equation 3.22.

eTJ =
1

T

T∑
t=0

∣∣∣∣∣ T̂ J(t)− T J(t)

T J(t)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (3.22)

where T̂ J(t) and T J(t) are respectively the estimated and measured journey times

at time interval t within the time horizon T .

It is shown that a saturation flow of around 1550 vph/lane will give the lowest error

for journey time and flow estimations. This 1550 vph/lane indeed is consistent

with the number obtained in Table 3.3.

Similar results are observed at the other three junctions and hence it suggests

using the controlled capacity g
g+r

Q which is a reasonably reliable way to estimate

saturation flows with the coarse data. Finally, it is worth noting that the estimated

values in Table 3.3 appear to be less than the nominal value 1800 vph per lane.

This is estimated to be due to the narrow streets, high volumes of turning traffic,

and pedestrian crossing in the area.

Jam density
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Figure 3.16: Sensitivity analysis of estimation errors with respect to choice of
saturation flow (at Goodge Street)

The SCOOT dataset does not provide a reliable estimate of jam density which is

relatively more difficult to collect than traffic flow data in practice. To facilitate

the calibration process, here a nominal value 225 vpm per lane is adopted. The

value 225 vpm falls in the nominal jam density range between 180 and 250 vpm

per lane as suggested by May (1990) and Nanda (1993).

Wave speeds

Given the saturation flows and jam densities, the main objective of calibration

now is to determine the wave speeds U with which the fundamental diagrams can

be specified accordingly.
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The wave speeds are determined such that the discrepancies between the journey

times along TCR derived from the traffic models and those measured from the

on-site ANPR system are minimised. For CTM, the journey times are derived

by using the frozen field method (Chow et al., 2010). After running a CTM

simulation, one can obtain the traffic speed matrix vi(t) =
qi(t)

ρi(t)
over all cells i and

times t. A virtual infinitesimal probe can then be ‘released’ at the upstream end of

the route over a set of departure times tD. Using the basic principle of kinematics,

the distance travelled of each of these probes over time can be obtained from

integrating the speed vi(t) over time and space. The probe is said to be exiting

the current cell i and entering the subsequent cell i+1 at time tD1 when the distance

travelled is greater than or equal to xi. The travel time of the probe through cell

i is then determined as T Ji = (tD1 − tD). Applying the same methodology to other

cells and departure times, a travel time profile through the entire route can be

derived accordingly. For the variational method, the trajectory of vehicles can be

derived as the iso-contours of the N values (Daganzo and Menendez, 2005), which

can give the corresponding journey time of each vehicle.

Figure 3.17 shows the MAPE estimated by both CTM and the VM simulation

platform with different wave speeds. With the backward wave speed of a triangular

FD fixed, numerical tests were carried out iteratively with different free flow wave

speeds from 11 mph to 30 mph. The relationship between free flow wave speeds

and estimate accuracy follows a similar U-shape pattern for both CTM and VM.

The highest accuracy is achieved with an optimal free flow speed in the range

between 17 mph to 19 mph. A further iterative line searching process at one

decimal place was carried out to identify the optimal free flow wave speed at 17.3

mph.

3.5.3 Results

Estimation of journey times
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Figure 3.17: MAPE of journey time estimates with different wave speeds

After specifying the general form of the fundamental diagrams (i.e. the number

of segments and where the fundamental diagrams are segmented), iterative line

searches were adopted to estimate the corresponding wave speeds in the fundamen-

tal diagrams aiming to minimise the discrepancies between modelled and measured

journey times. The results are shown in Figure 3.18. All data were collected on 5

June 2013 (Wednesday) from 12:00 to 15:00.

Figure 3.18a presents estimates produced by models with two-segment fundamen-

tal diagrams, and Figure 3.18b presents estimates produced with three-segment

fundamental diagrams. In both figures, the dotted lines as ‘ANPR’ are measured

journey times from ANPR system and they are regarded as ‘ground truth’ here.

‘CTM’ are journey times estimated by CTM and ‘VM’ are journey times derived

from the VM-simulation.

The proposed variational simulation platform generates more accurate journey

time estimation with three-segment fundamental diagrams. With the two-segment

fundamental diagrams, both CTM and the VM-simulation have a tendency to un-

derestimate the journey times through neglecting the reduction in speed when

traffic approach high values of density. With the three-segment fundamental di-

agrams, the feature of platoon dispersion can be captured (see Figure 3.7) which
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of TCR journey times (5 June 2013)

enables traffic proceeding under free-flow at different densities to be associated

with different speeds. Consequently, traffic will slow down when the associated

density grows toward the critical value under the three-segment fundamental di-

agram specification. The resultant model fits better with reality and also gives

additional flexibility in parameter specification. Hence the model can produce

more accurate estimates of journey times with respect to the observed values.

Nevertheless, one should note that there can be other factors contributing to the

underestimation of journey times. This includes oversimplification of the junction

dynamics, presence of pedestrians, and heterogeneity of traffic (e.g. presence of
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slow moving vehicles such as buses, bikes, etc). Incorporating these factors requires

more advanced modelling techniques such as detailed node modelling that captures

the discrete movements of vehicles at junctions, and multi-class modelling that

considers explicitly the heterogeneity of traffic flow. These are beyond the scope

of this research and will be studied in future research.

The MAPEs of estimates produced by CTM (2-segment), CTM (3-segment), the

VM-simulation (2-segment), and the VM-simulation (3-segment) are presented in

Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: MAPE of journey time estimate by different methods

Method FD type MAPE

CTM Triangular 15.30%
VM Triangular 15.20%
CTM 3-Segment 15.60%
VM 3-Segment 13.60%

The differences between the estimates of CTM and the variational method are

rather insignificant. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the variational

method gives a slightly better improvement compared with CTM when a three-

segmented fundamental diagram is adopted. It is believed to be caused by the

numerical errors in CTM at the density discontinuities are accumulated with the

increased overlapping different traffic states when a multi-segment fundamental

diagram is adopted.

This research also explores the use of more refined fundamental diagrams, where

obtained error rates of around 14% for four-segment and five-segment fundamen-

tal diagrams. The error rates are lower than that obtained with three-segment

fundamental diagram while they are not significantly better despite the additional

computational effort. Hence, it can be concluded that the three-segment funda-

mental diagrams will be a sufficiently good representation of traffic characteristics

in this context.

Estimation of traffic flow
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To gain further insight into the performance of the models, Figures 3.19 and

3.20 respectively show the corresponding cyclic flows estimated by CTM and the

variational method with three-segment fundamental diagrams at the four detector

stations (N02/058, N02/062, N02/060, and N02/059).
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Figure 3.19: Flow estimates by CTM with three-segment fundamentals

These estimated flow values are compared against the actual observed values by

the detectors. The error rates (in terms of MAPEs) at each station are summarised
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Figure 3.20: Flow estimates by variational method with three-segment fun-
damentals

in Table 3.5 which shows that the flow estimates by CTM and the VM-simulation

are close.

The average MAPE of the flow estimates of the variational method is 14.3% while

that of CTM is 14.8%. This should not be surprising as the main difference between

variational method and CTM is the viscosity in traffic estimates. Nevertheless,

when the traffic quantities are aggregated to a reasonably long time scale (say, one
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Table 3.5: MAPE of flow estimates aggregated in 3 cycles

N02/058(%) N02/062(%) N02/060(%) N02/059(%) Average(%)

CTM 10.1% 16.5% 15.7% 16.8% 14.8%
VM 9.5% 17.1% 14.8% 15.8% 14.3%

signal cycle here), the discrepancy due to such viscosity effect will be averaged out

and hence the two methods will produce similar results.

Further improvement in flow estimation will require detector data with higher

quality and spatio-temporal granularity which are unfortunately not available for

the present study. They can be researched for future exploration with this pro-

posed simulation platform. Finally, it is noted that the ’moving bottleneck’ is not

included herein due to the lack of appropriate data such as bus trajectories and

surrounding traffic states. Meanwhile, different authorities are being contacted

around the world in order to get required data. It is desirable to report further

developments in the future.

3.6 Conclusion

Chapter 3 presents a variational based modelling framework of urban traffic dy-

namics. This variational method is compared with the traditionally used CTM

over a set of hypothetical experiments and a real case in Central London. The

numerical experiments suggest that the variational method is easy to implement

and able to produce a high-quality solution, in particular for modelling platoon

dispersions and moving bottlenecks. The case study with Central London data

supports the validity of the variational method for real world applications.

A note to emphasize is that this chapter is not aiming to claim that the variational

method is a better ’model’ than CTM, as theoretically they both belong to the

same model - LWR model. The results are only showing variational method is

a more accurate solution method to LWR model than CTM or Godunov which

echoes the findings in Daganzo (2005b) and Daganzo and Menendez (2005). It
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also suggests variational method can be a better implementation than CTM when

dealing with platoon dispersions and moving bottlenecks.

One may argue that the smeared solution (i.e. solution with viscosity) produced

by CTM and other Godunov schemes may indeed be a better representation of

actual traffic. It is agreed that the sharp jump discontinuity is only a feature of the

LWR model and is not a real world feature. However, the viscosity is indeed an

unexpected characteristic due to the property of the underlying solution method.

Indeed the LWR model itself does not explicitly specify such viscosity in its for-

mulation. A good solution method should simply produce a numerical solution

as close to the exact or theoretical solution as possible. Whether the numerical

solution is a good representation of reality should be a separated question. If

one is interested in producing a solution that captures the viscosity, perhaps one

should consider revising the model formulation or using a different model rather

than LWR.

There have been studies exploring the development of practical estimation and

optimisation algorithms based upon the variational method (Mehran et al., 2012;

Han et al., 2013a). The variational method proves to be a useful and computa-

tionally effective tool for estimating and managing urban traffic given its benefits

revealed herein and hence should receive more attention in the research commu-

nity.



Chapter 4

Evaluation of bus holding control

4.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to investigate the impact of road traffic on bus service regularity

and evaluate the performance of bus holding strategies under different road traffic

conditions in a multi-modal transport system. Bus holding strategies are evaluated

from the perspectives of both buses in terms of bus service efficiency and regularity

and the road traffic in terms of total traffic delay.

Section 4.2 discusses the research background and research gaps which motivate

this study. Section 4.3 presents the development of an integrated simulation plat-

form called VMBus which is used to model bus movement and implement holding

strategies. This section also outlines the evaluation metrics used to quantify bus

service regularity. Section 4.4 presents various numerical cases to evaluate dif-

ferent bus control strategies under different passenger demands, traffic demands

and road traffic characteristics. Section 4.5 validates different holding strategies

in simulation experiments based on real-world settings. Section 4.6 concludes this

chapter.

80
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4.2 Background

The most important performance indicator of a bus system is arguably bus ser-

vice regularity which is closely monitored by most transport agencies in order to

enhance bus operation performance (Benn, 1995). An improvement in bus service

regularity can attract more people to take public transport rather than private ve-

hicles to reduce the traffic demand. An unreliable bus service increases operation

costs and undermines fleet efficiency to carry passengers (Lin et al., 2008).

In order to improve bus service regularity, various bus holding strategies have been

proposed (Osuna and Newell, 1972; Newell, 1974; Eberlein et al., 2001; Zhao et al.,

2006). The main objective of these holding strategies is to eliminate bus bunching

problems by holding buses at specific control points, usually bus stops, for a certain

amount of time. Bus bunching occurs when multiple buses of the same route

number arrive at one stop in close succession. This is an undesirable phenomenon

since it decreases bus service regularity and increases passenger waiting time as

discussed in Section 2.3.

Section 2.4.1 concludes that there is little research available to systematically

evaluate and compare the effectiveness of different bus holding strategies in a multi-

modal system where buses and autos share the road space. Moreover, existing

studies on evaluating bus holding strategies generally assume buses as a separate

traffic flow in a transport system and only focus on impact from the perspective

of bus operators and passengers (Bartholdi III and Eisenstein, 2012; Argote et al.,

2012; Toledo et al., 2010; Cats et al., 2012).

This research aims to investigate the impact and effectiveness of bus holding strate-

gies in multi-modal systems. Since buses operating in a mixed traffic flow of tran-

sits and other road traffic is a common practice in most transport systems, the

impact of traffic conditions on the effectiveness of bus holding strategy should be

considered and explored for the development of more effective control strategies.
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4.3 Development of VMBus platform

4.3.1 Interface of micro buses and macro traffic

VMBus simulation estimates the dynamics of bus movement between stops is

expressed as Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2:

tAn,s+1 = tDn,s + TCn,s+1 (4.1)

tDn,s = tAn,s + TDn,s (4.2)

where tAn,s+1 is the arrival time of bus n at station s+ 1; tDn,s is the departure time

of bus n leaving stop s; TCn,s+1 is bus cruising time from station s to s+ 1; TDn,s is

the dwelling time of bus n at station s.

Bus 

Traffic  
Conditions 

4.3.1 

Road  
Capacity 

4.3.1 

Autos 

Road 

Bus holding 
control 
4.3.2 

A A 

C 

B B 

Figure 4.1: Bus control in a multi-modal system

Bus journey time and bus dwelling time are closely related to bus-traffic interac-

tions and bus holding strategies. The relationship of bus, road traffic (autos) and

bus holding control in a multi-modal system is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Arrow A

illustrates the impact of road traffic on buses through affecting road traffic condi-

tions. Arrow B illustrates the impact of buses on road traffic through the change

of road capacity. This section focuses on how bus cruising time TC is estimated by

the VMBus simulation platform by capturing bus-traffic interaction represented
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by Arrow A and Arrow B in Figure 4.1. Section 4.3.2 presents development of vari-

ous bus holding strategies and how these holding strategies determine bus dwelling

time as represented by Arrow C.

Traffic impact on buses

In order to estimate bus movement in a multi-modal transport link, it is necessary

to first identify the movement of traffic flow. VMBus incorporates the simulation

platform proposed in Chapter 3 to estimate road traffic conditions based on inputs

including traffic demand, urban traffic characteristics and bus-traffic interaction.

The primary result of the variational platform is N value, whose derivatives over

time t and location x are traffic flow and density as defined by Equation 3.12 and

3.13. Given the value of traffic flow and density in a time-space plane, the traffic

flow speed can be further derived based on Equation 4.3.

v(x, t) =

∂N

∂t

∣∣∣
(x,t)

−∂N
∂x

∣∣∣
(x,t)

(4.3)

It is assumed that buses move with traffic flow when they cruise between stops.

Thus bus cruising speed equals to traffic flow speed. This assumption suggests

that bus operators are in perfect compliance with bus control strategies and will

not adjust bus speeds as they drive. This assumption is necessary and appropriate

because it allows us to focus on the impact of road traffic conditions on holding

strategy performance without perturbations caused by human factors which were

identified to affect bus control efficiency (Abkowitz and Tozzi, 1987; Hill, 2003).

With bus speed equal to traffic speed as estimated by Equation 4.3, bus departure

time and bus routes exogenously defined, bus trajectories can be updated with

increment of bus speed multiplied by time step size.

Bus impact on traffic

Bus dwelling at stops can reduce road capacity which further affects road traffic

conditions. The reduced road capacity, referred to as the bottleneck capacity or
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passing rate, can be captured by restricting the maximum number of vehicles

to overtake a dwelling bus. VMBus modifies the road capacity x∗ by adjusting

the cost function defined by Equation 3.18. The following revised cost function

Θ∗(0, x∗, t) associated with wave speed u = 0 at x∗ is introduced:

Θ∗(0, x∗, t) =

qM , t ∈M

qB, t ∈ D
(4.4)

during time M when buses move with the traffic flow, the capacity of the road is

qM ; during the time D when buses dwell at a stop, road capacity is reduced to

qB. qB is determined by various factors, such as reduced transport lanes due to

bus dwelling in line with the traffic flow, and interruption of road traffic due to

passengers crossing the road.

4.3.2 Implementation of bus holding strategies

Classical bus holding strategies are developed with the objective of regulating

bus headways. Bus headway hn,s can be calculated as the arrival time difference

between bus n and its forward bus n− 1 as Equation 4.5.

hn,s = tAn,s − tAn−1,s (4.5)

Figure 4.2 presents trajectories of three buses n − 1, n and n + 1 cruising from

start to stop s, dwelling at stop s, departing from stop s and cruising to the next

stop. All buses enter into the route with an equal headway hT . By the time buses

arrive at stop s, their headways become hn,s and hn+1,s. After bus loading time

and holding time are applied at stop s, bus headways upon departure from the

stop become h̃n,s and h̃n+1,s. The notation ˜ is used to denote the bus headway

after bus holding time is applied.
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Figure 4.2: Bus control in a multi-modal system

The time-space paradigm of Figure 4.2 shows numerical relationship between h̃n,s

and hn,s which is expressed by Equation 4.6:

h̃n,s = hn,s + TLn + THn − TLn−1 − THn−1

= hn,s + (TLn − TLn−1) + (THn − THn−1)
(4.6)

where TLn is the loading time for bus n to board and disembark passengers and THn

is the holding time applied to buses depending on the adopted holding strategy.

Equation 4.6 shows that changes of bus headway at stop s are determined by the

loading time difference and the holding time difference of two following buses n−1

and n at stop s.

In an ideal scenario without any perturbation and the passenger demand is fixed,

the bus headways are maintained constant at the target level hT . All buses have

the same loading time TL and are held at bus stops for the same amount of time

T S, which is called the slack time. The slack time is used to adjust bus headways

when they are deviated from the target headway. If buses operate with even

headways equal to the target headways, they will be held at stops for the whole

duration of slack times.

Bus dwell time TD is the sum of loading time TL and holding time TH as TD =

TL + TH . Bus loading time TL is directly related to the time between departure
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of bus n− 1 and arrival of bus n as Equation 4.7,

TL = β(hT − TD)

= β(hT − TL − TH)
(4.7)

where β is a dimensionless parameter calculated by multiplying average passenger

arrival rate for bus service and average loading rate per passenger. It measures

the increase of bus dwell time at a bus stop due to one unit time increase of its

headway with the leading bus.

Intuitively, different bus holding strategies can be visualized by Figure 4.3. Figure

4.3a shows that the forward holding strategy works on the green section of the

paradigm. When the headway between bus n and its forward bus n − 1 runs

longer than the target headway, bus n should leave the bus stop earlier to catch

up with its forward bus. Figure 4.3b shows that the backward holding strategy

works on the red section of the paradigm. When the headway between bus n and

its following bus n+ 1 runs shorter than the target headway, bus n should be held

at the bus stop for longer time to wait for its following bus. Figure 4.3c shows

that the two-way holding strategy works on both the forward and backward buses

to balance the red section and the green section.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of bus control strategies

Forward holding strategy

The forward holding strategy is applied to regulate the bus service when there is a

discrepancy ε between bus headway hn,s and the target headway hT as Equation

4.8.
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ε = hn,s − hT (4.8)

Bus headway discrepancy is caused by interruptions along bus routes or at bus

stops. It is considered as an exogenous variable here. A detailed discussion of

various interruptions is carried out in Section 4.4.1.

Equation 4.7 calculates the bus holding time in the ideal scenario with equal

bus headways. Given the new bus headway hn,s with discrepancy as specified by

Equation 4.8, Equation 4.9 can be derived which calculates bus loading time in

the non-ideal scenario,

TLn = β(hn,s − TDn−1)

= β(hn,s − TL − TH)
(4.9)

Combining Equation 4.7 and 4.9, bus loading time difference due to their headway

discrepancy can be calculated as Equation 4.10,

TLn − TL = β(hn,s − hT )

= βε
(4.10)

It is assumed that only bus n is affected and no other buses experience any inter-

ruption. Therefore, bus n− 1 operates as in an ideal scenario with TLn−1 = TL and

THn−1 = T S. Inserting Equation 4.8 into Equation 4.6 gives Equation 4.11 which

shows the bus headway discrepancy h̃n,s − hT after bus n is held for time THn ,

h̃n,s − hT = ε+ TLn + THn − TLn−1 − THn−1

= ε+ TLn + THn − TL − T S
(4.11)

Consider that the applied bus holding time THn reduces headway discrepancy from

ε to (1− α)ε as Equation 4.12,
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h̃n,s − hT = (1− α)ε, 0 < α ≤ 1 (4.12)

where α is regarded as the control parameter to counteract bus headway discrep-

ancy and stabilize bus service. Inserting Equation 4.12 and 4.10 into Equation

4.11 gives the bus holding time which can be expressed as Equation 4.13,

THn = T S − (α + β)ε (4.13)

Since Equation 4.13 calculates the amount of time to hold a bus in order to regulate

its headway with its forward bus, this control method is called the forward holding

strategy. Equation 4.13 is consistent with the forward holding strategy proposed

by Daganzo (2009). After the forward holding strategy is applied in Scenario 2,

bus headway discrepancy is reduced from ε to (1− α)ε.

Backward holding strategy

The backward holding strategy proposed by Bartholdi III and Eisenstein (2012)

with the aim to regulate bus service based on their backward headways. The

backward headway is defined as the headway between bus n and its following bus

n+ 1. The backward holding strategy is applied when bus n arrives at stop s and

its backward headway hn+1,s is different from hT as Equation 4.14 shows.

ε = hn+1,s − hT (4.14)

After the holding time TLn is applied on bus n, updated h̃n+1,s can be calculated

by Equation 4.15,

h̃n+1,s = hn+1,s + TLn+1 + THn+1 − TLn − THn

= hn+1,s + (TLn+1 − TLn ) + (THn+1 − THn )
(4.15)
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The backward control is characterised as a relatively simple holding strategy by

not considering passenger demand at a bus stop (Argote et al., 2012; Xuan et al.,

2011). Thus bus loading time is deterministic with TLn+1 = TLn and TLn+1−TLn = 0.

Since the following bus of bus n+1 has a headway with hn+2,s = hT , bus n+1 does

not need to be held at stop s and THn+1 = T S. Consider that the backward holding

strategy can reduce bus headway discrepancy from ε to (1− α)ε with 0 < α ≤ 1.

By inserting these equations into Equation 4.15, Equation 4.15 can be reformatted

into Equation 4.16,

THn = T S + αε (4.16)

Equation 4.16 calculates the applied bus holding time THn based on the discrepancy

between backward bus headway and the target headway.

When bus n arrives at bus stop s , bus n+ 1 usually has not arrived yet because

bus n departs before bus n+ 1 and cruising times of the same bus route are rela-

tively stable for two following buses. It is hence difficult to forecast the backward

headway hn+1,s which cannot be physically measured due to the causality relation-

ship. Bartholdi III and Eisenstein (2012) estimated the backward headway based

on the distance between bus n and bus n + 1 divided by an exogenously defined

average bus speed. Argote et al. (2012) and Xuan et al. (2011) used the actual

bus headway hn+1 associated with the closest upstream bus stop where both bus

n and bus n+ 1 have arrived as a proxy for hn+1,s. In Bartholdi III and Eisenstein

(2012), the dwelling behaviour and traffic signal impact on bus commercial speed

is not identified or considered. Therefore, the method to use the average bus speed

proposed by Bartholdi III and Eisenstein (2012) is not adopted in this research.

The method in Argote et al. (2012) and Xuan et al. (2011) is applied.

Two-way holding strategy

The two-way bus holding strategy aims at reducing the difference between forward

bus headway and backward bus headway hn,s − hn+1,s. If hn,s − hn+1,s > 0, bus n

will be held for a shorter time in order to reduce hn,s. If hn,s − hn+1,s < 0, bus n
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will be held for a longer time in order to increase hn,s. Upon implementation of the

two-way holding time on bus n, bus headway hn,s will change by α(hn+1,s − hn,s).

Thus, bus headway after holding time can be expressed as,

h̃n,s = hn,s + α(hn+1,s − hn,s) (4.17)

It is also known that hn − hn+1 = εn − εn+1 as,

hn − hn+1

=(hn − hT )− (hn+1 − hT )

=εn − εn+1

(4.18)

Inserting Equation 4.18 into Equation 4.17 gets Equation 4.19,

h̃n,s = hn,s + α(εn+1 − εn) (4.19)

Equation 4.20 which calculates two-way bus holding time can be derived by in-

serting Equation 4.19 and 4.18 into Equation 4.6,

THn = T S − (α + β)εn,s + αεn+1,s (4.20)

Equation 4.20 analytically shows that the two-way holding time is essentially a

combination of forward and backward holding strategies. It can be seen that

−(α+β)εn,s is the element in Equation 4.13 to calculate the forward holding time

and αεn+1,s is the element to calculate the backward holding time in Equation

4.16.

Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011) proposed Equation 4.20 to calculate the bus

holding time under the two-way control. The two-way bus holding strategy is

considered as a more flexible control strategy since it can balance both forward

and backward bus headways concurrently as bus n arrives at stop s. Thus, the
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two-way holding strategy is more effective to improve bus regularity compared to

the forward and backward holding strategy given the assumption that bus cruising

time is deterministic and bus headways are independent from each other.

4.3.3 Performance indicators

The performance indicators measure bus service regularity with different bus hold-

ing strategies on the simulation platform. These indicators can be calculated from

direct output of the VMBus platform.

Bus service regularity is measured at both route level and the stop level (Chen

et al., 2009). Route-level regularity is measured by journey time deviation. Stop-

level regularity is indicated by headway variance. In a metropolitan area with a

large demand of passengers and high frequency of buses, stop-level measurement

is often used instead of the route-level indicator(Hunter-Zaworski, 2003).

Take T̄ J as the average journey time of all buses and h̄s as the average headway

of all buses at stop s, journey time deviation σ(T J) can be calculated by Equation

4.21 and headway deviation σ(h) can be calculated by Equation 4.22,

σ(T J) =

√√√√ N∑
n=1

(T Jn − T̄ J)
2

N − 1
(4.21)

σ(h) =

√√√√ N∑
n=2

(hn,s − h̄s)
2

N − 1
(4.22)

where T Jn is the journey time of bus n travelling from start to the end of the route.

In addition to regularity indicators, traffic delay can also be calculated by the

VMBus simulation platform to quantify transport system efficiency. Traffic delay

is the difference between actual travel time and the travel time under the free-flow

traffic condition. It can be calculated based on accumulative traffic inflow curve

NI(t) and accumulative traffic outflow curve NO(t). With l denoting the distance
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between the entrance and exit of a transport link, it takes ∆T = l/u time for

free-flow traffic to travel through the link. By shifting NI(t) horizontally to the

right by ∆T , N ′I(t) can be derived which represents traffic arriving at the link exit

without being delayed. The shaded region between N ′I(t) and NO(t) represents

total traffic delay during the time period between tS and tE.

Figure 4.4: Representation of traffic delay

Total traffic delay can thus be calculated by Equation 4.23.

TD =

∫ tE

tS

(N ′I(t)−N ′O(t))dt (4.23)

Since the primary output of VMBus simulation platform is N , Equation 4.23 can

be directly solved with the simulation output. The average traffic delay can be

calculated by dividing total traffic delay by the total number of vehicles.
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4.3.4 VMBus simulation platform

Bus  
stop

Bus  
stop

bus  dwelling  at  bus  stops
bus  stopping  in  congestion

Figure 4.5: Sample output of the VMBus simulation platform
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Figure 4.6: Components of the VMBus simulation platform

Figure 4.5 presents the sample output of the proposed simulation platform. The

time-space density map of a bus route segment composed of two bus stops, one

signalized junction and traffic demand at the saturation level. Traffic density

distribution in a time-space plane is illustrated on the left side of Figure 4.5. The

right side of Figure 4.5 presents the bus trajectory which includes the bus moving

among the free-flow traffic, the bus dwelling at bus stops and the bus stopping in
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the traffic due to traffic congestion. Bus speed and the associated trajectory are

in agreement with an analytical solution worked out based on the LWR model.

Components of the VMBus simulation platform are illustrated in Figure 4.6 which

documents details of simulation input, control factors and outputs. Traffic con-

dition and bus trajectory outputs can be used to evaluate the transport system

efficiency and bus performance under different bus holding strategies.

4.4 Evaluation of holding strategies

A range of numerical experiments are established and carried out on the VM-

Bus simulation platform to understand and quantify bus service performance in

a multi-modal transport system. Outputs from the proposed simulation plat-

forms are studied and explained analytically based on the LWR model, the traffic

bottleneck model and findings from other researchers. A detailed comparison

with microscopic simulation outputs is not carried out in this research since the

proposed simulation platform competes directly with the CTM-based simulation

platform, not microscopic ones. Microscopic simulation calls for additional param-

eters such as predefined drivers’ reaction factor which makes the comparison with

macroscopic simulation unfair and invalid. Moreover, there is a lack of available

commercial microscopic simulators for this research.

Section 4.4.1 presents a sensitivity analysis of the impact of different factors (pas-

senger demand, level of saturation and road traffic characteristics) on bus service

regularity and holding strategy effectiveness on improving bus regularity. Section

4.4.2 presents a comprehensive evaluation of the headway-based bus holding strate-

gies in terms of their improvement in bus regularity, impact on bus commercial

speed and the overall transport system efficiency.
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4.4.1 Sensitivity analysis

This section explores bus regularity under different road traffic conditions and dif-

ferent levels of passenger demand. Passenger demands and road traffic conditions

are considered as two major sources that lead to bus service irregularity (Adebisi,

1986; Strathman et al., 2002; Turnquist, 1982; Schramm et al., 2010; Bellinger,

2011). Turnquist (1982), Strathman et al. (2002) and Bellinger (2011) found out

that highly dynamic passenger demand significantly increases bus headway de-

viation, especially during peak hours when passenger demand changes abruptly.

Schramm et al. (2010) showed that bus service irregularity is also closely related

to road traffic conditions which is the outcome of road traffic demand and traffic

characteristics. Therefore, three major factors are identified to affect bus ser-

vice regularity which are passenger deviation, road traffic demand and road traffic

characteristics.

Different factors affect the bus service in different ways. With the combination of

Equation 4.1, 4.2, the dynamics of bus arrival time at a bus stop can be expressed

by Equation 4.24.

tAn,s+1 = tAn,s + TLn,s + THn,s + TCn,s+1 (4.24)

It can be seen from Equation 4.24 that bus arrival time and hence bus regularity

at a bus stop are determined by bus loading time TL, bus holding time TH and

bus cruising time TC . Bus loading time TL depends on passenger demand at the

bus stop. Bus holding time TH depends on the applied bus holding strategies.

Bus cruising time TC depends on the road traffic condition which results from the

combination of road traffic demand and urban transport infrastructure.

Passenger demand with spatial deviation means that passenger loads at different

bus stops are different. Passenger demand with temporal deviation means that

passenger load at the same bus stop varies in time. Fixed traffic demand means

that the traffic demand loaded into the bus route is stable in time. Stochastic traffic
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Table 4.1: Evaluated factors on bus regularity

demand means that traffic loaded into the bus route varies in time. Midblock

inflow means that traffic can enter the bus route not only from the upstream

boundary but also from the middle of the bus route. The passing rate is the same

as bottleneck capacity. FD characteristics here specifically refers to the shape of

deployed fundamental diagrams.

Section 4.4.1 first establishes a base case on the VMBus platform. To analyse the

impact of each factor on bus regularity, this section evaluates the effect of passenger

demand, traffic volume and transport link characteristics in terms of capacity and

fundamental diagrams respectively. Specific factors selected to evaluate are listed

specified in Table 4.1.

Test setting

The numerical test establishes a transport network of 2.5 miles in length which

comprises 5 links and 4 intersections as shown in Figure 4.7.

Link  
Stop 

1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 4.7: Configuration of the base case
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It is assumed that the links are homogeneous with a common fundamental diagram

of a triangular shape as shown in Figure 4.8. There are 2 lanes on the link, of

which the saturation flow is Q = 3600 vph and the jam density is ρJ = 540 vpm.

qB

Q
q

w

w1

u
ρJ

Figure 4.8: Fundamental diagram of experiment test

A total of 6 buses enter into the route at an initial headway of 2 minutes and

travel from Link 1 to Link 5.

There is one bus stop located in the middle of each link with stop 5 being the

terminal. When buses dwell at bus stops, the maximum traffic flow that can pass

them is 1800 vph. It is equivalent to one-lane capacity (or qB/Q = 50%).

In order to understand the impact of each factor, multiple simulations are run

with different settings. The consequential bus headway variance is analysed. In

the base case, bus cruising time between stops is deterministic and bus loading

time at each stop remains constant. This implies no deviation indeed in bus

headways. The passenger demand is constant in time and space with β = 0.18.

The traffic demand is fixed with d/Q = 0.25 so that bus cruising time between

stops is constant at the free-flow level with no congestion on-site.

Passenger demand

Passenger demand deviation leads to unequal loading time for different buses at

different bus stops which can further cause bus bunching along the route through

affecting the term TLn,s in Equation 4.24. Passenger demand deviation can be

further classified as the spatial deviation or the temporal deviation. The spatial

deviation means that passenger demands are different at each bus stop and thus
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bus loading time is different among different stops. Temporal deviation means

that, at the same bus stop, different passenger volumes vary and thus bus loading

time is different for each bus.

With the assumption that passenger loading rate is constant, passenger demand

deviation directly determines bus delay parameter β. This section changes the

value of β deviation (σ(β)) in different tests while maintaining its mean value β̄

constant. Other parameters as described in Section 4.4.1 remain unchanged.

Spatial deviation

a: No control b: Forward 

c: Backward d: Two-way 
Time (h) Time (h) 

Time (h) Time (h) 

Figure 4.9: Bus trajectories with σ(βs)/β̄s = 1

With the setting of spatial passenger demand deviation, passenger demand is al-

tered at each stop with the total number of arriving passengers in the bus route

remaining the same. In this case, σ(βs)/β̄s changes from 0 to 100% at 10% incre-

ment.
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No headway deviation can be identified (σ(h) = 0) from the numerical output

of simulation tests. Figure 4.9 shows bus trajectories in the most extreme case

with σ(βs)/β̄s = 1. Bus loading times at different stops are different due to the

βs changes. Since βs remains the same for every bus arriving at stop s, all buses

arriving at stop s have the same loading time. Without any headway variance,

bus loading time is fixed as the slack time. Therefore, bus headway, which is

determined by the differences in loading time and holding time as Equation 4.6

suggests, remains constant.

In general, spatial deviation in passenger demand generates a consistent change in

loading time and arrival time of all buses which results in zero headway deviation.

Temporal deviation
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Figure 4.10: Bus headway variance with temporal passenger deviation

With temporal passenger demand deviation, βn,s changes as different arriving bus

stop s. The value of σ(βn)/β̄n increases from 0 to 100% with a step size of 10%

per test.

Figure 4.10 shows the headway deviation (HD) at stop 4 with different σ(βn)/β̄n.

Stop 4 is selected as it is the last stop for buses to load and disembark passengers

before the terminal. Without any control, bus irregularity gets worse as they

further travel down the route. Thus, bus headway deviation is the largest at
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stop 4 compared to stop 1, 2 and 3. It is easier to identify holding performance

difference in terms of improving bus regularity at stop 4.

From Figure 4.10, it can be seen that bus regularity is very sensitive to the temporal

deviation of passenger demand. Bus HD equals to 0 when σ(βn)/β̄n = 0. Without

any bus holding strategy, HD increases to around 120 sec when σ(βn)/β̄n = 0.6 or

σ(βn)/β̄n = 0.7.

It is worth noting that HD does not increase linearly as σ(βn)/β̄n grows. Bus HD

peaks with σ(βn)/β̄n equal to 0.6 and 0.7 when buses become extremely bunched.

As σ(βn)/β̄n increases higher, buses can overtake their leading buses at a bus stop

in a multi-lane road. It helps alleviating the bus bunching phenomenon from the

perspective of passengers at the next stop as their waiting time is reduced. This

echoes the findings in Schramm et al. (2010) which recognize the contributory

factory of bus overtaking capability in helping regulate bus service in the extreme

case of bus bunching. Figure 4.11 shows bus HD in the no-control scenario without

overtaking. It can be seen that bus HD increases monotonically as passenger

temporal deviation grows.
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Figure 4.11: Bus headway variance with temporal passenger deviation

Bus holding strategy can significantly improve bus service regularity. Buses op-

erated under the two-way control have the lowest HD. The forward control has
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lower HD than backward control. Reasons for performance differences of bus hold-

ing strategies are further discussed together with other factors at the end of this

section.

Degree of saturation

Since buses operate in a mixed flow and interact with the surrounding road traffic,

their movement between bus stops depends on prevailing road traffic conditions.

Saturation is a measure of traffic demand in terms of the road capacity. In a fully

saturated road, the traffic demand equals road capacity. This section evaluates

the impact of traffic demand on bus regularity from three aspects: a deterministic

demand, a stochastic demand and a midblock turning-in traffic inflow.

Deterministic traffic demand

The base case test is carried out on the VMBus platform with varying traffic

demands at fixed levels. Traffic demand is represented by the saturation ratio

d/Q which increases from 0 to 100% at 10% increment.
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Figure 4.12: Bus headway deviation observed at Stop 4 under fixed traffic
demands

Figure 4.12 shows HD deviation observed at Stop 4 under different traffic demands.

It can be seen that buses operate with high regularity with d/Q ≤ 90%. When the

road is fully saturated with traffic, bus movement is affected by the road traffic

condition and the HD increases to 7.1 sec without any holding strategy.
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It is interesting to observe that road traffic starts to affect bus regularity when the

saturation is between 90% and 100%. As the saturation degree reaches a certain

level, traffic jam formulated downstream of a dwelling bus can affect its following

bus as shown in Figure 4.13. Triangles in Figure 4.13 represents time-space regions

delayed by the dwelling bus.
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T D
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Figure 4.13: Traffic congestion region upstream of bus dwelling

The exact saturation ratio at which traffic delay affects bus regularity can be

worked out analytically based on the LWR model. The road traffic is characterized

by a triangular fundamental diagram as shown by Figure 4.14. If q is larger than

qB, vehicles following the dwelling bus are affected by the bottleneck to slowdown,

stop or switch lanes. Characteristics of affected vehicles under the bottleneck

impact propagates towards the upstream direction at the wave speed w1 as show

in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Base case fundamental diagram
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The wave speed w1 can be calculated by Equation 4.25 based on the triangular

geometry presented in Figure 4.14,

w1 =
uw(q − qB)

wQ− wq + uQ− uqB
(4.25)

In the base case without any holding strategy, all the buses have holding times

of zero and dwelling time TD = TL. Since TLn = (h − TDn−1)β = (h − TDn )β as

Equation 4.7 indicates, it can be derived that,

TDn =
βh

1 + β
(4.26)

Denote the distance between point A and stop s as lAS. Based on the paradigm

geometry in Figure 4.13, the following two equations can be obtained:

lAS
w1

+
lAS
u

= hT (4.27)

lAS
w1

− lAS
w

= TD (4.28)

By solving Equation 4.25, 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28, the critical traffic saturation ratio

qc/Q can be calculated by Equation 4.29. In this test, qB/Q = 0.5 and β = 0.18,

thus qc/Q ≈ 0.92 ∈ (0.9, 1.0).

qc
Q

=
1 + qBβ/Q

1 + β
(4.29)

The forward holding strategy performs better than two-way control with the lowest

HD of 2.9 sec. The backward holding strategy has the highest HD of 9.2 sec.

Reasons for performance differences of bus holding strategies are further discussed

together with other factors at the end of this section.

Stochastic traffic demand
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Figure 4.15: Bus HD under stochastic traffic demands

Stochastic traffic demands are loaded into the network in order to estimate bus reg-

ularity and holding strategy performance under dynamic traffic conditions. Mean

traffic demand over the simulation period remains constant with d = 1800 (vph)

or d/Q = 50%. Standard deviation of traffic demand increases from 0 to 1800

mph with an increment of 180 mph. At each level of traffic demand deviation, the

simulation test is run 20 times.

Figure 4.15 presents average bus HDs at Stop 4 of outputs from 20 simulation tests

under stochastic traffic demands. It shows that dynamic traffic demand increases

bus HD compared to the case of a fixed traffic demand. Bus holding strategies have

relatively stable performances in regulating bus service compared to the no-control

scenario. Two-way holding strategy has the lowest average HD of 2.25 sec which

is 15.4 % lower than the forward holding strategy. The backward holding strategy

has the longest HD. Reasons for performance differences of bus holding strategies

are further discussed together with other factors at the end of this section.

Midblock traffic inflow

Figure 4.16 shows midblock traffic inflow dI entering into the bus routes between

Link 1 and Link 2. d/Q is maintained at 25% while inflow ratio dI/Q increases

from 0 to 100% at 10% increment.
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Figure 4.16: Configuration of midblock inflow
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Figure 4.17: Bus HD with midblock traffic inflow ratios

Bus HD under different ratio of midblock inflows over saturation flow Q is pre-

sented in Figure 4.17. No impact of midblock inflow on bus regularity can be

identified with dI/Q ≤ 60%. As dI/Q increases to 70%, the saturation ratio of

combined traffic from the main arterial and the cross street is 95% which is higher

than the critical ratio identified by Equation 4.29, which makes the bus service

become unstable and bus HD increases. With dI/Q higher than 75%, the road

becomes fully saturated and no more vehicles can enter the main route. Thus,bus

HD stabilizes at a relatively high level. The forward holding strategy is better

than two-way holding strategy when the road is fully saturated with vehicles. The

backward holding strategy is the worst with the highest HD. Reasons for per-

formance differences of bus holding strategies are further discussed together with

other factors at the end of this section.

Characteristics of traffic

In addition to the traffic demand, the characteristic of traffic is another factor
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that determines road traffic conditions. The characteristic of traffic is expressed

in terms of passing rate and FD shapes in this study. The passing rate determines

the interaction between buses and their surrounding traffic during bus dwelling at

bus stops. The FD shapes determines speeds of traffic flow and degree of dispersion

which can affect bus cruising between stops.
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Figure 4.18: Bus headway variance with different passing rate

This study uses qB/Q to measure passing rate levels which increases from 0 to 100%

at 10% increment. Figure 4.18 shows bus headway deviation at different levels of

passing rates. A decreasing trend can be identified as qB/Q increases. With a

higher qB/Q, the increasing passing rate can allow more vehicles to overtake buses

without being delayed. Thus there is less impact of bus dwelling at the stop on

their surrounding traffic compared to low traffic.

The bottleneck is located at the bus stop during the time when buses dwell there.

Figure 4.19 illustrates the impact of passing rate on buses and their surrounding

traffic. The base case assumes that bus dwelling takes up one-lane space of a

two-lane road as shown in Figure 4.19a. In this case, qB/Q = 0.5. In the case with

qB/Q = 1, all vehicles can overtake dwelling buses without being delayed. Traffic

flow becomes independent of bus loading or holding at bus stops. This scenario is

equivalent to bus dwelling at bay stops which segregate them from the mainline
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traffic as shown in Figure 4.19b. Bus dwelling at bus stops no longer affects road

traffic. In the case of qB/Q = 0, no vehicles can overtake buses. It is equivalent

to a single-lane road where buses take up all the road space and vehicles have to

queue behind buses as they dwell at bus stops as shown in Figure 4.19c. In this

case, bus holding can worsen the road traffic condition and lead to further service

irregularity.

Bus Autos 

Bus stop Bus stop Bus stop 

a b c 

Figure 4.19: Impact of different passing rates on buses and surrounding traffic

The forward bus holding strategy is the best to regulate bus service with the

lowest average HD of 5.0 sec. It is 21.9% lower than the average HD under the

two-way holding strategy. The backward strategy is the worst in terms of bus

service regularity. Reasons for performance differences of bus holding strategies

are further discussed together with other factors at the end of this section.

Shape of fundamental diagram

This section evaluates the impact of different shapes of FD on bus service reg-

ularity. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no prior studies on the

relationship between different FD shapes and bus service regularity. Section 3.4.2

shows that the VMBus platform can effectively capture different degrees of pla-

toon dispersion by piecewise linear FDs with multiple segments. This section is

based on Section 3.4.2 by further evaluating how buses are affected by different

FDs.
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Figure 4.20: Specification of piecewise linear FDs with multiple segments

Different multi-segment FDs to be tested are shown in Figure 4.20. In order to

eliminate impacts of other factors and focus on the shape of FD, several parameters

including the saturation flow, jam density and backward wave speed all remain

the same across different FDs as illustrated by Figure 4.21. Table 4.2 lists the

parameter specifications of different FDs.

Table 4.2: Summary of different FD specifications

Case Wave speed
(mph)

Cost rate (vph) Critical density
1 (vpm)

3-segment FD [40 10 -10] [0; 2700] 90;270
4-segment FD [40 20 10 -10] [0 900 2700] 30;90;270
5-segment FD [40 20 10 5 -10] [0 400 950 1350 2700] 20;55;80;;90;270
6-segment FD [40 20 10 5 2 -10] [0 400 990 1365 1620

2700]
20;59;75;85;90;270

Figure 4.22 shows the average HD under different control strategies with different

FDs. A peak of HD can be observed with the 3-segment FD, especially under the

no-control scenario. Since FD determines bus cruising speed, it indicates that bus

cruising time under the 3-segment FD has the highest deviation compared to that

1The term critical density here is different from the traditional one used in triangle FD which
divides forward wave speed and backward speed. The critical density here refers to the density
which divides two different wave speeds.
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Figure 4.21: Fixed parameters of multi-segment FDs
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Figure 4.22: Bus HD with multi-segment FDs

of other FDs. Table 4.3 presents the deviation of dwelling time and cruising time

in the no-control scenario. It can be seen that the average dwelling time deviation

for the 3-segment FD is 3.1 sec and the average cruising time deviation is 14.1 sec.

Deviation of bus cruising time is significantly higher than deviation in bus dwelling

time because FDs strongly affect road traffic characteristics. Thus different FD

specifications can generate greater impact on bus cruising time in the road than

bus dwelling time at bus stops.

The 3-segment FD leads buses to operate with the highest cruising speed devia-

tion compared to other FDs because of the associated platoon dispersion effect.

Compared to the 3-segment FD, the 2-segment FD allows buses to instantaneously
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Table 4.3: Average deviation of dwelling time and cruising time (sec)

Number	  of	  FD	  
Segments	  

Devia4on	  of	  dwelling	  4me	   Devia4on	  of	  cruising	  4me	  	  
Stop	  1	   Stop	  2	   Stop	  3	   Stop	  4	   Avg	   Stop	  1-‐2	   Stop	  2-‐3	   Stop	  3-‐4	   Stop	  4-‐5	   Avg	  

2	   0.8	   1.0	   1.0	   1.4	   1.0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
3	   0.8	   2.7	   4.2	   4.8	   3.1	   12.3	   13.9	   15.1	   15.3	   14.1	  
4	   0.8	   0.8	   0.4	   1.1	   0.8	   0.5	   2.8	   5.3	   6.6	   3.8	  
5	   0.6	   0.8	   1.2	   1.8	   1.1	   1.7	   2.2	   2.2	   2.2	   2.1	  
6	   0.6	   0.8	   0.8	   0.8	   0.7	   2.4	   2.9	   2.4	   2.5	   2.6	  

reach the equilibrium free-flow speed after they departure from bus stops. In this

case, bus cruising speed deviation is 0 and there is no variance in bus cruising

time. When the FD has more than 2 segments, buses can have various cruis-

ing speeds.This research assumes that the free-flow speed2, the saturation flow,

the critical density3 and the jam density are the same for each FD in every test.

Therefore, the upper boundary and the lower boundary of bus cruising speed is

fixed at 40 mph and 20 mph (Q/ρk = 20) respectively. With more segments in

the FD free-flow section, buses can change between the boundary speeds more

smoothly with more transitioning speeds. This contributes to lower bus cruising

speed deviation. Thus, the 3-segment FD has the highest cruising speed deviation

compared to 4-segment, 5-segment and 6-segment FDs. In general, the 3-segment

FD has the worst performance in regulating buses and the 2-segment (triangular)

FD has the best.

Figure 4.22 also shows that bus holding strategies can reduce the impact of FD

shapes on bus regularity. The forward holding strategy and the two-way hold-

ing strategy can achieve similar bus service regularity which is better than the

backward holding strategy and the no-control scenario.

Discussion

Table 4.4 compares bus regularity with different holding strategies under the im-

pact of different factors as listed in Table 4.1. The notation “=” and “≈” mean

equivalent or similar performance on regularity. The strategy on the left of the

2the speed associated with the lowest range of density
3 the density associated with the switching point from forward wave speed to backward wave

speed at constant levels
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Table 4.4: Comparative performance ranking

notation “>” has a better performance on regularity compared to the one on the

right.

It can be seen that spatial deviation of passenger demand at different bus stops

alone does not cause bus service irregularity. All holding strategies and the no-

control scenario have the same HD which equals to 0.

With the incorporation of stochasticity as in the case of temporal deviation of pas-

senger demand and stochastic demand of road traffic under low traffic saturation,

the two-way holding strategy achieves lower HDs compared to the forward holding

strategy. The two-way holding strategy considers both forward bus headway and

backward bus headway as indicated by Equation 4.20. This makes it more flexi-

ble and hence more effective to regulate bus headways than forward or backward

holding strategy, especially when bus holding does not affect their following buses

under the prevailing traffic congestions. This finding is consistent with research

results from Hounsell et al. (2008b), Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011) and Argote

et al. (2012).

In the case of temporal deviation of passenger demand with low road traffic de-

mand, the backward control can improve bus regularity compared to the no-control

scenario since the bus speed is constant with the free-flow traffic condition. This
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justifies the assumption in Bartholdi III and Eisenstein (2012) to use a constant

bus speed in estimating the backward bus headway. However, if the bus speed

becomes unstable with stochastic traffic demands or high saturation level, the

backward holding strategy becomes ineffective.

Table 4.4 also shows that when the road traffic is in a heavy condition, either

caused by high road traffic demand (the case of fixed high demand of road traffic

and the case of midblock inflow) or limited road capacity (the case of passing rate),

the forward holding strategy outperforms the two-way holding strategy and the

backward holding strategy is not effective. This difference of bus holding strategy

performance can be explained by bus holding effect on their following buses in

a heavy traffic condition. Both the two-way holding strategy and the backward

holding strategy use the estimated headway of their following (backward) bus

to calculate the holding time to apply to the current bus. Equation 4.20 can

be reformatted as Equation 4.30 which shows that the holding time of two-way

control can be broken down into the holding time to regulate forward headway

discrepancy and the holding time to regulate the backward headway discrepancy.

THn = T S − (α + β)(hn − hT ) + α(hn+1 − hT ) (4.30)

Based on Equation 4.30, Equation 4.31 shows the analytical relationship between

two-way holding time and forward holding time.

THn |Two-way = THn |Forward + α(hn+1 − hT ) (4.31)

It can be seen the last term α(hn+1,s − hT ), which is the only factor that differ-

entiates calculation of bus holding time under two-way control from the forward

control, causes the control performance difference. This term suggests that if the

backward headway between bus n and its following bus n + 1 is longer than the

target headway with hn+1 − hT > 0, bus n will be held for a longer time for

α(hn+1 − hT ).
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However, the actual effect of the term α(hn+1−hT ) can be opposite to its original

intention to regulate buses. If the road traffic is heavy and congestion delays bus

n, this leads to α(hn+1 −H) > 0. In this case, the objective of holding bus n for

longer time is to reduce hn+1. However, bus n dwelling for extra time can further

reduce road capacity and worsen traffic conditions. For high-frequency bus routes

with short headways, it is quite possible for the following bus n+ 1 to be trapped

in traffic congestion with further delay which increases the backward headway

hn+1. This effect is the opposite as the objective to reduce hn+1. Thus, the term

α(hn+1−hT ) to increase holding time of bus n fails to shorten its headway with bus

n+ 1. Similarly, if (hn+1,s− hT ) < 0 and bus n is held for shorter time to increase

headway hn+1, reduced traffic impact on bus n+ 1 movement could shorten hn+1

instead. In general, the term α(hn+1 − hT ) which considers the backward bus

headway can reduce bus service regularity under congested traffic conditions.

4.4.2 Evaluation of holding strategies

Upon understanding sensitivity of bus HD with different factors in Section 4.4.1,

this section aims to evaluate bus holdings strategies more comprehensively from

various aspects including: bus journey time, traffic delay and journey time devia-

tion.

Test setting

Bus route configuration of the simulation test is the same as the base case as in

Section 4.4.1. A total of 4 scenarios are carried out in order to fully evaluate

holding strategy performance and its impact on the surrounding traffic. Different

scenarios vary from each other in terms of road traffic demand and passenger

demand dynamics. The passenger demand is temporally dynamic so that it can

create bus bunching in order to fully evaluate holding strategy effectiveness and

impact. On top of the initialized mean value of the passenger demand, a stochastic

term is added in different scenarios. Specific information regarding each scenario

is presented in Table 4.5. The road traffic of different volumes is loaded into the
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network in different tests. The standard deviation of stochastic traffic demand is

25% of its mean value. The standard deviation of stochastic passenger demand is

25% of its mean value as well. The passing rate is fixed at qB/Q = 50%

Table 4.5: Specification of test scenario

In each scenario, 5 cases are tested with the average underlying traffic load d at

0 vph, 900 vph, 1800 vph, 2700 vph and 3600 vph, of which d/Q ratios are 25%,

50%, 75% and 100% respectively.

Average bus journey time

Bus average journey time (AJT) is used in this section to evaluate bus system

efficiency.

Figure 4.23 compares bus AJTs of different cases with underlying traffic. It can

be observed that ATJ is not sensitive to the increase of traffic demand when

d/Q ≤ qB. With d/Q > qB, bus AJTs become longer and commercial speeds

become slower as d/Q increases.

The no-control case has the lowest AJTs compared to the case with holding strate-

gies as buses are not held at bus stops for regularity control. Among different hold-

ing strategies, the forward holding strategy has the shortest AJT. The two-way

holding strategy has the longest AJT.

Average traffic delay

The average traffic delay is used to measure impact of different bus holding strate-

gies on the road traffic.

Figure 4.24 illustrates the average delay of road traffic incurred in different scenar-

ios. A consistent trend of increasing total delay can be observed with the increase

of road traffic load. If d/Q ratio is smaller or equal to 50% of road capacity, which
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Figure 4.23: AJT of buses with underlying traffic

is the passing rate, traffic flow can surpass dwelling buses at bus stops without

getting delayed. The average traffic delay is thus 0. When d/Q > qB, average

traffic delay increases as the road traffic demand grows.

It can be seen that average delay in the no-control scenario is the lowest. Among

different bus holding strategies, the two-way control leads to the longest average

delay and the forward control the shortest. Average delay under the forward

control is 12.3% shorter than the average delay under two-way control and 10.1%

shorter than the average delay under the backward control.

Deviation of bus journey times

Bus journey time deviation (JTD) is used to measure bus service regularity at the

route level.

Figure 4.25 shows JTDs with different underlying traffic loads. A general trend

can be observed that JTD decreases with the increase of road traffic volume when

d/Q > qB. This is because of the fact that the bottleneck effect can slow down

the traffic following a dwelling bus. It makes a bus unlikely to bunch into its

leading bus due to the traffic congestion. Thus, the overall JTD is reduced. When
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Figure 4.24: Average traffic delay of different scenarios

d/Q ≤ qB, JTD is relatively stable with the change of road traffic volume. How-

ever, the non-monotonic lines of the no-control JTD in Scenario 2 and Scenario 4

suggest that passenger demand deviation at bus stops can significantly affect bus

irregularity at the route level without any bus holding control.

The two-way holding strategy is the most effective strategy to regulate the bus

service with the lowest JTD at different levels of the road traffic volume. With

d/Q ≤ qB, JTD under the forward control is 23.0% less than that under the

backward control on average. However, when d/Q > qB, no significance can be

observed between the forward and backward holding strategies.

Deviation of bus headways

Headway deviation (HD) is often used as the performance metric of bus regularity

at stop level. HD can be calculated by Equation 4.22. Effectiveness of different

holding strategies is evaluated and compared at different traffic levels.

Performances of different bus holding strategies are related to the underlying traffic

demand volumes. Figure 4.26 shows HD at the low-traffic level with d/Q = 25%
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Figure 4.25: JTD of bus operation with different traffic loads

Figure 4.26: HD of buses operation with d/Q = 25%

before buses reach their destination. From Figure 4.26, it can be seen that the two-

way holding strategy is most effective to regulate bus service at the stop level. The

two-way holding strategy can also prevent HD from getting larger as buses travel

along the route. In comparison, an increasing trend of HD along the bus route can
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Figure 4.27: HD of buses operation with d/Q = 75%

be observed in the forward control, backward control and no-control cases. HD at

the high-traffic level with d/Q = 75% is presented by Figure 4.27. There are no

clear differences among performances different holding strategies. An increasing

trend can be observed in all cases. In general, with the road traffic volume lower

than the passing rate, the two-way holding control is the most effective strategy in

regulating bus service at the stop-level. The forward holding control is the second,

and the backward control the third. With d/Q > qB, control performances of the

forward holding strategy and the two-way holding strategy are similar in reducing

bus HD.

Discussion

Section 4.4.2 evaluates various dynamic headway-based bus holding strategies with

consideration of underlying traffic demand and dynamic passenger demand, as sug-

gested by Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011), it is necessary to have a ‘a systematic

understanding’ of ‘more complex scenarios’ which involves ‘demand and cruising

speeds’.

Table 4.6 summarises the impact of different bus holding strategies on bus service

regularity and transport system efficiency.
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Table 4.6: Impact of different bus holding strategies

At the low-traffic level when bus cruising time is not affected by road traffic con-

ditions, the two-way holding strategy works the best to improve bus service regu-

larity. This agrees with previous research findings as in Daganzo and Pilachowski

(2011) and Argote et al. (2012) which assumed bus cruising speed to be indepen-

dent of road traffic conditions. With a low traffic volume, the two-way control

works better than forward control which is better than the backward control.

Moreover, it is shown that the forward holding strategy is similar to the two-way

holding strategy in improving bus service regularity at the high-traffic level. This

can be explained by the aforementioned traffic impact on bus regularity as dis-

cussed in Section 4.6. This study also complements previous evaluation studies

from perspectives of route-level regularity and transport efficiency. Forward hold-

ing strategy demonstrates better results, average delay and AJT compared to the

two-way holding strategy under all these evaluation metrics.

4.5 Real-world application

Tottenham Court Road (TCR) in central London is selected as the real-world test

bed to evaluate different bus holding strategies. Configuration of the transport
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Warren Street 

Goodge Street 

Percy Street 
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N 

Figure 4.28: Bus stops in TCR (1:10000)

links, junctions, signal timing plan and traffic demand are the same as in Section

3.5.

There are 7 different bus routes travel throughout TCR which are Bus 10, 14, 24,

29, 73, 134 and 390. For simplicity, they are referred as Route 1 to Route 7 as

specified in Table 4.7.

Bus target headways at each stop are between 5 to 8 minutes from 8:00 to 21:00

according to TfL website4. There are 4 bus stops in the selected road section which

are TCR stop, Percy Street stop. Goodge Street stop and Warren Street stop as

indicated by Figure 4.28.

4https://tfl.gov.uk/travel-information/timetables/
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Table 4.7: TCR Bus route ID

Route	  ID	   Actual	  route	  
number	  

1	   10	  

2	   14	  

3	   24	  

4	   29	  

5	   73	  

6	   134	  

7	   390	  

In the simulation test, a total of 49 buses are loaded into the network with an

initial headway of 1 minute. Buses of different routes enter the network in a fixed

cyclical order from Route 1 to Route 7. There are 7 buses for each route and their

initial headways are fixed at 7 minutes.

Passenger demand at bus stops is assumed to be stochastic with β̄ = 0.18 and

σ(β)/β̄ = 25%. The simulation test runs 20 times for each of the control strategy

and the no-control scenario. Average results of outputs from 20 tests are presented

in this section which measure the transport efficiency and bus regularity under

different holding strategies in a real-world environment.
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Bus efficiency

AJT of different bus routes are presented in Table 4.8. Without any holding

strategy, Route 1, 3 and 4 have the shortest AJTs between 244 and 248 sec.

Route 2 and 6 have the longest AJT around 273 sec. Different bus routes have

different AJTs to travel through TCR due to actual traffic conditions and signal

timing plan. The average value of bus journey time of all routes is 256 sec. Bus

holding strategies increase bus AJT and reduce their commercial speed.

Table 4.8: AJT of TCR bus route under different holding strategies (sec)

Different holding strategies result in significantly different AJTs. The forward

holding strategy operates buses the fastest with the 267-second AJT. It is consis-

tent with findings from Section 4.4.1 that the forward holding strategy operates

buses with the highest efficiency. It is 13 sec (5%) lower than the AJT achieved

by two-way holding strategy and 93 sec (25%) lower than the backward holding

strategy.

Buses operated under the backward holding strategy have significantly longer

AJTs. This is due to the heavy road traffic and delay from traffic signal con-

trol which extend bus headways to be larger than the target headway. Thus, it

leads to the control term hn+1,s − hT > 0 and buses are held for longer time.

Therefore, the backward holding strategy results in the longest AJTs compared

to other holding strategies.

Average traffic delay

Average delays of road traffic in the main arterial and cross streets are presented

in Table 4.9. Similar results as Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 can be observed that the
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Table 4.9: Average traffic delay on TCR under different holding strategies
(sec)

forward holding strategy causes the least traffic delay compared to the two-way

and the backward holding strategy.

As the backward holding strategy has the longest holding time, it causes the

longest delay to the road traffic which is 3 sec longer per vehicle than the forward

holding strategy and the two-way holding strategy.

Journey time deviation

Table 4.10: JTD of the bus routes under different holding strategies (sec)

All holding strategies show improvement of route-level regularity with lower JTD

compared to the non-control scenario. The two-way holding strategy is the most

effective strategy which reduces JTD from 49 sec in the no-control scenario to 38

sec. JTD under the forward holding strategy is 2 sec lower than that under the

backward holding strategy.

Headway deviation

Table 4.11 shows HD of different routes under different control strategies. It can

be seen that the Warren Street stop, the two-way holding strategy has the lowest

HD which is 60 sec compared to the 68-second HD in the no-control scenario at

the Warren Street stop. The forward holding strategy works slightly better than

the backward holding strategy with 1 sec lower in HD.
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Table 4.11: TCR bus route HD under different holding strategies (sec)

Strategy	   Stop	   Route	  1	   Route	  2	   Route	  3	   Route	  4	   Route	  5	   Route	  6	   Route	  7	   Route	  
Average	  

No-‐control	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   14	   7	   6	   11	   5	   8	   5	   8	  
Goodge	   32	   60	   48	   55	   31	   25	   38	   41	  
Warren	   83	   77	   63	   65	   70	   61	   58	   68	  

Forward	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   15	   7	   5	   11	   5	   8	   5	   8	  
Goodge	   29	   61	   48	   55	   31	   25	   38	   41	  
Warren	   48	   74	   76	   61	   71	   61	   57	   64	  

Backward	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   10	   11	   10	   18	   7	   12	   7	   11	  
Goodge	   48	   45	   68	   76	   35	   40	   37	   50	  
Warren	   73	   67	   69	   77	   47	   60	   61	   65	  

Two-‐way	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   15	   7	   5	   11	   5	   8	   5	   8	  
Goodge	   29	   61	   48	   55	   31	   25	   37	   41	  
Warren	   45	   71	   77	   55	   70	   48	   51	   60	  

It is interesting to note that reduction of bus HD achieved by different holding

strategies is about 4% to 12% lower compared to the no-control scenario in the

TCR environment. This rate is not as significant as the 50% reduction in Section

4.4.2 which is based on a hypothetical bus route. This performance variance can

be explained by the complexity of the real-world environment in TCR which has

more dynamic road traffic during the peak hour and the existence of traffic signal

plan. For example, there are three intersections with inflow traffic and dynamic

signal timing between the Goodge Street stop and the Warren Street stop. All

these disruptions can affect bus service regularity at the Warren Street stop and

compromise effectiveness of bus holding strategies.

4.6 Conclusion

This chapter presents an analysis of bus holding strategies with consideration

of surrounding traffic. This study complements and differentiates from previous

studies such as Daganzo (2009), Daganzo and Pilachowski (2011), Argote et al.

(2012) and Cats et al. (2012). These differences originate from the incorporation of

underlying road traffic conditions and bus interaction with their surrounding traffic
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which affect the effectiveness of bus holding strategy based on the proposed VMBus

platform. Moreover, this research also expands previous evaluation framework by

Cats et al. (2012), Argote et al. (2012) and Toledo et al. (2010) by taking into

consideration more evaluation indicators. Bus holding strategies are assessed from

the perspectives of non-public users sharing the road and the route-level regularity.

Forward holding strategy demonstrates the best performance under these criteria

compared to two-way and backward holding strategies.

This chapter first documents the development of the VMBus simulation platform

which is used to evaluate bus service regularity under different bus holding strate-

gies and road traffic conditions. Various dynamic headway-based bus holding

strategies are implemented on the VMBus simulation platform to evaluate their

effectiveness in bus regularity improvement and impact on transport efficiency.

It is shown that forward strategy can operate buses with the highest service effi-

ciency and least delay impact on the surrounding road traffic than the backward

and two-way holding strategy. If the road traffic volume is low and does not af-

fect bus movement, two-way control is the most effective strategy to improve bus

regularity. However, at the high-traffic level, performance of the forward holding

strategy in terms of regulating bus headways is similar to the two-way control and

backward control.

Findings from this research motivate the development of more innovative bus

holding strategies which are responsive to different road traffic conditions in order

to effectively improve bus service regularity without compromising bus commercial

speeds or causing significant urban traffic delay.



Chapter 5

Signal-based control

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a set of signal-based bus holding strategies with the objective

of improving bus service regularity through transit signal management in an urban

traffic control system.

A comparative evaluation of different proposed control strategies is carried out on

the VMBus simulation platform to systemically analyse their performance. Signal-

based control strategies were also compared with stop-based holding control and

iBus priority control to identify their advantages and disadvantages. Findings

based on numerical results generated by the VMBus platform are discussed.

Section 5.2 presents the background and motivation for the proposed study. Sec-

tion 5.3 documents the development of proposed signal control rules and strategies.

Section 5.4 implements the proposed control strategies on the VMBus simulation

platform and evaluates their performance with a hypothetical network. Section

5.5 validates the proposed holding strategy in a real-world setting. Section 5.6

concludes this chapter.

127
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5.2 Background

5.2.1 Stop-based holding strategies

In order to improve bus service regularity, bus stops are frequently selected as the

control points where bus holding strategies are applied (Turnquist, 1981; Eberlein

et al., 2001; Cats et al., 2012; Xuan et al., 2011; Fu and Yang, 2002). The length of

holding time is usually dependent on headway discrepancies and predefined slack

time.

Stop-based holding control strategies insert predefined slack time at each stop con-

trol point. In order to ensure effectiveness, the slack time is set to be sufficiently

large so that calculated bus holding time is always positive to be applied in prac-

tice. To meet this condition, the selected slack time value is calculated as the

upper boundary of the headway variance in Daganzo (2009). As Section 4.6 con-

cludes, the introduction of slack time significantly increases bus journey time and

reduces bus commercial speed. Furthermore, conventional scheduled-based hold-

ing control builds the slack time into the bus schedule time table which results in

buses being held even if their journeys have no disruptions.

Section 2.4.1 identifies that stop-based holding strategies are developed with the

assumption that bus cruising speed in the road is deterministic or independent

from the prevailing road traffic conditions (Turnquist, 1981; Eberlein et al., 2001;

Cats et al., 2012; Xuan et al., 2011; Fu and Yang, 2002; Daganzo, 2009). There

is little research to establish an effective bus holding strategy in the context of an

integrated multi-model transport system with consideration of bus-traffic interac-

tion. When the road is congested, bus holding at in-line stops can lead to further

traffic delay and even adversely affect their following buses.

To mitigate the challenges of stop-based bus holding strategies, a range of in-

novative signal-based control strategies have been proposed to apply bus holding

through traffic signal adjustment. Performance of the proposed bus control strate-

gies is compared with the stop-based holding strategy in Section 5.4.2.
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5.2.2 iBus

The iBus system is developed and operated by TfL for the purpose of continuous

location monitoring and management of London buses. The iBus system detects

bus location through an onboard Global Positioning System (GPS) every second

and stores the location information locally in the bus. This onboard device of

iBus also carries out the communication function between buses and a central

server by sending out bus location information every 30 seconds. Based on the

received real-time bus location information, bus service performance is evaluated

and compared with a benchmark so that bus control actions can be derived.

Since the initiation of the iBus project in 2003, the iBus has been used mainly for

improving bus service efficiency through priority assignment in London transport

system. Bus control and management are carried out by iBus in corporation with

SCOOT Urban Traffic Control (UTC). The system architecture which integrates

iBus and UTC allows traffic signal priority to be responsive to real-time bus dy-

namics. Components of the iBus system and related transport infrastructure are

illustrated in Figure 5.1. Empirical data have shown that iBus can enhance bus

service efficiency. TfL (2006) reported that the bus journey time saving is between

4 to 9 seconds at each junction with the iBus system.

Recent development of the iBus system is to assign differential priorities rather

than the unified priority to buses which are running late behind their schedules

as identified by Hounsell et al. (2009) in the Nearctis project. Differential priority

control assigns priority to buses based on their degree of lateness(Gardner et al.,

2009). iBus and SCOOT work together to implement the differential priority

strategy through signal adjustment as illustrated in Figure 5.2. iBus monitors bus

trajectory information at an interval between 30 sec to 60 sec and reports bus

arrival time at a bus stop. This information is used to determine bus priority

level. Upon receiving the bus priority levels, SCOOT sends out specific control

actions to either extend the green light or to recall the green light early in order

to prioritize target buses. The advantage of differential priority is to increase bus
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Figure 5.1: iBus architecture for bus priority. Source: TfL (2006)

efficiency without severely delaying other vehicles sharing the road together. It

can also improve bus service regularity and reduce passenger waiting time.

There are two main ways to determine the priority level which are mainly based

on either bus schedule adherence or headway discrepancy compared to the target

headway. Other factors that contribute to the priority level include the bus impor-

tance factor as perceived by users and road-specific requirement set up by various

stakeholders such as policy makers and site engineers (Gardner et al., 2009). In

Hounsell et al. (2008a) and Hounsell et al. (2008b), the priority level is calculated

based on bus headway comparison with the target headway as bus headways are
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Figure 5.2: Implementation of differential priority by iBus and SCOOT

more related to high-frequency urban buses. D’Souza et al. (2010) claimed that at

present iBus can classify up to 4 priority levels as indicated by Table 5.1. Numer-

ical tests also suggested that bus operations experienced increased delay savings

and reduced standard deviation of bus headways when late buses receive high

priority and other buses do not receive any priority.

Table 5.1: Differential priority levels of iBus

Priority Level Criteria Implemented control 

0 Early buses No control 

1 Buses on time Extension 

2 Buses with slight delay Extension and recall 

3 Buses with severe delay Extension and recall 

Compared to the automatic process to derive iBus-based priority strategies, iBus-

based strategies to reduce bus bunching and improve service regularity rely on

a manual process which is labour intensive and subject to human biases. The

iBus system is leveraged in presenting bus information through the visualization

of their location information. After the central server receives bus location infor-

mation, it presents buses in a digital time-space map. If buses of the same route

become close to each other on the map, bus bunching is identified by the bus con-

trollers and corresponding regularity control strategies will be applied (Bellinger,

2011). Bus controllers are usually former bus drivers who determine the appropri-

ate control strategy to apply based on their previous bus driving experience. Each

controller is in charge of 1 to 3 bus routes depending on route frequency. Various
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regularity improvement strategies to apply include bus holding, stop skipping and

curtailment.

In conclusion, the iBus system is used primarily in cooperation with London UTC

to monitor buses and reduce bus delays through automatic traffic signal exten-

sion and recall. The proposed signal-based control strategies leverage the iBus

infrastructure in detecting bus locations and derive bus holding strategies through

traffic signal adjustment. Therefore, they are responsive to real-time bus dynamics

and road traffic conditions. Performance of the proposed bus control strategies is

compared with the iBus differential priority strategy in Section 5.4.2.

5.3 Control rules

There are various ways to adjust signal timings. These specific control ways are

called control actions in this research, and they are the basic elements of signal-

based control strategies.

This section first identifies the basic control actions that can be applied through

traffic signal adjustment. The signal-based holding strategies are then developed

by integrating different control actions and control objectives.

Section 5.3.1 describes the fundamental control actions which can be applied to

adjust traffic signals. Section 5.3.2 proceeds with developing signal-based holding

strategies which incorporate different control actions and control objectives.

5.3.1 Control actions

Green extension

Green extension is applied to prioritize buses which are detected at the end of

an upstream approach and about to lose their right of way due to signal change.

The green phase is thus extended to allow the controlled buses to travel through

the signalised junction. The green extension is a common action deployed by
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iBus and London UTC to assign priority to buses (Gardner et al., 2009). It is of

significant value for short road or bus stops located close to traffic signals. Figure

5.3 demonstrates the extension of green light for the length of ∆ge from the original

signal timing plan.

Original timing plan 

Green extension timing plan 

Δge

t 

x 

t 

x 

Bus 

Bus 

Stop 

Stop 

Figure 5.3: Extension of green light

Few buses can meet the implementation requirement to apply green extension be-

cause it requires buses arriving at the junction and the traffic signal switching

from green to red concurrently. However, if green extension can be properly im-

plemented, it can significantly reduce bus delay caused by the red light with little

interruption to the transport system.

Green recall

Green recall is applied if buses are detected to be located in the traffic queue due

to red light timing without the right of way. It is also implemented by iBus and

London UTC to grant priority to buses. The remaining duration of red light is

reduced to release buses earlier. Figure 5.4 shows the recall of green light for the

duration of ∆gr.
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Original timing plan 

Green recall timing plan 
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Figure 5.4: Recall of green light

Compared to green extension, more buses can benefit from priority assigned by

red recall since its requirement is less restrictive. As long as buses meet the traffic

queue during red light phases and other related requirements such as the minimum

safety green light time are satisfied, red recall can be implemented. However,

buses under red recall do not receive as much priority as green extension due to

the elapsed red light time.

Red extension

Red extension is applied during the time when buses do not have the right of way

and their headways need to be extended. The effect of bus efficiency under the

red extension is contrary to that under the green recall. It is used for the purpose

to regulate bus service rather than to prioritize buses. Figure 5.5 shows that the

red light is extended for the duration of ∆re. An extended red light can hold

buses so that their forward headways are extended and backward headways are

reduced. Since red extension increases bus journey time by holding buses for a

longer amount of time, it is contradictory to prioritizing buses and currently not

used by iBus or London UTC.
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Original timing plan 

Red extension timing plan 
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Figure 5.5: Extension of red light

Compared to stop-based bus holding strategies, red extension might not be effec-

tive because it requires buses meeting the traffic queue. If buses travel through

signalized junctions without meeting the red light, red extension cannot be applied.

Red recall

To mitigate the limit that red extension may not be implementable if buses do not

meet the red light, the red recall action is developed to guarantee that necessary

bus holding can be applied as buses travel through signalized junctions. Red recall

is applied when buses are about to cross the junction with the right of way and

their headways need to be extended. Figure 5.6 shows the recalled red light for

the duration of ∆rr.

Red recall is the most effective way to regulate bus headways since all buses will

travel through junctions. However, its effectiveness is achieved at the expense of

traffic signal order disruptions and further delay of road traffic and bus journeys.

Similar to red extension, red recall is also not implemented by iBus or London

UTC.
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Figure 5.6: Recall of red light

5.3.2 Control strategies

Once buses are detected by the inductive loop detectors or the iBus system, various

traffic control actions can be deployed depending on real-time bus information and

specific control strategy. London iBus has implemented green extension and green

recall with the objective of prioritizing buses and improving their efficiency. In

addition to iBus, the proposed signal-based bus control strategies also deploy red

extension and red recall with dual objectives to improve both bus service regularity

and transport system efficiency.

This research proposes three signal-based control strategies which are referred to

as SIG-1, SIG-2 and SIG-3. All control strategies aim at improving bus service

regularity, while SIG-2 and SIG-3 strategies also consider transport efficiency fac-

tor. As road traffic becomes increasingly congested, objectives of SIG-2 and SIG-3

strategies are gradually shifted to focus on reducing overall road traffic delay.

Control actions and objectives of different control strategies are summarised in

Table 5.2. London iBus is also included in the table for comparison. The symbol

‘ ’ labels factors included in development of the corresponding strategy.
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Table 5.2: Signal-based control strategies

Strategy 
Symbols 

Control actions Control objectives 

Green 
extension 

Green 
recall 

Red 
extension 

Red  
recall Regularity Efficiency 

SIG-1 Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ 

SIG-2 Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ 

SIG-3 Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ 

iBus Ѵ Ѵ Ѵ 

SIG-1 strategy

SIG-1 strategy is applied when a bus meets a traffic queue during the red light

phase. Therefore, only green recall and red extension actions are deployed.

Figure 5.7 shows the scenario when SIG-1 strategy can be applied. The bus tra-

jectory (represented by the black line) shows that a bus approaches towards a

signalized junction. Bus n joins the traffic queue at location x and time t when

the signal is red. At time t, the remaining length of red light is r and the length

of upcoming green light is g.

time 

location 

t 

Signal r g 

Bus n Bus n-1 

Figure 5.7: Scenario to apply SIG-1 control

By retrieving the trajectory information of bus n− 1 stored in the central server,

the time tAn−1,x of bus n − 1’s arrival at location x can be identified. Thus the

headway of bus n at location x with its leading bus n − 1 can be calculated by

Equation 5.1.
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hn,x = tAn,x − tAn−1,x (5.1)

Based on hn,x and the target headway hT , the adjusted signal timing ∆r can be

calculated based on Equation 5.2.

∆r = (α + βn)(hn,x − hT ) (5.2)

where α is the control parameter ranging from 0 to 1 and hT is the target headway

to maintain for different buses. Proposed strategies here focus on adjusting the

forward bus headway because holding based on two-way or backward headway

could be ineffective under high-volume road traffic as identified in Ch 4.

If ∆r = 0, it means that the actual headway equals to the target headway and

buses do not need to be held.

If ∆r > 0, it means that actual bus headway is larger than target headway. It

is necessary to recall the green light earlier in order to reduce bus headway with

its leading bus. The length of the recalled green light time ∆gr is calculated as

Equation 5.3.

∆gr = min{r,∆r} (5.3)

If ∆r < 0, it means that actual bus headway is smaller than the target headway.

Thus it is necessary to extend the red light in order to increase the headway. The

length of extended red light time is ∆re calculated as Equation 5.4.

∆re = min{g − gM ,∆r} (5.4)

where g is the remaining green time in current cycle and gM is the minimum green

light time assigned to the transport link to ensure traffic movement.

SIG-2 strategy
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Figure 5.8: Scenario to consider traffic factor

SIG-2 strategy extends SIG-1 strategy by not only considering the variance of bus

headways, but also road traffic conditions. If the road traffic volume is low, SIG-2

control works in the same way as SIG-1 control and the scenario to apply SIG-2

control is illustrated in Figure 5.7. When the road traffic condition reaches a con-

gestion threshold, signal priority will be assigned to ensure road traffic movement

to reduce traffic delay. In this case, the extension component will not be carried

out as it further reduces effective road capacity and worsens traffic congestion.

Only the recall component or nothing is applied to adjusting signal timing.

The congestion threshold is considered to be reached if road traffic volume exceeds

the effective road capacity in the signal cycle during which the controlled bus

joins a traffic queue. When the road traffic demand is above the effective capacity

that the traffic queue cannot be fully dissipated within the same cycle, the traffic

condition threshold is considered to be reached. Figure 5.8 illustrates a scenario

when the threshold is reached. The trajectory of a bus is represented by the black

line. At time t, the bus joins the traffic queue formulated in the last cycle which

indicates that the road traffic demand exceeds effective road capacity. In this case,

the traffic factor is considered by the SIG-2 control strategy when adjusting traffic

signals.

SIG-3 strategy
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Since SIG-1 and SIG-2 strategies are applied when buses meet traffic queues, they

might not be effective if buses do not meet a red light and cruise at free-flow

speed throughout the whole journey. If buses do not meet traffic queues, which is

more common in the case of low traffic volume, SIG-1 control and SIG-2 control

strategies may not be effective. To mitigate this disadvantage, the SIG-3 control

is developed which extends SIG-2 strategy by incorporating the red recall action.

Figure 5.9: Scenario to apply insertion in SIG-3 control

Figure 5.9 illustrates the scenario when insertion is applied to a bus. If a bus

is running a short headway with its leading bus and does not meet the traffic

queue while travelling through the transport link, the recall of red control action

is applied when it arrives at the downstream boundary in front of the traffic signal.

A period of red light will be inserted into the green light to hold the bus. The

length of the inserted red period is subject to actual headway discrepancy, control

parameter and the length of remaining green light period.

iBus differential priority strategy

The implemented iBus differential priority on the simulation platform is based

on bus headway discrepancy compared to the target headway as proposed by

Hounsell et al. (2008a) and Hounsell et al. (2008b). If buses are delayed with

longer headways than the target, green recall and green extension will be applied.

The amount of adjusted traffic timing follows Equation 5.2. When buses are
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running early with shorter headways compared to the target, no control actions

are taken.

5.4 Numerical test

A range of numerical tests are carried out in the VMBus simulation platform for

three purposes:

1. To evaluate and compare different signal-based control strategies (SIG-1,

SIG-2 and SIG-3)

2. To compare signal-based control strategies with the stop-based holding strat-

egy (Stop)

3. To compare signal-based control strategies with the iBus-based differential

priority strategy (iBus)

The research also ran a simulation of the scenario without any control strategy

(NO) in the VMBus as the benchmark to quantify performance improvement of

different strategies. For the stop-based holding strategy, buses are held at bus stop

1 for a period of time determined by the forward holding strategy.

Performance evaluation is conducted from both the efficiency perspective and the

regularity perspective. The efficiency perspective is represented by average bus

journey time (sec) and average traffic delay (sec). Bus service regularity is mea-

sured by the bus journey time deviation (sec) and headway deviation (sec).

5.4.1 Test setting

The road configuration is the same as the one tested in Section 3.4. Two bus

stops are added in order to apply the stop-based holding strategy for comparison

with proposed signal-based holding strategies. Buses cruise towards Stop 1 first,
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dwell there to pick up passengers, go through a signalized junction and then reach

Stop 2. Due to the passenger variation at Stop 1 and traffic signal control at the

junction, buses arrive at Stop 2 with various headways.

Node	
 Link	


Stop 1	
 Stop 2	

Direction of traffic	


Figure 5.10: Numerical Test Setting

A two-lane road is constructed with an identical triangular fundamental diagram

with saturation flow 3600 vph, jam density 540 vpm, free-flow speed 20 mph and

backward shock wave speed 10 mph. Predefined green/cycle time ratio (g/c) is

0.5. The cycle length c is fixed at 60 sec. Each link is 0.5 mile long and each bus

stop is located in the middle of a link.

A total of six buses enter the network with a headway of two minutes and the tar-

get headway to maintain is two minutes. Two-minute headway is categorised as

high-frequency service in Turnquist (1982). This value is relatively low compared

to the real-world situation; nevertheless, the bus bunching problem is more se-

vere for high-frequency routes and performance difference among different holding

strategies can be clearly presented with a two-minute headway.

A total of 164 numerical tests are carried out for each control strategy or the no-

control scenario. The ratio of traffic volume d over road capacity Q, d/Q ratio,

increases from 0 to 1 at an increment of 0.025. The road capacity is represented

by saturation flow Q. When the d/Q ratio equals to 0, there are only 6 buses in

the network and no other vehicles. When the d/Q ratio equals to 1, the network is

fully saturated with vehicles. At each level of d/Q ratio, 4 tests are conducted for

each control strategy or the no-control scenario with evenly distributed starting

times of the first bus at every 15 sec of the fixed one-minute signal cycle. Average
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output values from these 4 tests are regarded as the control output at the given

d/Q ratio so that the traffic light offset effect is mitigated.

5.4.2 Test results

This section first presents all the simulation output against different traffic volumes

ranging from d/Q = 0 to d/Q = 1 in Section 5.4.2. Section 5.4.2 evaluates and

compares performance of different signal-based control strategies. Section 5.4.2

compares proposed signal-based control strategies with the stop-based holding

strategy. Section 5.4.2 compares proposed signal-based control strategies with the

iBus priority strategy.

General results

All the simulation outputs for different control strategies and the no-control sce-

nario at different levels of d/Q ratios are plotted in Figure 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and

5.14.

A general trend can be observed that transport efficiency remains stable with

d/Q ∈ [0, 0.5) and relatively insensitive with the change of d/Q ratio. As d/Q

reaches above 0.5, traffic delay and bus journey time become longer and bus service

becomes increasingly unregulated. The reason why d/Q ratio above 0.5 causes

reduced efficiency and unstable service is that the g/c ratio is set as 0.5. The g/c

ratio measures the percentage of green light time assigned to a transport link. Since

traffic can only move when the road receives green light, g/c determines effective

road capacity. This numerical test assumes a fixed signal timing with g/c = 0.5.

The effective capacity is thus 50% of the saturation flow. With d/Q > 50%, the

road traffic volume is actually larger than the amount of vehicles it can transport.

Traffic delay and unstable bus service hence occur.
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Figure 5.11: Average bus journey time
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Figure 5.12: Average traffic delay
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Figure 5.13: Bus journey time deviation

Evaluation of SIG

Control comparison of different signal-based strategies are compared with the no-

control scenario to identify whether they are effective to improve bus regularity
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Figure 5.14: Bus headway deviation

Table 5.3: Evaluation of different signal-based control strategies

All Cases 
Under-

saturation 
Over-

saturation 
Average bus journey time (sec) 

SIG1 - No -12 1 -24 
SIG2 - No -20 1 -39 
SIG3 - No -9 12 -30 

Average traffic delay (sec) 
SIG1 - No -3 1 -5 
SIG2 - No -5 1 -10 
SIG3 - No -3 2 -8 

Variance of bus journey times (sec) 
SIG1 - No -13 -7 -19 
SIG2 - No -17 -7 -25 
SIG3 - No -24 -21 -27 

Variance of bus headways (sec) 
SIG1 - No -13 -10 -16 
SIG2 - No -15 -10 -19 
SIG3 - No -24 -23 -26 

and transport efficiency. Differences of mean value associated with various evalu-

ation metrics are presented in Table 5.3. All the mean differences are calculated

as the signal-based control output minus the no-control output. Therefore, neg-

ative values with efficiency metrics suggest less delay, journey time, journey time

variance and headway variance under the signal-based control compared to the

no-control scenario.

The average control performance of all cases suggests that proposed signal-based

control strategies can effectively improve transport efficiency and bus service reg-

ularity in general. Savings of average bus journey times range between 9 sec to 20
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sec and average traffic delay between 3 sec to 5 sec. Variance of bus journey times

is reduced by 13 sec to 24 sec, and bus headways 13 sec to 24 sec.

A further comparison under different traffic levels shows that signal-based control

strategies decrease traffic efficiency when the road is under saturated and increases

traffic efficiency when the road is over saturated. This is due to the fact that pro-

posed signal-based control strategies focus on regulating bus service at low-traffic

level and on reducing traffic delay at high-traffic level. With d/Q < 0.5, proposed

strategies implement bus holding actions to regulate their services and result in

average bus journey time increasing and their commercial speed decreasing. The

trade-off between efficiency and regularity at low-traffic level can be quantified that

1 sec to 12 sec increase in average bus journey time and 1 sec to 2 sec increase

in average traffic delay are compensated by 7 sec to 21 second reduction in bus

journey time variance and 10 sec to 23 sec reduction in bus headway variance. Un-

der over-saturated traffic conditions, proposed signal-based controls can improve

transport efficiency and bus regularity concurrently since priority is assigned to

the transport approach where buses are located.

Among different signal-based control strategies, SIG-3 is the most effective strategy

to improve bus service regularity with the largest amount of reduction in bus

headway variance and bus journey time variance. Especially when the road is

under saturated, reduced headway variance under SIG-3 is 130% (13 sec) more

than that under SIG-1 and SIG-2, and the reduced journey time variance is 200%

(14 sec) more than under SIG-1 and SIG-2. However, improvement in bus service

regularity comes at the expense of increased bus journey times and traffic delay.

SIG-3 causes an 11-second longer bus journey and a 1-second longer delay per

vehicle than SIG-1 and SIG-2 at low-traffic level.

Comparison of SIG and Stop

Performance differences of signal-based control strategies and the stop-based con-

trol strategy are presented in Table 5.4. All the mean differences are calculated

as the signal-based control output minus the stop-based control output.
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Table 5.4: Comparison and signal-based control and stop-based control

All Cases 
Under-

saturation 
Over-

saturation 
Average bus journey time (sec) 
SIG1 - Stop -102 -102 -102 
SIG2 - Stop -110 -102 -117 
SIG3 - Stop -99 -90 -108 

Average traffic delay (sec) 
SIG1 - Stop -3 0 -6 
SIG2 - Stop -5 0 -11 
SIG3 - Stop -4 1 -9 

Variance of bus journey times (sec) 
SIG1 - Stop 4 4 5 
SIG2 - Stop 1 4 -2 
SIG3 - Stop -6 -10 -3 

Variance of bus headways (sec) 
SIG1 - Stop 4 5 3 
SIG2 - Stop 2 5 0 
SIG3 - Stop -8 -9 -7 

From the bus service efficiency perspective, it can be seen that all signal-based

control strategies can improve bus commercial speed compared to the stop-based

holding strategy. This is due to the fact that the slack time used in the stop-

based holding strategy is not needed in signal-based control strategies. Savings of

bus journey times generally range from 99 sec to 110 sec depending on deployed

control strategies. SIG-2 and SIG-3 result in longer bus journey time savings at

high-traffic level than low-traffic level because the traffic factor is considered.

In terms of traffic delay caused by different control strategies, signal-based control

strategies have less average delay between 3 sec to 5 sec than stop-based holding

control. At low-traffic level, the signal-based holding strategy does not result in

less traffic delay than the stop-based holding strategy because bus regularity is the

primary focus of proposed signal management. By holding buses at the stop, other

road traffic is also held. Differences in average traffic delay are more significant at

high-traffic level. SIG-2 saves the most traffic delay of 11 sec per vehicle.

As for bus service regularity, stop-based control has a better performance at low-

traffic level with bus journey time variance 4-second less and bus headway variance

5-second less than SIG-1 and SIG-2. This is due to the fact that buses do not meet

the traffic light in the test setting. SIG-1 and SIG-2 are thus ineffective to regulate
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buses. SIG-3 operates buses at higher regularity than Stop at all traffic levels with

a 6-second reduction in bus journey time variance and 8-second reduction in bus

headway variance.

Comparison of SIG and iBus

Performance comparison between signal-based control and the iBus control is pre-

sented in Table 5.5. All the mean differences are calculated as the signal-based

control output minus the iBus control output.

Table 5.5: Comparison of signal-based control and iBus

All Cases 
Under-

saturation 
Over-

saturation 
Average bus journey time (sec) 
SIG1 - iBus 17 4 29 
SIG2 - iBus 9 4 14 
SIG3 - iBus 20 15 24 

Average traffic delay (sec) 
SIG1 - iBus 5 1 10 
SIG2 - iBus 3 1 5 
SIG3 - iBus 5 2 7 

Variance of bus journey times (sec) 
SIG1 - iBus 4 -3 11 
SIG2 - iBus 1 -3 5 
SIG3 - iBus -6 -17 3 
Variance of bus headways (sec) 
SIG1 - iBus -3 -4 -2 
SIG2 - iBus -5 -4 -5 
SIG3 - iBus -14 -17 -12 

Buses and road traffic operating under the iBus scheme have higher speed and

shorter delays compared to signal-based control strategies. Bus journey time with

signal-based control is 9 sec to 20 sec longer than that with the iBus on average.

Road traffic experiences 3 sec to 5 sec longer delay. Moreover, efficiency perfor-

mance difference is greater at the high-traffic level than at the low-traffic level.

Higher transport efficiency is expected as bus priority is the primary focus of the

iBus control scheme. The proposed strategies implement red extension and red

recall actions to hold buses which results in longer bus journey times and average

traffic delay.

In terms of route-level regularity, signal-based holding strategies have less bus

journey time variance than iBus with d/Q < 0.5. Reduction in bus journey time
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variance is 3 sec with SIG-1 and SIG-2, and 17 sec with SIG-3. With d/Q ≤ 0.5,

iBus control has lower bus journey time variance than signal-based control strate-

gies because traffic congestion becomes the main factor to disrupt bus cruising

time between stops and bus dwelling time. Thus, signal priority aimed at improv-

ing bus efficiency can lead to service regularity improvement at the route level.

Higher priority at the approach where buses are located means higher bus commer-

cial speed and more consistent bus journey times. Numerical results show that,

iBus operates buses with 3-second to 11-second lower bus journey time variance

compared to the signal-based strategies at the high-traffic level.

Bus regularity at the stop level is better with the signal-based control strategies

than the iBus control. Average headway variance reductions by SIG-1, SIG-2 and

SIG-3 are 3 sec, 5 sec and 14 sec respectively. Stop-level regularity performance

difference is more significant at the low-traffic level than at the high-traffic level.

This is because signal-based control strategies primarily focus on regulating bus

service when the road traffic volume is lower than effective capacity. Bus headway

variance saving compared to the iBus is between 4 sec to 17 sec when the road is

under saturated. When the road is over saturated, bus headway variance saving

is between 2 sec to 15 sec.

5.4.3 Discussion

Table 4.6 ranks different control strategies with an evaluation score assigned to

each strategy in various criteria. The no-control scenario is also assigned with a

score as a benchmark for comparison. The numerical score values are ordinal data

which indicate quantitative ranking of different control strategies based on findings

from Section 5.4.2. 1 is the best score which indicates the highest service regularity

or transport efficiency. 6 is the worst score with the lowest bus regularity or

transport efficiency. Strategies of the same score suggest that their performance in

the corresponding criterion has no significant difference. For the under-saturation

category, d/Q < 0.5; and for over-saturation category, 0.5 ≤ d/Q. Table 4.6 can
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Table 5.6: Summary of control strategy effects

be used by policy makers to select appropriate strategies based on road traffic

condition and control objectives.

It can be seen from Table 4.6 that iBus is most effective to prioritize buses and

improve bus service efficiency. This is because only green extension and green

recall are implemented by iBus to adjust traffic signals. iBus also contributes to

improving bus service regularity compared to the no-control scenario which agrees

with findings in Hounsell et al. (2008b). Especially with a high traffic demand, iBus

can enhance bus mobility in the road through priority assignment and reduction

in bus journey time variance.

SIG-3 is the most effective strategy to improve bus service regularity, especially

at the stop level. With a low traffic demand, SIG-3 applies red recall and red

extension to hold buses based on their headway variance which regulates bus

service. With a high traffic demand, SIG-3 considers traffic congestions factor and

assigns more priority to reduce road traffic flow. This strategy further improves

bus regularity.

SIG-1 and SIG-2 have similar performance compared to the stop-based holding

strategy in terms of regularity improvement. Differences in bus journey time
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variance and headway variance are within 5 seconds. However, SIG-1 and SIG-

2 can achieve significant bus journey time savings and reduce road traffic delay,

especially at high-traffic level. When the road traffic volume exceeds the passing

rate caused by bus dwelling at in-line stops, the stop-based bus holding strategy

can also increase road traffic delay compared to the no-control scenario.
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Figure 5.15: Recommendation chart of holding strategies

A recommendation chart is presented in Figure 5.15.

At the low-traffic level, SIG-3 strategy works the best with significantly lower

headway deviation and the longest average bus journey time. SIG-3 achieves 70%

headway deviation reduction with the cost of 10% increase in average bus journey

time. SIG-1 and SIG-2 have the same performance because the congestion factor
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is not considered by SIG-2 at low-traffic level. The performance of the regulating

bus service is similar among SIG-1, SIG-2 and Stop strategies. However, SIG-2

and SIG-1 strategies significantly reduce average bus journey time compared to

the Stop holding strategy.

Despite the unstable performance at high-traffic level, Stop strategy delivers rela-

tively more stable headway deviation compared to other strategies since the impact

on road traffic by bus dwelling is much less than traffic signal adjustment. With

consideration of the congestion factor, SIG-2 outperforms SIG-1 with lower head-

way deviation. Since signal-based control strategies assign road traffic priorities

and bus dwelling at the stop introduces the bottleneck effect, signal based con-

trol strategies are able to improve transport system efficiency compared to Stop

control.

Policy makers can select appropriate strategies based on road traffic conditions

and control objectives. At low-traffic level, trade-off can be observed between

achieved bus regularity and transport efficiency by different signal-based holding

strategies. To achieve the highest bus service regularity, SIG-3 is recommended

which outperforms other strategies with 70% reduction in headway deviation at

the cost of 10% increase in average bus journey time. At high-traffic level, differ-

ent strategies cannot differentiate themselves in terms of regularity improvement.

Nevertheless, SIG-2 is the most efficient one to minimize traffic delay.

5.5 Real-world application

The proposed signal-based bus holding strategies are implemented in TCR sig-

nalised junctions on the VMBus simulation platform in order to evaluate their

effectiveness and impact in an environment similar to the real world. Road traffic

characteristics and traffic demand are the same as in Section 3.5 which are cali-

brated based on the actual loop detector data provided by TfL. The signal timing

plan deployed in Section 3.5 serves as the original input to be adjusted by the
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proposed holding strategies with objectives to improve bus service regularity and

transport efficiency.

The bus route setting and passenger demand profile at each bus stop are the

same as Section 4.5. The simulation test runs 20 times with stochastic passenger

demand and mean values of different outputs are presented in this section to

quantify efficiency and impact of different proposed control strategies.

Average bus journey time

Table 5.7: Average bus journey time under signal-based control (sec)

Table 5.7 presents bus AJT under different signal-based holding strategies in com-

parison with the no-control scenario. It can be seen that bus AJT can be reduced

by 18.8% to 19.0% with the signal-based holding strategies. iBus has the lowest

average bus journey time of 200 sec as it only prioritizes buses and does not hold

buses. The stop-based bus holding strategy has the longest average journey time

because the bus holding time is the longest.

Average traffic delay

Table 5.8: Average traffic delay under signal-based control (sec)

Table 5.8 shows the average traffic delay under different signal-based holding

strategies. This table presents the experiment results in 2 decimal places in order
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to show the difference in cross street traffic delay which is relatively negligible. It

can be seen that the average traffic delay in the main TCR decreases from 89.32

sec to around 54 sec with 38% savings under the proposed signal-based holding

strategies. In cross streets, SIG-1, SIG-2 and SIG-3 result in 1.96, 1.94 and 0.01

sec increase in average traffic delay compared to the no-control scenario. In terms

of traffic delay in the whole TCR, SIG-1 and SIG-2 can achieve 21.0% reduction

compared to the no-control scenario. SIG-3 can save the average traffic delay

by 22.0%. iBus leads to slightly lower average traffic delay which is 40.27 sec.

Compared to signal-based control strategies, the stop-based bus holding strategy

increases average traffic delay marginally by 0.18 sec in the main TCR. Delay in

cross streets remains unchanged.

It is interesting to note that traffic journey time savings in the main route is much

larger than the increased traffic delay in the cross streets. This is due to the fact

that traffic inflow from cross streets is of a lower volume than the main arterial.

Increasing the green light in the main road and reducing the green light in cross

streets can improve overall efficiency in the studied TCR network.

Journey time deviation

Table 5.9: Journey time deviation under signal-based control (sec)

Table 5.9 presents bus JTDs under different control strategies. It can be seen that

all proposed signal-based holding strategies can achieve the same level of JTD

which is 45.8% lower than the JTD in the no-control scenario. The iBus system

achieves a slightly higher journey time regularity which is 1 sec less than signal

based holding strategies on average. This is because the underlying traffic in the

main road is of a relatively high volume and strong priority assigned to buses can
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improve their overall route regularity. The finding here is consistent with that in

Section 5.4.2. The stop-based bus holding strategy has the longest journey time

deviation compared to signal-based control strategies.

Headway deviation

Table 5.10 shows HD of buses arriving at different stops under various signal-based

holding strategies. Proposed holding strategies are effective to reduce bus HD at

Percy Street stop, Goodge Street stop and the Warren Street stop. Reduction

of bus HD ranges from 4 sec to 32 sec. At the Warren Street stop, the SIG-3

strategy is the most effective one with the lowest HD. It is because that there are

3 signalized junctions between Goodge Street and Warren Street which effectively

adjust bus headways along the route. All proposed strategies have smaller or

equal standard deviation of bus headways at Goodge Street stop and Warren

Street Stop compared to the iBus differential priority strategy. In addition, bus

stop-level regularity is the worst under the stop-based holding strategy compared

to signal-based control strategies.

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter proposes a range of signal-based bus control strategies with different

focuses and objectives to regulate the bus service and reduce traffic delay. The

proposed strategies are evaluated on the VMBus macroscopic simulation platform

in an integrated multi-modal transport system. Various numerical tests have been

carried out with different signal-based control strategies, stop-based bus holding

strategy and the no-control scenario. Different evaluation criteria include average

bus journey time, average traffic delay, bus journey time variance and bus headway

variance. These numerical results are analysed statistically in order to compare

control performances among different signal-based strategies, between signal-based

strategies and the stop-based holding strategy, and between signal-based strategies

and the iBus priority strategy in a systematic approach.
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Table 5.10: Average bus journey time under signal-based control (sec)

Strategy	   Stop	   Route	  1	   Route	  2	   Route	  3	   Route	  4	   Route	  5	   Route	  6	   Route	  7	   Route	  
Average	  

No-‐control	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   14	   7	   6	   11	   5	   8	   5	   8	  
Goodge	   32	   60	   48	   55	   31	   25	   38	   41	  
Warren	   83	   77	   63	   65	   70	   61	   58	   68	  

SIG-‐1	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   4	   2	   4	   4	   3	   3	   4	   3	  
Goodge	   27	   13	   20	   8	   15	   7	   17	   15	  
Warren	   30	   46	   60	   18	   37	   30	   42	   38	  

SIG-‐2	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   6	   2	   4	   4	   3	   3	   4	   3	  
Goodge	   27	   13	   19	   8	   15	   7	   17	   15	  
Warren	   32	   43	   60	   18	   37	   30	   42	   37	  

SIG-‐3	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   6	   2	   4	   4	   3	   3	   4	   4	  
Goodge	   28	   13	   19	   8	   15	   7	   17	   15	  
Warren	   29	   45	   60	   18	   33	   29	   40	   36	  

iBus	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   5	   2	   4	   4	   3	   2	   4	   3	  
Goodge	   29	   18	   22	   7	   15	   12	   18	   17	  
Warren	   45	   39	   44	   32	   34	   28	   42	   38	  

Stop	   TCR	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	   0	  
Percy	   15	   7	   5	   11	   5	   8	   5	   8	  
Goodge	   29	   61	   48	   55	   31	   25	   38	   41	  
Warren	   48	   74	   76	   61	   71	   61	   57	   64	  

It has been identified that signal-based control strategies can deliver a bus service

with higher speed and more regularity compared to the no-control scenario. Buses

under the proposed control schemes can achieve higher regularity without com-

promising their commercial speed as the stop-based holding strategy does. Test

results also show that the existing iBus priority control is the most effective strat-

egy to improve bus efficiency compared to stop-based and the proposed strategies.

However, this research provides insights from another perspective to use the iBus

system and traffic signal management to achieve stronger bus regularity improve-

ment. It is interesting to conduct field tests to validate proposed strategies in

real-world application.

Upon understanding performance and impact of signal-based holding control strate-

gies based on the hypothetical bus route, this research implement them in the TCR

with actual traffic demand and signal timing plan to validate their effectiveness

and impact in a real-world environment. Test results show that proposed control
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strategies can effectively improve bus service regularity and enhance transport

system efficiency for both buses and road traffic.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

This thesis investigates multi-modal traffic modelling and bus regularity manage-

ment with consideration for the interaction between buses and their surrounding

traffic in an integrated urban transport system.

First, this research has established a macroscopic simulation platform based on the

variational formulation of the LWR model to estimate urban traffic conditions and

multi-modal traffic interactions. In Chapter 3, the proposed simulation framework

is compared with the CTM-based simulation framework (coded by Andy Chow)

systematically through a range of numerical experiments and a real-world case

based on TCR in Central London to identify the advantages and disadvantages

of the variational formulation of the LWR model. Empirical results suggest that

the proposed simulation framework is easy to implement and accurate to repro-

duce dynamic traffic conditions, especially in modelling platoon dispersions and

bus-traffic interactions. Moreover, experiment results from the real-world data

supported by TfL validate the feasibility to apply the proposed simulation plat-

form in the modelling of large-scale urban transport systems and multi-modal

traffic flows.

158
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Second, the bus system is further incorporated into the variational framework for

the development of a VMBus simulator which can estimate bus movement and

evaluate the bus service in a multi-modal transport system. In Chapter 4, VMBus

is applied to evaluate the impact of road traffic conditions on bus service regularity

through a range of numerical tests. Different headway-based bus holding strategies

are also implemented in TCR to evaluate their performances in a real-world envi-

ronment. It is shown that the forward strategy can operate buses with the highest

service efficiency and the least delay impact on the surrounding road traffic than

the backward and two-way holding strategy. If the road traffic volume is low and

does not affect bus movement, two-way control is the most effective strategy to

improve bus regularity. However, at the high-traffic level, the performance of the

forward holding strategy in terms of regulating bus headways is similar to the two-

way control and backward control. This evaluation study complements previous

research with consideration of buses as an integrated traffic flow in a multi-modal

system rather than as an independent traffic flow.

Third, a range of signal-based bus control strategies are proposed with the main

objective to improve bus service regularity while maintaining transport system

efficiency. In Chapter 5, proposed control strategies, the stop-based holding strat-

egy and iBus priority strategy are all implemented in the VMBus to identify their

advantages and disadvantages. Compared to stop-based bus holding strategies,

signal-based holding strategies can regulate the bus service without significantly

reducing their commercial speed. Among them, SIG-3 is the most effective con-

trol strategy to reduce bus journey time variance and headway variance. The iBus

differential priority strategy is the most effective control to increase average bus

commercial speed and reduce traffic delay. Proposed holding strategies are further

implemented in TCR to validate their performances in a real-world environment.

Empirical results show that proposed control strategies can effectively improve bus

service regularity and enhance transport system efficiency for both buses and road

traffic.
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6.2 Contribution

First, this study establishes an effective macroscopic simulation platform to esti-

mate road traffic conditions and represent bus-traffic interaction in an integrated

urban transport system. Compared to the classical CTM-based macroscopic sim-

ulation, the proposed platform can produce more accurate traffic estimation by

overcoming the viscosity issues of the CTM method. It can also produce more

accurate solutions to model traffic flow dispersion, slow-moving or dwelling buses

among other traffic.

Second, this study develops a parsimonious and cost-efficient evaluation framework

to access the effectiveness of bus holding strategies and their impact on the sur-

rounding traffic. Rather than assuming buses as a separate system as in previous

studies, this study extends them with consideration of dynamic road traffic condi-

tions and bus-traffic interaction. By implementing different bus holding strategies

in a multi-modal urban transport system, a systematic study is conducted to

evaluate the sensitivity of bus regularity with different factors such as passenger

demand, road saturation levels and road transport characteristics. Furthermore,

bus control performance is assessed from the perspectives of both public transport

agency and other road drivers in terms of bus commercial speeds, traffic delay and

journey time deviation.

Third, this study proposes a range of innovative bus headway control strategies

which can respond to traffic dynamics and effectively improve bus service regularity

and transport efficiency. Compared to classical stop-based holding strategies, these

rule-based strategies innovatively deploy signal adjustment to regulate the bus

service which does not require predefined slack time. The impact of bus holding

on other traffic sharing the road is also managed with reduced traffic delay and

improved transport system efficiency.
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6.3 Assumption and limitation

This research work is built upon the LWR model which assumes that the equilib-

rium of traffic conditions can be achieved instantly. Therefore, acceleration and

deceleration of road traffic are not considered by the proposed simulation frame-

work. This limitation in an urban transport network is not as critical as in a

freeway since urban traffic conditions are largely determined by traffic signals.

However, the application of the proposed simulator in a more detailed transport

network and traffic condition study might be constrained by this assumption.

Second, the VMBus simulation platform assumes that bus speeds during their

cruising between stops are determined by traffic flow speeds. This assumption is

necessary to enable this research to exclude bus driver influence and to focus on bus

holding impact on the whole transport system. However, the actual bus cruising

speeds can be altered by bus drivers and further affect their surrounding traffic

in practice. If future research needs to investigate into the interaction between

slow-moving buses and their other road traffic, more simulation components need

to be developed in the existing VMBus platform.

Third, the proposed bus holding strategies through traffic signal adjustments as-

sume that the volume of traffic flows can be changed instantly. No start or end

lags are necessary. This ideal scenario helps identifying the effectiveness and ef-

ficiency of the proposed holding strategies without interruptions caused by other

factors. This scenario, nevertheless, does not exist in reality. To make the pro-

posed control strategies more implementable, more practical elements need to be

taken into consideration such as the time lag for the discharge traffic flow to reach

road saturation level.
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6.4 Future work

Short term: 0 - 1 year

The short-term plan identifies research tasks which can be taken immediately and

play an instrumental role in fulfilling mid-term and long-term plans. Selected

short-term tasks include incorporating moving bottlenecks in the VMBus simula-

tion platform, deploying more traffic modes and evaluating the impact of uncertain

factors on proposed control strategy effectiveness.

First, it is rather common to have buses move slowly among road traffic in ur-

ban transport systems. Slow-moving buses form moving bottlenecks which reduce

road capacity. It has been proven that the proposed simulator in Chapter 3 is

effective and accurate to capture buses as moving bottlenecks among other road

traffic compared to the CTM-based simulator. To further incorporate the pro-

posed simulation in the VMBus, more development and configuration need to be

carried out and implemented. Slow moving buses can be represented as internal

boundaries which change road capacity in a time-space plane. The slope of bus

trajectories and the associated traffic overtaking rates can be collected from real

world observations.

The second direction to develop the established simulation platform is to incorpo-

rate other traffic modes such as bicycles and pedestrians in an integrated urban

transport network. The modelling of multi-modal urban traffic flow in this re-

search focuses on buses and takes the rest of road traffic as an integrated part.

However, bicycles and pedestrians are considered as important components of an

urban transport system which can have strong impacts on road traffic conditions.

For example, separate bicycle lanes reduce road capacity and pedestrian-actuated

signals directly affect road traffic. It is thus interesting to model bicycle and

pedestrian flows and understand their impact on transport systems.

Third, the impact of uncertain factors on proposed control strategy effectiveness

and efficiency needs to be fully evaluated and understood. The impact of the

proposed bus holding strategies is evaluated in an ideal scenario where traffic
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signal changes can affect road traffic flow instantaneously. However, it takes time

for drivers to react to signal changes and for the discharge traffic flow to reach the

saturation level in reality. Moreover, the proposed holding strategy also relies on

accurate measurements of bus headways and bus locations in traffic links. The

impact and sensitivity of this measurement accuracy on control performance need

to be studied.

Middle term: 1 to 2 years

The mid-term task is identified as a continuation of short-term tasks and the basis

for long-term tasks.

Upon completion of short-term tasks, a critical area to explore is to implement

the proposed signal-based control strategies in practice and measure their actual

performance in a real-world environment. Although the simulation platform is

capable of representing the actual transport system with essential features of re-

search interests, it does not consider exogenous interruptions which might arise

from various sources as in the real-world practice. Performance of the proposed

control strategies under uncertainty and external interruptions remains an inter-

esting topic for future research. Validation of the proposed simulation platform is

essential to carry out before its application in a large-scale network.

Long term: 2 to 3 years

The long-term task is identified based on an objective to commercialize the pro-

posed simulation platform and increase its social and the economical impact. The

following action items need to be carried out in order to fully commercialize the

simulator.

From a technical perspective, the simulator needs to be further developed and

packaged in a user-friendly manner for practical application. The simulator is

currently written in Matlab. Despite the core algorithm being mostly developed

and implemented, its interface with end users is yet to be addressed. Moreover,

the work flow for calibrating the simulator to fit site-specific situations needs to

be properly defined and configured in the software.
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From a business perspective, the business model of the commercialized software

needs to be defined. It is necessary to identify potential clients and develop client-

oriented functions. The competitive situation faced by this product should also

be evaluated in about 2 years.

From a financial perspective, how to raise the capital to grow the business needs to

be studied. In order to launch the product at different stages to attract different

investor funding, the ongoing business should be planned out and implemented.
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